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CURRENT ESTIMATES
FROM THE HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY

Ethel R. Black, Division ofHealth Interview Statistics

INTRODUCTION

National estimates of acute illnesses and in-
juries, disability days, and measures of health
care utilization for 1976 are presented in this
report. These variables represent the basic health
items collected in the 1976 Health Intervie\v
Survey of the civilian noninstitutionalized popu-
lation of the United States.

The detailed tables in this report contain
data limited to age and sex categories of the popu-
lation. More detaiIed analysis of similar data by
additional selected social, economic, and demo-
graphic categories ~vill be presented in later re-
ports. The text tables present data that indicate
recent trends for the major heaIth items covered
for 1976 as well as for the 3 previous years.
Other Current Estimates reports in Series 10

(Numbers 95, 100, and 115) present detailed
data for these 3 years comparable to the data
shown in this report for 1976.

Although published reports are the primary
vehicle for disseminating statistical estimates
from the Ilealth Interview Survey, data arc also
available in the forms of special tabulations and
standardized microdata tapes. Questions per-
taining to cost, delivery time, and data years
available should bc directed to the Division of
Health Interview Statistics.

HIGHLIGHTS FOR
THE PERIOD

Acute Conditions

During 1976 an estimated 461.4 million
acute illnesses and injuries occurred among the

civilian noninstitutionalized population of the
United States (tables 1 and 2). The incidence
rate of 219.0 acute conditions per 100 persons
for 1976 was simiktr to the 1975 rate of 212.0
but substantiality higher than the rates for 1973
and 1974 (table A). The lower rates for inci-
dence of acute conditions reported for 1973 and
1974 resulted from a slight modification in the
data collection procedure for this topic during
those 2 years. Therefore comparisons regarding
recent trends of the incidence of acute condi-
tions should not be based on the estimates of
acute conditions shown here for 1973 and
1974.1

Acute conditions are defined as those condi-
tions (illnesses and injuries) which have lasted
less than 3 months and which have involved
either medical attention or 1 day or more of
restricted activity. However, the annual inci-
dence of acute conditions is calculated by in-
cludin~ only those conditions which had their
onset during the 2 weeks prior to the interview.

Comparison of the 1976 rates for the major
classifications of acute conditions with those of
1975 shows an increase in the incidence of respi-
ratory conditions ( 119.0 and 111.4 conditions
per 100 persons per year, respectively). Most of
this increase derives from higher reported inci-
dence of influenza during 1976. When compared
with those of 1975, rates for other categories of

1For ~ ~ore detailed explanation of the problem as-

sociated with the data collection procedure for acute
conditions used during those 2 years, see Series 10,
Number 100, page 1, and Series 10, Number 102, pages
2-4.



acute conditions, with the exception of injuries,
increased slightly or remained the same. There is
an apparent decline in the rate of injuries from
36.4 in 1975 to 32.1 in 1976. However, the
higher rate of injuries reported for 1975 prob-
ably reflects the effect of an extensive injury
probe included in the questionnaire fcr a 1-year
period during that year.

During 1976 acute illnesses and injuries
caused an average of 9.6 days of restricted activ-
ity per person (tables A, 3, and 5), a rate simi-
lar to that of 1975 and an increase of about

Table A. Incidence of acute conditions, associated disability
days, and persons injured: United States, 1973-76

Item

Acute conditions

All acute conditions ... .. .... ...

Infective and parasitic diseases ..
Respiratory conditions .. ... .. .. .. .. .

Upper respiratory conditions ...
Influenza ..... .. .. ... ... .. .. .. ........ . . ..
Other respiratory conditions ...

Digestive system conditions . .. . ...
Injuries .. .. ...... .. ... ..... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ..
All other acute conditions .. .. .. ...

Days of disability associated
with acute conditions

Restricted-activity days ... .. .. .. .. ..

Bed-disability days ... . ....... .. .... ...
Work-1oss days (ages 17 years

and over) 2 .. .. .. ...... .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. .
School-loss days (ages 6-16

years) ...... . .... .. ..... . .. ........ . . ... . ...

Class of accident

All classes of accident ..... ... ..

Moving motor vehicle .. . ...... .. .. ...
While at work .. ... .. ... . .. .. ... .. ... .....
Home .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ........ .. .. .... .. .. ....

Other .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... . ... .. ...’

EIEIEEE
Number of acute conditions

per 100 persons per year

175.1 1175.7 212.0 219.0

19.4 19.5 22.8 25.0
91.7 94.4 111.4 119.0
48.8 45.8 59.3 60.6
38.5 44.8 46.7 52.4

4.4 3.9 5.4 6.0
8.4 7.8 10.3 10.4

30.7 30.4 36.4 32.1
24.9 23.5 31.0 32.5

Days of disability per
100 persons per year

910.1 937.7 961.1 956.5
395.1 413.0 414.4 442.7

377.9 339.3 367.6 374.3

438.4 485.9 449.8 497.3

Number of persons injured
par 100 persons per year

29.1

m

28.5 34.4 31.1

1.9 2.1 2.5 2.2
4.4 4.5 4.7 4.4

11.0 10.3 14.9 12.3
13.0 12.7 13.6 13.1

1For explanation of the lower rates of incidence Of acute con-
ditions during 1973 and 1974, see section entitled “Highlights
for the Period.”

Zl?or currently employed poprdation.

half a day over the rate for 1973.2 The rate of
4.4 days in bed per person for 1976 (tables .A, 4,
and 6) indicates a slight increase over the rates
for the previous 3 years, the largest difference
being an increase of about half a day over the
rate for 1973. The rate of 5.0 school-loss days
per child aged 6-16 is an increase from the rate
of 4.5 during 1975 (tables A and 7). The num-
ber of days lost from work among the currently
employed population for 1976 (tabIe 8) and
1975 were similar, about 3.7 days per person.

During 1976 there were approximately 65
million persons injured (table 9)–a rate of. 31.1
injuries per 100 persons (table A). The rates
tend to decrease with age, ranging from 39.7 for
children under 6 years of age to 19.0 for persons
65 years of age and over (table 9). Associated
with these injuries were 306.8 days of restricted
activity (table 10) and 88.8 days of bed disabil-
ity (table 11) per 100 persons per year. JVhile
the rate of persons injured decreases with age,
the number of restricted-activity and bed-
disabiIity days per person per year associated
with injuries increases with age (table 12).

Disability

Table B shows days of disability per person
per year for both acute and chronic conditions
and the percent of the population limited in
activity due to chronic conditions for 1973
through 1976. Days of disability refers to, any
temporary or long-term reduction of a person’s
activity due to acute or chronic conditions. The
four types of disability days (restricted-activity,
bed-disability, work-loss, and school-loss days)
are reported in the health interview in associ-
ation with specific acute and chronic conditions.
Although it is possible for a particular diiy of
disability to be attributed to more than one
condition, the person-day measure, used in table
B, counts each day of disability only once
regardless of the number of conditions causing
disability on that day. A day of restricted activ-
ity is one during which a person substantially

2ne problem ~~eady mentioned concerning the

underestimation of the incidence of acute conditions
during 1973 and 1974 did not affect the estimates of
days of disability associated with acqte conditions,



Table B. Days of disability and percent of total population with
limitation of activity: United States, 1973-76

Type of disability day and 1973 1974 1975 1976
extent of Ii mitation

Days of disability
Days of disability

per person per year

Restricted+ ctivity days .. .. .... .. .. . 16.5
Beddisability days .. ... . .. .. ..... .. . .. 6.4

Work-loss days (ages 17 years
and over)l .. .. .... .. .. ..... . ... ..... . . ... 5.4

School-loss days (ages 8-16
years) ...... ... ... .. .... .. .... .. ... ... .. . . .. 5.1

17.2
6.7

4.9

5.6

17.9
6.6

5.2

5.1

18.2
7.1

5.3

5.2

Limitation of activity
due to chronic conditions

Percent of totaI population

Limited in all activity .... . .. .. ... . ... 13.5 14.1 14.3 14.3

Limited in major activity . .. .. . ... 10.2 10.6 10.8 10.8
No limitation of activity .... ... .. ... 86.5 85.9 85.7 85.7

.—
1 For cwrently employed poPdatiom
2Major actitity refers to ab~lty to work, keep house, or engage

in school or preschool acttilties.

reduces his or her normal activity for the whole
day because of an illness or injury. Each day
spent in bed for all or most of the day is also
counted as a day of restricted activity. Similarly,
each day lost from work or school is a day of
restricted activity.

In 1976 there were an estimated 18.2 days
of restricted activity per person as a result of
chronic and acute iIlnesses or injuries-a rate
similar to that of 1975. The number of
restricted-activity days per person per year
ranged from about 11 days for children under
17 years of age to approximately 40 days for
persons 65 years of age and over (table 12). The
average number of bed days per person during
1976 (7.1) was greater than for the 3 previous
years (table B). There were an estimated 465
million days lost from work due to illness or
injury-5.3 days per currently employed person
17 years of age and over per year, a rate similar
to that of 1975. The number of days lost from
school for children 6-16 years during 1976 was
5.2 days per child, again simikr to the 1975 rate
(table 13).

Females reported proportionately more
restricted-activity, bed-disability, work-loss, and
school-Ioss days than did males during 1976, as has
been the case in previous years (tables 12 and 13).

The concept of limitation of activity as used
in this report refers to long-term reduction in
activity resulting from chronic disease or impair-
ment. The measurement of this concept in the
Health Interview Survey permits one to
distinguish among (1) persons unable to carry on
the usual activity for their age-sex group,
whether it be working, keeping house, or going
to school, (2) persons restricted in the amount
or kind of usual activity, (3) persons restricted
in other activities such as civic, church, or rec-
reational pursuits, and (4) persons without any
of these restrictions.

The proportion of the population limited in
their activities as a result of chronic conditions
(14.3) was the same as the proportion limited in
1975. This similarity is also true for the 10.8
percent of the total population who were lim-
ited in their major activity (table B). The data in
table 14 show that approximately three-fourths
of those with limitations were limited in their
major activity (working, keeping house, or going
to school). About 4 percent of the persons
under 17 years of age reported some degree of
activity limitation, while approximately 45 per-
cent of the persons 65 years and over were lim-
ited in their activities as a result of one or more
chronic conditions (table 14). For a more
detailed analysis of data on this topic, see Series
10, Number 111.

Utilization of
Medical Swvicas

Measures of the utilization of health services
as reported in the Health Interview Survey are
shown in tables 15-21 and highlighted in table C.

Information is obtained in the Health Inter-
view Survey on the hospitalization experience of
each household member during the 12-month
period prior to interview. Two measures of hos-
pitalization are derived from this information–
hospitaI discharges and hospital episodes. Dif-
ferences in estimating procedures for these two
measures are described in appendix I. Another
program of the National Center for Health
Stat ist ics –t he Hospital Discharge Survey–
collects information on hospital discharges from
hospita.I records. Estimates from the Hospital
Discharge Survey, published in Series 13 of Vital

3



Table C. Selected measures of health care utilization: United
States, 1973-76

Measures of utilization

Hospitalization

Number of discharges per
100 persons per year ... ... .. .... ..

Average length of stay
in days ... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. . ..... .. .. .... ..

Percent of persons with 1

hospital episode or more .. .. ....

Dental visits

Number per person per year .. .. .
Percent of persons

with visits in past year .. ... .... . ..

Phvsician visits

Number per person per year ... ...
Percent of persons

with visits in past year .... .. ... ....

1973

13.9

8.1

10.7

1.6

48.9

5.0

74.5

1974

.—

14.1

8.4

10.7

1.7

49.3

4.9

75.3

1975

14.1

8.0

10.6

1.6

50.3

5.1

75.2

1976

14.1

7.9

10.6

1.6

48.7

4.9

75.5

and Health Statistics, will be somewhat higher
than those presented here because of differences
in collection procedures, population sampled,
and definitions used.

During 1976 there were an estimated 14.1
discharges from short-stay hospitals per 100 per-
sons, the same as the rate for 1975 (tables C and
15). The rate of discharges per 100 persons for
those 65 years of age and over (27.7) was about
4 times as high as that for children under 17
years of age (7.1). The average length of stay in
days per hospital discharge was 7.9, approxi-
mately the same as reported for the previous
year. Children and adults under 25 years of age
experienced hospital stays averaging about 5
days, while older persons had increasingly longer
stays, with those aged 65 years and over aver-
aging about 12 days. Males experienced longer
stays than did females except for children under
17 years of age and adults 35-44, where the rates
are similar for both sexes.

Approximately 10.6 percent of the popu-
lation were hospitalized at least once during the
year preceding the interview (table 16). About
83 percent of these persons had only one stay in
a hospital. In 1976 persons with one hospital
episode or more spent an average of about 10
days per person in the hospital (table 17). For

those 17 years of age and over, females averaged
fewer days in the hospital than did males.

There were an estimated 336 million clental
visits in 1976, or 1.6 visits per person. This rate
is the same as that for 1975 (table C). As in the
past, females continue to make slightly more
dental visits per person than males- 1.7 and 1.4
visits per person per year, respectively ~[table
18).

From 1975 to 1976 there was a slight
decrease in the percent of the population with at
least one annual dental visit, the rate declining
from 50.3 to 48.7 percent. Detailed data on the
time interval since last dental visit are shown in
table 19. More extensive data on dental visits
can be found in the report entitled “E~ental
Visits: Volume and Interval Since Last Visit,
United States, 1969” (Series 10, Number 76).

During 1976 there were approximately 1
billion visits to medical doctors, excluding visits
to inpatients in the hospital-an average of 4.9
visits per person (table 20). This rate ;S ccmsis-
tent ~th ;ates for’ the 3 previous years, 5.1, 4.9,
and 5.0. The number of visits per person per
year ranged from 4.0 for children under 17 years
of age to 6.8 visits for persons 75 years of age
and over. For persons aged 17 through 64 years,
females made more doctor visits than did males.
For the younger and older age groups (under 17
and 75 and over), the rates were similar for both
sexes.

Approximately 76 percent of the civilian
noninstitutionalized population saw a medical
doctor at least once during the 12 months pre-
ceding the interview (table 21). This percent has
changed little over the past 4 years. An esti-
mated 3.4 percent of the population hail not
contacted a physician in 5 years or more. More
extensive data on ~hvsician visits can be found. .
in the report entitled “Physician
and Interval Since Last Visit,
1971” (Series 10, Number 97).

Seasonal Variation

Visits: Volume
United States,

Tables 22-24 present quarterly estimates of
acute conditions, persons injured, and disability
days. Figures 1-3 show these data for the past 6
years. The quarterly estimates of acute condi-
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tions for 1976 more closely resemble the esti- The 1976 questionnaire contained avarietv
mates of1975, 1972, and1971 andnot thoseof
1973 and 1974 because of methodological
factors previously mentioned (figure 1). The
apparent high rates consistently shown for per-
sons injured during 1975 (figure 2) probably
reflect the extensive accident probe added to
that year’s questionnaire. Restricted-activity
days and bed-disability days continued to fluc-
tuate in a pattern similar to that of previous
years (figure 3).

CONTENTS OF THE
1976 QUESTIONNAIRE

Data on the incidence of acute conditions,
limitation of activity due to chronic conditions,
persons injured, hospitalization, disability days,
dental visits, and physician visits are now col-
lected annually in the Health Interview Survey.
Periodic reports update information on these
health topics, and selected unpublished data are
also available. A list of the publications con-
taining detailed data on these items for years

“ previous to 1976 is at the end of this text.

of topics not r~utinely collected in the H[ealth
Interview Survey. These topics include prev-
alence of skin and musculoskeletal conditions
(previously collected in 1969); health insurance
coverage (collected every other year); detailed
information on diabetics, including their use of
insulin and other medications; health habits of
all persons 19 years of age and over, including
data on use of medication, caffeine, and ciga-
rettes; whether or not Aid to Families with
Dependent Children or Supplementary Security
Income is being received; and out-of-pocket
health expenses for 1975.

The

SOURCE AND LIMITATIONS
OF THE DATA

information from the Health Interview
Survey presented in this report is based on data
collected in a continuing nationwide survey
conducted by household interview. Each week a
probability sample of households is interviewed
by trained personnel of the U.S. Bureau c)f the
Census to obtain information about the h~ealth



and other characteristics of each member of the
household in the civilian noninstitutionalized
population of the United States.

During the 52 weeks in 1976 the sample was
composed of approximately 40,000 households
containing about 113,000 persons living at the
time of the interview. The total noninterview
rate was about 3.7 percent —of which 2.1 per-
cent was due to respondent refusal, and the
remainder was primarily due to the failure to
find an eligible respondent at home after
repeated calls.

The population figures used in computing
annual rates shown in this report appear in table
OK
Lg.

A description of the design of the survey,
the methods used in estimation, and general
qualifications of the data obtained from this sur-
vey is presented in appendix I. Since the esti-
mates shown in this report are based on a sample
of the population, they are subject to sampling
error. Therefore particular attention should be
paid to the section entitled “Reliability of Esti-
mates. ” Sampling errors for most of the esti-
mates are of relatively low magnitude. However,
where an estimated number or the numerator or
denominator of a rate or percentage is small, the
sampling error may be high. Charts of relative
sampling errors and instructions for their use are
shown in appendix I.

Certain terms used in this report are defined
in appendix II. Some of the terms have specified
meanings for the purpose of the survey. For
example, estimates of the incidence of acute
conditions include, with certain exceptions,
those conditions which had started within 2
weeks and which involved either medical atten-
tion or restricted activity. The exceptions, Iisted
in appendix II, are certain conditions such as
heart trouble and diabetes which are always
considered to be chronic regardless of duration
or onset.

Estimates of the number of disability days
associated with acute conditions are derived
from the number of days of disability experi-
enced during the 2-week period prior to the
week of interview and include all such days re-
ported even if the acute condition causing the
disability had its onset prior to the 2-week peri-
od. Disability days associated with acute condi-

tions are recorded on a condition basis. If an
individual reports more than one illness or injury
on the same day, the count of disability days
will exceed the actuaI number of days disabled,
i.e., person davs of disability.

Appendix III contains the questionnaire
used in the interview. Also shown are the cards
used by the interviewer for asking certain ques-
tions.

In this report, terms such as “similar” and
“the same” mean that no statisticzd significance
exists between the statistics being compared.
Terms relating to difference (i.e., “greater,”
“less,” etc. ) indicate that differences are statis-
tically significant. The t-test with a critical value
of 1.96 (0.05 level of significance) was used to
test all comparisons which are discussed. Lack of
comment regarding the difference between any
two statistics does not mean the difference was
tested and found to be not significant.
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TABLE 1. INCIDENCE CF ACUTE CONDITIONS, PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PEP 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY CCNOITION GROUP, ACCOROING TO SEX: UNITED STATES, 1976

[Data are based onhouschold i.teniewsoftbc civilism noninSit.tiom~ued popuhtion. Thes.n,eydeS@, gcnemlq.alifi=tiom, mdtifomation ontiereIiatifity ofthc
estimates arc given in appendix I. DK1nitions of terms are given in appendix II]

BOTH BCITH
SEXES MALE FEMALE SEXES MALE ‘E MALECDNOITICh GROUP.-

\..

NuMBER OF ACUTE CCN-
OITICNS PEP 100
PEP SCAIS PER YEAR

INc IoEACE OF ACUTE PEP CENT
CONDITIONS IN THOU SAN@S oISTRIBUTICN

*

100.0 100.: 219.0 210.2

24.2

2.e
11.1

10.5

113.:

58.4
.44. s

13.5
4s.6

2.P
46.7

5.s

1.5
2.4
2.0

10.1

227.2

z5.7

2.4
11.3

12.0

123.8

ALL ACUTE CtNOITIDNS----—--- 4fll,377

INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES--- 52,603

5,262
23,586

23,754

250,704

127,656
96,859

30,797
110,391

6,103
104,287

12,657
3,190
5,087
4,381

21,997

11. $

1.2
5.3

5.0

54.1

27.8
21.3

6.4
23.6

1.3
22.2

2.8
0.7
1.2
1.0

4.8

1.3

1.B

1.7

le.o

5.4
1.6
3.8
5.6

2.9
4.0

11.5

11.3

1.1
5.@

5.3

54.5

27.6
20.7

6.?
24.2

1.3
2.3.9
2.7
0.7
1.1
0.9

4.7

25.0

2.5
11.2

11.3

119.0

60.6
46.0

14. b
52.4

2.9
4SI.5

6.0
1.5
2.4
2.1

10.4

2,65T 2,606 1.1
11,288 12,298 5.1

CCMMON CHILOHOCD DISEASES---—---
VI RIJS, N.o. s.-----------— -------

OTHER INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASES ------------------------ 10,664 13,091 5.1

RESPIRATORY CONOITIGNS -------------

UPPEP. P.ASPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----
COMMON CO LA---------------—---
OTHER UPPER RESPIPATOPY

CO ND IT ION S--------------------
IN FLU EN ZA------------------------

INFLUENZA WITH OIGESTIVE
MAN IF ESTATIONS ----------------

OTHEP. IN FL UENZA ----------------
OTHER RESPIRATCITY CCNOITIONS—---

PNE UMON I A----------------------
BRONCHI TIS---------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CCNOITIONS---

62.7
47.0

15.7
55.1

3.0
52.1

6.1
1.5

2.4
2.1

10.7

13,704 17,093 6.7
50,35B 60,033 23.9

2,B70 3,233 1.3
47,48E! 56,800 22.6

6,029 6,629 2.7
1,521 1,668 0.7
2,467 2,620 1.1
2,041 2,341 0.9

OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CCNOITIONS --------

DENTAL CONDITIONS----------—----
FuNCTIONAL ANO SYti PTOMATIC UPPER

GASTROINTESTINAL CISOROERS,
N . E . C . --------------------------

OTHER OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONO IT ION S—--------------------

5,977

8,987

7,033

67,714

1.3

2.1

1.4

11.8

3.&
1.2
2.6
2.3

3.0
2.8

17.6

2.8

4.3

3.3

32.1

10.0
3.1
6.s
6.3

6.5
7.3

32.5

2.8

3.8

?.6

37.8

2.0

4.7

3.1

2t.9

8.7
2.8
5.8
5.1

6.~
6.3

3,837 5,150 1.9

37’$15 3,418 1.5

FRACTURES, OISLCCATICNS, SPRAINS,
ANO STRAIN S---------------—----

FPACTUP. ES AND CISLOCATICNS -----
SPRAINS ANC STRAIN S------------

21,026
!5,438

14,588
17,571

13,.573
15,444

68,359

11,579 9,447 4.6
3,360 3,078 1.4
6,21’9 6,369 3.2

11,988 5,582 3.!2

1.4
3.3
L?.1
1.8

.s.2
8.4

OPEN WOUNOS ANO LACERATIONS ------
CONTUSIONS ANc SUPERFICIAL

I NJUR I E S------------------------
CTHFR CURRENT INJUFf IF S-----------

ALL OTHER ACUTE CCNOITIONS --------- 24,6601 43,6991 14.8

7
24.3 40.1

7.0 7.0
1.5 3.cl
1.? 9.2

OISEASES OF THE EAR--------------
HEADACHES ------------------------
GENITOURINARY OISOROERS— --------
DELIVERIES ANO OISG?OERS OF

PREGNANCY ANO TfiE PUERPERIUM----
OISEASES OF THE SK I N-------------
OISEASES OF THE fWSCULOSKELETAL

SYSTEM --------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CO NO IT ION S-------

14,78?
4,84S

11,326

3,961
4,625

7,721
21,086

7,108 7,681 3.2
1,545 3,304 1.1
1,278 10,050 2.5

3.3
0.7
0.6

. . .
1.2

1.7
4.1

3.1
1.3
4.1

1.6
0.9

1.7
5.0

7.0
2.3
5.4

1.9
2.2

3.7

10.0

. . . 3,9bl 0.5
2,495 2,129 1.0

. . .
2.!?

3..$
2.0

?., 564 4,157

I

I.T
8,67o 12,416 4.6

3.5
8.5

3.8
11.4

NOTE : EXCLUOED FPOM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NE ITHEP PESTPICTEO ACTIVITY NCR PFOICAL
ATTENTION.

N. O. S.--NOT OTPERMISE SPECIFIEO; N. E. C.--NCT EL SEhHERE CLASSIFIED.

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 44.



TABLE 2. INCIDENCE CF ACUTE CDNDITIOKS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PFRSOhLS PER YEAR, @Y AGE,
SEX, AND CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, 1976

[Data are bascdon household interviews of the civilian notinstitutionalized popubtion. Thesuwey design, generdqudifications, mdinfomation ontiere~mbilityof
the estimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]

UNOER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS .S OVER

SEX ANO CONDITION GROUP

INCIOENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
IN THOU SANOS

NUMBFR OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER
100 PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES

ALL ACUTE CCNOITICNS- +.51,377

52,603
Z50,704

127,656
L1O,391

12,657

21,9%7
6i’,714

66,359

213,661

71,185

11,4$0
38,588

25,2:9
10,687

2,662

2,237
7,629

11,240

?6 ,789

116,2?0 185,272 88,691 219.0 376.2 276.9 218.7 :136.3

38.5
154.4

82.4
63.2

8.8

16.5
35.5

32.0

270.5

20.5
119.5

54.5
59.9

4.7

10.2
35.6

33.0

201.3

INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASE S----------------

RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
uPPER RESPIRATORY

CON DITIONS -----------
I NFL UEN2A -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY

CON DITIONS -----------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM

C CNOIT ION S--------------
IN JURIES -----------------
ALL CTHER ACUTE

CONOI T ION S--------------

60.7
203.9

133.4
56.5

14.1

11.8
40.3

59.4

380.3

11.6
70.9

32.7
34.5

3.6

6.5
23.1

24.3

:123.5

16,1T9
64,798

34,573
26,534

3,6S1

6,929
14,900

13,423

57,806

17,3.55
101,205

46,541
50,710

3,954

8,629
30,159

27,914

82,528

7,570
46,113

21,303
22,461

2,350

4,202
15,025

15,781

36,538

25.0
119.0

60.6
52.4

6.0

10.4
32.1

32.5

210.2ALL ACUTE CON OITICNS-

INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASE S----------------

RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY

24,6C8
115,690

59,3C3
50,358

6, C29

10,314
38,388

24,660

247,716

6,C19
19,356

12,584
5,211

1,561

1,057
4,397

5,561

34,396

8,680
30,039

15,735
2.2,637

1,667

3,713
9,422

5,951

58,424

7,514
46,316

21,589
23,018

1,709

3,782
18,200

6,716

102,744

2,394
19,979

9,396
9,492

1,092

1,763
6,370

6,032

52,153

24.2
113.8

58.4
49.6

5.9

10.1
37.8

24.3

227.2

62.2
200.1

130.1
53.9

16.1

10.9
45.5

61.6

371.9

40.6
140.6

73.6
59.1

7.8

17.4
44.1

27.9

283.6

18.3
113.0

52.7
56.2

4.2

9.2
44.4

16.4

235.1

8.1
67.5

31.7
32.1

3.7

6.0
21.5

20.4

147.1

CONDITIONS -----------
INFLUENZA -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY

CONDITIONS -----------
oIGESTIVE SYSTEM

CONO IT I ON S--------------
1 NJUR I ES-----------------
ALL CTHER ACUTE

CONOI T ION S--------------

FEMALE

ALL ACUTE CON OITICNS-

INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
O I SE NSES ----------------

RESPIRATORY CON Option s---
UPPER RESPIRATORY

CONDITION S-----------
IN FLU EN ZA -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY

CONDITIONS -----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM

CONOI T 10 NO--------------
1 NJUR I ES-----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE

CON DITIONS --------------

’27, 5S5
135,014

68,353
60, G33

6,629

11,683
29,326

43, tss

5,471
19,232

12,655
5,476

1,101

1,181
3,233

5,28C

7,498
34,760

18,839
13,896

2,024

3,216
5,478

7,472

9,851
54,889

24,952
27,691

2,245

4,848
11,959

21,198

5,175
26,134

11,907
12,969

1,258

2,438
B,656

9,749

25.7
123.8

62.7
55.1

6.1

10.7
26.9

40.1

59.2
208.0

136.8
59.2

11. $

12.8
35.0

57.1

36.4
168.7

91.4
67.4

9.8

15.6
26.6

36.3

22.5
125.6

57.1
63.4

5.1

11.1
27.4

48.5

14.6
73.7

33.6
36.6

3.5

6.9
24.4

27.5

NOTE: EXCLUOEO FRCW THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CCNOITIOhS INVOLVING NE ITHEP RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR FEI)ICAL
ATTENTION.

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on Page 44.
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TABLE 3. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS OF RESTRICTFO ACTIVITY PER 100
PEP SONS PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONOITICN GPOUP: UN ITECI STATES, 1976

[Data are bascdon household interviews of theavilh. no.instit.tio~~ned p.puhfion. Themn'q desiw, genedq~fi=tiOns,m drnfomationo ntierehabiKtyofthe
cstinw.tes are given in appendk L Definitions of tcms are given in appendix U]

CONOITICN GROUP

11 [

BOTH
SEXFS MALE FEMALE

BOTH
SEXES II MALE FEMALE

II

OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
IN THOUSANOS

DAYS OF P,ESTRICTEO ACTIVITY
F’FP 100 PERSONS PEP YEAR

ALL ACUTE CC NO IT IO NO---------

==+====

1,128,710

117,249

956.5

97.7

871.9

87.1

1,035.3

107.6INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES---

COMMON CHILOHCCD OISEAS~S --------
vIKus, N.o. s ---------------------

OTHEP. INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DI sEAS ES------------------—----

*E 16.7
30.1

40.3

15.5

38.4

53.7

482.7

16,9D8
41,818

58,522

526,275

16.1
34.4

47.29%,473

II

40,950

RESPIRATORY CO ND IT ION S-------------

UPPER RESPIRATORY CCNDITIONS—---
LOMMON COLA--------–-------–-–-
CT HER UPPER RESPIRATORY

CO ND IT IONS --------------------
IN FLu EN ZA------------------------

INFLUENZA WITH DIGESTIVE
MAN I FESTAT IONS-----------––-––

OTHER IN FL UENZA ----------------
OTHER RESPIPATGRY CC NOITIONS -----

PNEUMONIA ----------------------
EIRONCHIT I S---------------------
OTHER PESPIRATCRY CGNOITICNS---

=lE
448.4 411.6

198,463
148,433

50,030
268,472

11,674
25 b,791?

59,340
25,607
20,773
12,960

48,653

175.1
131.2

167.6
125.8

182.0
136.2

45.9
246.3

10.7
235.6

54.4
22.5
19.1
11.9

44.6

92,572

I

42,542
468,295 199,823

43.9
222.3

41.9
196.6

18,806 I 7,132
449,489 192,692
107.427 48,087

8.9
213.4

7.0
189.6

51.0
23.5
16.5

47.3
23.6
L3.7
10.0

49,590 23,984
34,683 13,910
23,154 10,194 11.0

42.4 30.9OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CCNCITIONS --------

OENTAL CON131T IGNS ----------------
FUNCTIONAL A140 SYMPTOMATIC UP PEP

GASTROINTESTINAL OISOF!OEI?S,
N. F. C---------------------------

@THER OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONOIT IONS----------------—----

11,942

11,990

24,720

19’5,106

10.6 10.2 11.0

11.0

22.7

179.9

19,778 7,788

47,151 22,431

9.4

22.4

7.7

22.1

225.3INJUR I ES---------------–-----—----

FRACTURES, OISLCCATIONS, SPPAINS,
ANO STRAINS---------------—----

FRACTUPES ANO DISLOCATIONS -----
SPRAINS ANC STFAINS ------------

UPEN wOUNOS ANC LA CFQATICNS ------
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL

IN JURIES ------------------------
OTHER CURRENT INJURIES-----—----

201.8

229,092 116,141
137,315 67,490

91,777 48,651
57,168 43,240

112,951
69,825
43,126
13,928

33,898
35,329

240,427

27,417
7,325

44,109

50,754
7,551

26,875
76,397

108.8
65.2
43.6
27.1

114.3
66.4
47. Q
42.5

103.6
/.4.0
39.6
12.8

31.1
32.4

220.5

62,507 29,009
75,913 40,584

29.9
36.0

28.5
39.9

ALL CT HER ACUTE CONDITIONS ---------

OISEASES OF THE EAR--------—----
HEAOACHES---------------—-------
GE NITOURINARY CISORCERS ----------

13EL IV EPIES ANO CISCRDERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM----

DISEASES OF THE SK I N-------------
OISEASES OF THE MU SCULOSKELETAL

SYSTEM --------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CCNOITICNS -------

350.145 II 109s T18 166.2 108.0

48,798 21,381
10,362 *
57,483 13,374

23.2 21.0
*

13.2

25.1
6.7

40.5

46.6
6.9

24.7
7C.1

4.9
27.3

50,754 . . .
16,923 9,372

49,616 22,741
116,210 39,813

24.1
8.0

. . .
9.2

23.6
55.2

22.4
39.2

NOTE: N. O. S.--NCT OTEERWISE SPECIFIEO; N. E. C.--NOT EL SEMHEF!E CL AS SIFIEII.

The appropriate relative standard error of the esthnates shown in this table are found on page f+5.
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TABLE 4. DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACLITE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PFR 100 PERSCNS
PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP: UN ITEO STATES, 1976

[Data are based .mhOusehO1d interviews Ofth. civilisn noninstitutionalized population. ~esurvey desi~, general qutifications, mdinformationon thcrcliability oftl1e
estimates are given inappendix1.Definitionsof terms are given h appendix 11]

CO NO ITICN GROUP

ALL ACUTE CCNOITIONS ---------

INFECTIVE ANC PARASITIC OISEASES---

COMMON CHILOkCCC olSEASES --------
VIRUS, N. O. S ---------------------
OTHER INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC

01 SEAS ES------------------------

RESPIRATORY CONDITION S-------------

UPPER RESPIRATORY CCNOITIONS -----
COMMON COLD --------------------
OTHER UPPER RESPIRATORY

CONOI T IO NS--------------------
I NFLu EN ZA------------------------

INFLUENZA WITH DIGESTIVE
MANIFESTAT IONS ----------------

OTHER IN FL UENZA ----------------
OTHER RESPIRPTCRY CONDITIONS -----

PNEuMONI A----------------------
BRONCHI TIS ---------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CC NIJi TIGNS---

OIGESTIVE SYSTEI.’ CONDITIONS --------

OENTAL CONDITION S----------------
FUNCTIONAL AND SYVPTOPATIC UPPER

GASTROINTESTINAL OISORDERS,
N . E. C ---------------------------

OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDITION S----------------------

INJUP I ES---------------------------

FRACTURES, DISLCCATICNS, SPRAINS,
ANO ST RAIN S ---------------------

FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS -----
SPRAINS ANC ST RAIN S------------

OPEN WOUNOS AND LA AERATION S------
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL

I NJURI ES------------------------
CT HER CURRENT INJURIES -----------

ALL CTHER ACUTE CC NO IT ION S---------

OISEASES OF THE EAP--------------
HE AOACHES ------------------------
GENITOURINARY CISORCERS ----------
OELIVERIES AND CISCROERS OF

PREGNANCY ANO ThE PUEPPERIUM----
OISEASES OF THE SK I N-------------
OISEASES OF THE PUS CULOSKELETAL

SYSTEM --------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS -------

BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE

OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY
IN THOUSANOS

932,49311

I

7
114,553

17,329
40,332

56,892

I

4B9,718

151,664
105,775

45,8B9
278,581

10,028
268,552

59,474
31,509
15,679
12,286

---144,755

8,976

9,914

25,865

124,1301

62, o65
39,401
22,664
14, B58

17,735
29,472

+

1S9,336

22,17B
*

31,608

--l
23,243

5,907

18,452
53,075

391,704

50,337

8,773
18,614

22,950

213,200

67,875
46,645

21,231
120,550

*
116,621

24,774
14,559

5,527

18,160

*

10,128

60,982

26,707
17,431

9,275
10,910

7,769
15,597

49,026

7,923
*

B,635

. . .
*

8,264
20,313

540,789

64,216

8,555
21,718

33,943

276,518

8s,789

59,130

24,658
158,031

6,099
151,931

34,699

16,950
10,152

7,597

26,596

*

5,82o

15,737

63,148

35,358
21,969
13,389

*

9,965
13,876

110,310

14,255
*

22,973

23,243
*

10,188
32,762

=
!40TH
sExES MALE FEMALE

OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR

==4 385-4-a=
-11-

27.0 22.6

232.5 209.8

72.0 66.8
50.2 45.9

21.8 I 20.9
132.3 118.6

4.8 *

127.5 114.8
28.2 24.4
15.0 14.3

7.4 5.4
5.8 *

21.2 17.9

4.3 *

4.7 *

12.3 10.0

58.9 69.0

29.5 26.3
18.7 17.2
10.8 9.1

7.1 10.7

8.4 7.6
14.0 15.3

T
75.6 48.2

10.5 7.8
*

15.: 8.5

11.0 . . .
2.8 *

B.8 9.1
2?.2 20.0

NOTE : N. O. S.--NCT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO; N. E. C.--NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.

496,>1

58<,9
—

7.8
1$.’$

31.1

253.6

76.9
54.2

22.6
145. C

5.6
139.4

31.8

15.5
9.3
7.0

24.4

*

5.3

14.4

57.9

32.4
20.2
12.3

*

9.1
12.7

101.2

121.1
*

21..1

21..3
*

$.3
30.1

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimitea shown in this table are found on page 45.
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TABLE 5. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PEP YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANO CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, 1976

[Data ar. bascdon household interviews of thecivitimt noninstitutionaIized pop.btion. Thes.m~dctim, gcnedqtiifi~tiom, mdtifomation onticrekbiIity oftice=i.
mates arc given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendk 11]

SEX ANO CONOITICN GRCUP

BOTH SEXES

ALL ACUTE CON OITIONS-

INFECTIVE ANO PAP ASITIC
DISEASE S-—-------------

RESPIRATORY CON Option s---
UPPER RESPIRATORY

CONOIT IONS -----------
INFLUENZA -------------
OTHFR RESPIRATORY

CONDIT lDNS -----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM

CONDITION S--------------

I NJuQ IE S-----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE

CONO IT ION S--------------

MALE

ALL ACUTE CONOITICNS-

INFECTIVE ANO PAP AS ITIC
DISEASE S----------------

RESPIRATORY CON DITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY

CC’NOITIONS -----------
INFLUENZA --—--— -----
OTHER RESPIRATORY

CONLIIT ION S-----------
oIGFSTIVE SYSTEM

CONOITICINS --------------

IN JURIES -----------------
ALL flTHER ACUTE

CONDITIONS --------------

FFMAL E

ALL ACUTE CON CIITICNS-

lNFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASE S----------------

RESPIRATORY CON OITICNS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY

CCNOITICNS -----------
IN FL UENZA -------------
OTHER RESP1R4TCRY

CONOIT ION S-----------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM

CCNO IT IUNS--------------

1NJURIE S-----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE

CONOI T ION S--------------

UNOER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEAR S
AGES YEAP.s YEARs YEA!+, & OVER

OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOU SANOS

2,014,81?

2C5,800
944,555

368,.832
468,295

107,427

85,234

425,08C

350,1+5

88 E,104

88,551
418,280

17 C,370
199,823

48,087

40,501

228,9T4

109,718

1,12 F,71C

117,245
526,275

198,463
268,472

59,340

48,653

196,106

240,427

225,749

39,881
!.36,142

72,835
44,374

18,933

*

12,027

31,562

l17Y463

18,802
74,572

?9,423
24,55o

10,600

*

6,611

14,294

1C8,286

21,079
61,570

?3,412
19,824

8,333

*

6,216

17,267

390,693

66,685
195,421

83,31s
95,984

16,11E

16,774

69,607

42,201

1$5, c25

36,203
88,384

37,184
43,’303

7,298

9,040

42,1T6

19,822

1S5,068

30,486
107,037

46,135
52,081

8,821

7,?34

27,432

22,379

778,38S

62,54t
347,504

123,.596
191,432

32,376

34,761

178,77s

154,79E

334,004

22,957
150,118

56,785
78,826

14,504

14,324

115$470

31,135

444,384

39,589
197,386

66,9o7
L12,6C17

17,872

20,437

63,309

123,663

619,982

36,6B4
265,487

88,9I33
136,505

39,999

32,361

lt3, ~t.6

121,584

239,011

10,589
105,205

36,975
52,545

15,686

14,034

64,717

44,466

380,971

2.5,09:
160,282

52, oo8
83,960

24,314

18,327

95,149

77, 118

II I I I

II
UNOER 45

ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS c OVER

II I I I

OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR

956.5

97.7
448.4

175.1
222.3

51.0

42.4

201.8

166.2

871.9

87.1
411.6

167. t
196.6

47.3

?9.9

225.3

108.0

,035.3

107.6
482.7

182.0
246.3

54.4

44.6

179.9

220.5

,193.1

210.8
719.5

384.9
234.5

100.1

67.8

166.8

,214.3

154.4
770.9

407. !5
253. @

109.6

68.3

147.8

,170.9

227.9
665.8

361.3
214.4

90.1

67.2

186.7

930.9

158.9
465.6

19e.5
228.7

38.4

40.0
165.8

100.6

915.5

165’.4
413.6

174.0
205.5

34.2

42.3
197.4

92.8

946.8

14e. o
519.5

223.9
252. e

42.8

37.5
133.1

108.6

919.0

73. e
410.3

146.0
226.0

3~.2

41.0
211.1

1B2.8

E7.4. e

56.0
366.2

13e.5
192.3

35.4

?4. s
2al.7

76.0

,clt.7

9c. t

451.6

153.1
257.6

40.9

46. B
144. e

282.9

953.1

56.4
408.1

136. i?
209. @

61.5

49.7
251.9

1P6.9

807..5

35. E
355.5

124.9
177.5

53. Q

47.4
218.7

150.2

,,074.5

7?.6
452.1

146.7
236.8

68.6

51.7
279.6

217.5

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 45.
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TABLE 6. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS
YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, AND CONDITION GROUP:

AND OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 10C PERSONS PER
uNITED STATES, 1976

[Data a~b%edon houscl,ald intetiem ofticcivilim n"tinstitutionalizcd popuhtion. Thcsuwev desire, zenenIaudifications, mdinformation ontiereliaKlitv oftl,ccsti.
matesaregiveninappendixi. definitionsof term;aregke~in appe’”dix11]

SEX AND CONDITION GROUP

BOTH SEXES

ALL hCUTE CO ND IT ICNS-

lNFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASES ----------------

RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY

CDNOITIONS -----------
I NFLu ENZA -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY

CON DITIONS -----------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM

CONOI T iONS --------------
INJURIES -----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE

CONDITIONS --------------

MALE

ALL ACUTE CO NO IT ICNS-

INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASE S----------------

RESPIRATORY CONDITION S---
UPPER RESPIRATORY

CUNOITIONS -----------
INFLUENZA -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY

CONOIT IO NO-----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM

CCNOIT ION S--------------
IN JURIES -- —-------------
ALL CTHER ACUTE

CONO IT ION S--------------

FEMALE

ALL ACUTE CON DITICNS-

lNFECTIVE AND PARASITIC
DISEASE S----------------

RESPIRATORY CONOITICNS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY

CONDIT IONS -----------
IN FL UCNZA-------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY

CONOIT IO NO-----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM

CO ND IT ION S--------------
I NJUR I ES-----------------
ALL CT HER ACUTE

CONDITION S--------------

ALL
AGES

uNDER
6 6-16

YEARS YEAh S
17-44
YEARS

45
YEARS

C oVER
II I I I

DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY IN THOUSANDS

932,49?

114,55?
489,71e

151,664
27 B,581

59,474

44,755
124,13C

159,336

3$1,704

5C,337
213,200

67,875
120,550

24,774

18,16C
60,982

49,0%6

54 C,78S

64,21t
276,518

83,7B5
158,031

34,69S

2.s,596
63,148

110, ?10

99,026 I 204,369

20,781
57,641

23,527
24,35t

14,43C

39,382
119,166

43,313
.57,647

8,205

B,816
14,441

22,564

1C,322 21,566
33,32B 54,76B

11,857 20,371
15,623 31,306

5,848 *

* *
* 9,448

* 11,030

47,468 102,109

1C,460 17, B16
24,313 64,397

11,671 22,942
I?*733 36,341

* *

* *
* *

9,521 11,535

355,245

35,890
180,716

52,860
111,515

16,341

16,962
53,675

6B ,002

L37 ,258

13,249
75,130

22,334
45,495

7,301

*
31,633

12,044

217,987

22,641
105,5B6

30,526
66,020

9,040

11,760
22,042

55,95B

273,85?

1B,50C
132,195

31,96?
75,062

25,17(

17,052
51,766

54, 34C

100,62E

*
497973

13,313
28*12t

8,534

6,111
18,301

21,043

173,225

13,300
82,222

1B,65C
46,936

16,636

10,942
33,465

33,296

II UNOER I 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 ‘YEARs
AGES YEARS YEARS YEAPS t CVFR

OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER
lDO PERSONS PEP YEAR

442.7 523.4 486.9

54.4 109.8 93.8
232.5 304.6 283.9

72.0 124.2 103.2
132.3 128.7 161.2

28.2 51.6 19.5

21.2 * 21.0
5B.9 * 34.4

75.6 76.3 53.8

585.4 533.0 478.6

49.5 106.7 100.9
209. B 344.5 256.3

66. B 122.6 95.3
118.6 161.5 146.5

24.4 60.5 *

17.9 * *
60.0 * 44.2

48.2 * 51.6

496.1 513.3 495.6

58.9 113.1 86.5
253.6 262.9 312.6

76.9 126.2 111.4
145.0 94.4 176.4

31. B * *

24.4 * *
57.9 * *

101.2 103.0 56. o

419. ~

42.4
213.4

62.4
131.7

1$.3

20. C
63.4

80.3

334. e

32.3
1B3.3

54.5
111.0

17. e

*
77.2

2?.4

4Ge.7

51.8
241.6

6s. e
151.0

2C.7

26.9
50.4

128.0

421.0
——
.—

28.4
203.2

49.1
115.4

3B.7

26.2
79.6

E3.5

340.0

*
168.’7

45.0
?5.0

28.8

20.6
61. LI

T1. L

4?8.6

37.5
231.9

52.6
132.4

46.9

30.9
94.4

93.9
-—

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 45.
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TABLE 7. DAYS LCST FRCM SCHCOL ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER 100
CHILDREN (6-16 YEARS) PFR YEAR, BY SEX AND CONDITION GFCUP: UNITED STATES, 1976

[Dataarcbascdonhouseholdintewiewsoftheciviliannoninstitutionahzedpopuhtion.Thesuneyde$~,genemIq uaEfi=tions,mdinformati{,non
thereliabilityoftheestimatesaregiveninappendixI.DefinitionsoftermsaregiveninappendixII]

CCNDITICN GRCUP

ALL ACUTE CONDIT ONS--------------

INFFCTIVE ANO PARASITIC EISEAsEs --------

RESPIP\ATC!QY CCNCITICNS ------------------
UPPER RESPIRATCP.Y CCNOITIONS ----------
INFLUENZA -----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CCNOITICNS ----------

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS -------------

INJUF’I ES--------------------------------

ALL OTHEP ACUTE CONDITIONS --------------

POTH
SEXES NAL’F FEMALE

DAYS LCST FRGM SCHOOL
IN THOUSANDS

208,719 106,375

39,008

120,967
52,058
60,514

8,396

lo,l?’d

16,S9$

21,566

21,187

57,762
23,736
29,773
4,253

5,562

11,530

10,333

102,344

17,821

63,205
28,322
30,740
4, 143

4,616

5,46s

11,233

BOTH
SEXES II KALF I FEMALE

DAYS LOST FROM SCHOCIL PER
100 CHILOREN PER YEAR

497.3

92.9

288.2
124.0
144.2
20.0

24.3

40.5

51.4

497.8

99.2

270.3
111.1
130.3
19.9

26.0

54.0

4P.4

496.7

86.5

306.8
137.5
149.2

20.1

22.4

26.5

54.5

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page
45.

1.
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TABLE 8. DAYS LCST FROM WORK ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS LOST FROM WORK PER 100
CURRENTLY EVPLOYEO PERSONS PER YEAR, BY ACE, SEX, ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, 1976

[Data are based onhousehold intemiews of the.ivilian noninstitutiondized population. Tllesumey design, generalqualifications, andkformationon
thereliabaility of theestimates arc given inappendix I. Definitions ofterms are~ven inappendix II]

SEX ANC CONOITIOA GROUP

BOTH SEXES

ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS-----––--–––-

INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------

UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZ6----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS––-–––––-

OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITICNS ------------
INJURIES -------------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CCNOITIONS -------------

MALE

ALL ACUTE CCNOITIOhS -------------

INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CCNOITIONS -----------------

UPPER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS-–––––--–
INFLUENZA ----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITICNS ------------
INJURIES -------------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CCNOITIONS––––––--––––-

FEPALE

ALL ACUTE CCNCIITIONS -------------

INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CCNOITIONS -----------------

UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA ----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY COND ITIONS ---------

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITICNS ------------
INJURIES -------------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------

DAYS LOST FROM WORK
IN THOUSANOS

326,113

26,847
143,993

40,622
50,199
13,172
16,001
86,303
52,968

186,144

11,837
76,884
21,248
47,479

8,157
10,052
62,246
2,5,126

139,968

15,010
67,109
19,374
42,720

5,015
5,950

24,057
27,842

224,119

18,979
96,886
30,377
57,638

8,870
11,464
60,948
35,843

123,679

8,678
49,493
15,516
28,914

5,063
6,230

45,298
13,979

100,441

10,301
47 ,39?
14,861
28,724

3,807
5,234

15,649
21,864

101,993

7,868
47,107
10,245
32,561

4,301
4,538

25,355
17,125

62,466

*
27,391

5,732
18,565

*
3,822

16,947
11,147

39,528

4,709
19,716

4,513
13,996

*
*

8,408
5,978

ZiEllEE:
OAYS LOST FROM WORK PER
100 CURRENTLY EMPLOYED

PERSONS PEP YEAR

374.3

30.8
165.3

46.6
103.5

15.1
18.4
99.1
60.8

356.8

22.7
147.4

40.7
91.0
15.6
19.3

119.3
48.2

400.6

43.0
192.1

55.4
122.3

14.4
17.0
68.8
79.7

391.4

33.1
169.2

53.0
100.6

15.5
20.0

106.4
62.6

366.7

25.7
146.8

46.0
85.7
15.0
18.5

134.3
41.4

426.6

43.8
201.3

63.1
122.0

16.2
22.2
66.5
92.9

341.7————

26.4
157.8

34.3
Ioq.1

14.4
15.2
84.9
57.4

338.5

>,
148.4

31.1
100.6

*
20.7
91.8
60.4

346.8
——

41.3
17?.0

39.6
122.8

*
*.

73.8
52.4

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page
45.
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TABLE, 9.’ NUPEER OF PERSGNS INJURED AND NUPBER OF PERSONS INJURED PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIDENT*
SEX, AND AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1976

[D.m,mck kscdonhouseholdh terviewso fthccitiEan non&% iwtionaIized popuhti.n. Thesuw.y detip, genetiqutifiatiom, adinfomtion ontierebEfi~ oftiec&-
maks me given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]

SEX ANC AGE

BOTH SEXES

ALL AGES ----------------------------------

UNOER 6 YEAR S--------------------------—--—---
6-16 YE AR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YE AR S--------—------------------—-------
45-64 years ----------------------------—-------

65 YEARS ANO OVER-----------T -------------------

VALE

ALL AGE S-------------------------—-------

UNDER 6 YE AR S--------------------__-__-—______
6-16 YE AR S-----------------------------—-------
17-44 YE AR S------------------— ------------— ---
45-64 YE AR S----------------------------—-------
65 YFARS ANE CVER—-------------–----––—-------

FEMALE

ALL AGE S----------------------------------

UNDER 6 YE AR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YE AR S----------------------------—--------
17-44 YE AR S----------------------------—--—---
45-64 YEAR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS ANC CVER------—--------------—-------

BOTP SEXES

ALL AGE S-------------— -------------------

UNDER 6 YE AR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YE AR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YE AR S----------------------------—-------
45-64 YE APS -------------------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER---------— --------------------

PALE

ALL AGE S-----------------------------—-—

UNDER. 6 YE AR S-----------------------------------
t,-16 YE AR S--------------------- — ---------------
L7-44 YE ARS----------------— -------------------
45-64 YE AR S-----– ------------------- —-—----—-
65 YEARS ANC OVER ---------—-----------—----—-

FEMALE

ALL AGE S ----------------------------------

uNDER 6 YE AR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YEAR S--------------------------------—-—-
17-44 YE AR S----------------------------------—-
45-64 YE AR S--------------- —---–------- ;--—----
65 YEARS ANC OVER ------—--------------------—-

1 CLASS OF ACCIDENT

I I I

‘“’ALt=i=l ‘~$ FCPE CTHER

65,428

7,515
14,598
29,166
10,012

4,137

37,093

4,355
9,278

177340
4,633
1,488

28,335

3,160
5,320

11,826
5,379
2,650

NuMBER OF PERSCNS INJUREO IN THOUSANCS

4,611

*
*

2,791
738

*

2,151

*
*

1,502
*
*

2,+61

*
*

1,289
*
*

4,107

*
*

2,646
605

*

1,825

*
*

1,357
*
*

2,282

*
*

1,289
*
*

9,292

. . .

. . .
6,877
2,27a

*

7,496

. . .
. . .

5,506
1,852

*

1,796

. . .

. . .
1, 3T0

*
*

25,98T

4,79%
6*341
8,271
3,942
2,635

13,526

2,992
4,296
3,737
1,705

796

12,4.S1

1,B07
2,045
+,534
2,237
1,838

27,585

2, 574
7,923

12,444
3,463
1,182

15,435

1,400
4,851
7,546
1,161

*

12,150

1,173
3,072
4,897
2,3o2

705

NuMPER OF PEFSONS INJuREO PER 100 PERSONS PEP YEAR

31.1 2.2

39.7 *
34. E *
34.4 3.3
23.1 1.7
19.0 *

36.5 2.1

45. D *
43.4 *

42.3 3.7
22.5 *
16.6 *

26.0 2.3

34.2 *
25.8 *

27.1 2.9
23.8 *
20.6 *

*
*

3.1
1.4

*

1.8

*
*

3.3
*
*

. . .

. . .
8.1
5.3

*

7.4

. . .

. . .
13.4

9.0
*

* . . .
* . . .

2.9 3.1
* *
* *

12.3

25.4
15.1

9.8
9.1

12.1

13.3

?0.9
20.1

9.1
8.3

4

8.9

11.4

19.5
9.’9

10.4
9.9

14.3

13.1

13.6
18.9
14.7

8.0
5.4

15.2

14.5
22.7
18.4

5.6
*

11.1

12.7
14.9
11.2
10.2

5.5

NOTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONOITIONS INvOLvING NEITHER Restricted AcT1v17Y NCR MEOICAL ATTEN-
TION. THE SUM CF OATA FOR THE FCUR CLASSES OF AC CIOENTS MAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL BECAUSE THE CLASSES ARE NCT
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 44.



TABLE 10.. CAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE WITH INJURY ANO DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PEP SCNS PER
YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIDENT, SEX, ANO AGE: UNITFO STATES, 1976

[Data am b=donhousel,old int.ti.ws ofticciviIim nutin~titutiona fizcdpopulatiDn. Th. $urv.ydesip, genemlqudifications, mdinfomation ontl,crcliability oftl,ccsti-
mates amgiv.eninappcndix L D. finitians oftcrms arcgivcn inappmmdixll]

SEX LNC AGE

BOTH SEXES

ALL AC ES ----------------------------------

UNOER 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YE ARS--------------------------------------
li’-z+4 YEA Rs--------— ---------------------------
45-64 YE AR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER -------------------------------

~

ALL AC ES-------------------------—-------

UNOER 6 YE AR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YE AR S-------------— -----------------------
17-44 YEARs -------------------------------------
45-64 YE AR S------------------— -----------------
65 YEARS ANc OVER -------------------------------

FEMALE

ALL AGE S----------------------------------

UNOER 6 YE AR S--------------------------—-------
6-16 YEAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YE ARs-------------------------------------
45-64 YE AR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS ANC OVER -------------------------------

BCTH SEXES

ALL AGE S----------------------------------

UNOER 6 YE AR S---–---------— --------------------
6-16 YEAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YE ARs--------— ---------------------------
45-64 YEA RST------------------------------------
65 YEARS ANE OVER -------------------------------

ALL AGE S----------------------------------

UNOER 6 YEA RS-----------------------------------
6-16 YE ARs--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S--------------------------------—---
45-64 YE AR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER -------------------------------

FEtJALE

ALL AGE S----------------------------------

UNOER 6 YE AR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YE ARs --------------------------------------
17-44 YEARs -------------------------------------
45-64 YE AR S-------------------------------------
65 YEAQS ANC OVER -------------------------------

CLASS OF ACCIOENT

TOTAL MOVING MOTOR VEHICLE

I==l==i ‘:!: I
HOPE I CTHEP

DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOUSANDS

646,223 II 106,287

12,298
72,518

254,5B2
179,979
126,846

334,132

6,373
42,740

159,406
87,463
38,151

312,091

5,925
29,778
95,176
92,516
88,695

*
9,345

56,018
31,945

8,312

61,779

*
6,502

34,956
16,57+

*

44, 507

*
*

21,062
15,371

*

* . . .
7,976 . . .

52,204 7B,335
30,629 52,694

7,669 9,561

&
* . . .

6,277 . . .
31,499 59,800
15,946 37,298

* 7,488

I

&
.$ . . .
* . . .

20,704 18,536
14,684 15,396

* *

1C?1,61!3

6,654
22,047
50,508
47,544
e4, B65

70,585

*
14,464
24,12”(
13,328
14,742

121,033

*
7,5e3

26,381
34,216
50,123

249, 703

5,7T5
42, 039
91,513
61,369
49,006

126,774

*
21,866
5B,289
27,733
16,353

122,929
—.

*
20,174
33,224
?3, 637
32,653

DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR

306.8

65.0
172.8
300.6
416.1
581.9

328. B

65.9
200.0
388.9
423.9
425.7

2B6.3

64.1
144.5
217.7
409.0
690.9

50.5

22.;
66.1
73.9
38.1

60.8

*

30.4
85.3
80.3

$8

40.8

*
*

48.2
68.0

*

46.8 1 66.7
I

91.0

I I

. . .
19.: . . .
61.6 92.5
70.8 121.8
35.2 43.9

?5.2
52.5
59.6

109.9
297.6

II
55.4 102.9 65.5

1 1
* . . . *

29.4 . . . 67.7
76.8 145.9 58. s
77.3 180.8. 64.6

* 63.6 164.5

38.8 33.0 111.0
I 1

*
*

47.4
64.9

*

. . .

. . .
42.4
68.1

*

*
36.8
.50.4

151.3
390.5

NOTES: INCLUOES DISABILITY DAYS ASSOCIATE WITH CURRENT INJuRIES AND IMPAIRMENTS OUE TO INJURY.

118.5

30.5
100.2
108.0
141.9

22.4.8

124.7

*
104.3
142.2
134.4
182.5

112.8

*
97.9
76.0

148.7
254.4

THE SUM OF OATA FCR THE FCUR CLASSES OF AC CIOENTS MAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL 8ECAUSE THE CLASSES ARE NOT
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 45.
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TABLE ~ DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH INJURY AND DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PEP 100 PERSCNS PER YEAP, BY
CLASS OF AC CIOENT, SEX, AND AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1976

[Data arc based onhouschold inten’icws ofthc civilian noninstitutionalized popuhtion. Thesuwey ded~, gcneralquatifiations, =dkformtion ontiereliahitity of theesti-
mates are given in appendix L Definitions of terms are given in appendix 11]

SEX ANc AGE

BOTH SEXES

ALL AGE S------------— --------------------

UNDER 6 YEA RS---------—---------------—-—-—-
6-16 YEAR S---------— ---------------------------
17-44 YE AR S---------------------------—--------
45-64 YE AR S-------------------------------—----
65 YEARS AND CVER----------------------—-------

PALE

ALL AGES -------------------------—-—----

UNDER 6 YEA RS----------------—--------—--—---
6-16 YEA RS-------------------------—-----------
17-44 YEARS----------------------------—--—---
45-64 YE AR S----------------------–-----—-------
65 YEARS ANC OVER---------—-----------—-—----

FEMALE

ALL AGE S----------------------------------

UNOER 6 YEARS----------------— -----------------
6-16 years--. --.----------------.---_-—________

17-44 YEARS -------------------------------------
45-64 YEAR S--------------------— ---------------
65 YEARS ANE OVER---------—-----------—-----—

BoTH SEXES

ALL AGE S-------------------------—-------

UNOER 6 YE ARS–-–-—-------—------—-------—-—
6-16 YEARS --------------------------------------
17-44 YEA RS---------—---------------——-–—---
.45-64 YEAR S--------—--—--------------—-------
65 YEARS ANO OVER----------—----------—--—---

PALE

ALL AGE S-------------------------—--—---

UNDER 6 YE ARS----------—---------—--—-------
6-16 YEAR S-------—----------— -----------------
17-44 YEARS -------------------------------------
45-64 YEAR S------------— ---------— -------——
65 YEARS ANC CVER------—----—--------—-------

FEMALE

ALL AGE S---------------—--------—-------

UNOER 6 YEARS--------—--------------—---------
6-2.6 YEAR S-----------------------------—-------
17-44 YEAUS---–------------------------—-------
45-64 YE AR S------------------ —-------- —--—---
65 YEARS ANC OVER--------------—------—--—---

TOTAL

1B7,071

*
13,369
68,481
57,580
43,434

85,891

*
9,034

37,615
25,568
12,115

101,180

*
*

30,866
32,012
31,320

I CLASS CF ACCIOENT

L

MOVING MOTOR VEHICLE
WHILE

AT HCME CTHER
TOTAL TRAFFIC WORK

OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY IN THOU SANOS

13,479 1?,144
9,716 9,199

* *

t

14,854 13,563

* *
* *

7,281 6,989
* *
,

13,792

*
*

‘5, 199
*
*

*

13,277

*
*

6,155
*
*

35,272

. . .

. . .
19,238
13,570

*

24,661

. . .

. . .
14,740

8,434
*

10,611

. . .

. . .
*
*
*

:1 *6,481.
14,237 26,268
15,028 22,725
23,307 15,610

* 10,153
* 5,852

*

41, B60 ?B, 540

* *
* *

e,703 13,274
10,577 12,572
19,346 9,758

88.8

*
31.9
80.9

133.1
199.2

84.5

*
42.3
91.8

123.9
135.2

92.8

*
*

70.6
141.5
244.0

OAYS OF BEO OISA81LITY PER 100 PER SIINS PEP YEAP

13.6

*
*

15.9
22.5

*

14.6

*
*

lT.8
*
*

12.7

*
*

14.2
*
*

12.71 16.7

* . . .
* . . .

15.5 22.7
21.3 31.4

*1 *

* . . .
* . . .

17.1 26.0
* 40.9
* *

+

12.2 9.7

* . . .
* . . .

14.1 *
* *

*1 *

28.0 I 34.9

* *
* 15.4

16.8 31.0
?4. T 52.5

106.5 71.6

T
16.8 34.4

* *
* *

13.5 31.7
* 49.2
* 65.3

38.4 35.4

* *
* *

19. q 30.4
46.8 55.6

150.7 76.0

N07ES: INCLUOES 01 SA81LITY OAYS ASSOCIATE WITH CURFENT INJURIES ANO IMPAIRMENTS DuE TO lNJUPY.

THE SUM OF OATA FCR THE FCUR CLASSES OF ACCIOENTS MAY BE GREATFR THAN THE TOTAL SECAUSE THE CLASSES
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.

APE NOT

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 45.
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TABLE 12., DAYS OF CISAB!LITY AND DAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO AGE: UNITED
STATES, 1976

[Data are based onhouseho]d interviews of the civilian no"i"stitutionalized popuktio". Thesuwey desig", general qualifications, and information on
thereliabailityof theestimates aregiven inappendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]

SEX AND AGE

BOTH SEXES

ALL AGES ---------------------------------

UNOER 17 YEARS––-----–---–––----------–-’-------
17-24 YEARS----–---–-----–------–--------–-–-––
25-+4 years ------------------------------------

45-64 YEARS ------------------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER--— --------------------------

MALE

ALL AGES ---------------------------------

UNDER 17 YEARS ---------------------------------
17-24 YEARS ------------------------------------
25-44 YEARS ------------------------------------
45-64 YEARS ------------------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER-–----––––-–-–--------––-––-––

FEMALE

ALL AGES---------------------------------

UNDER 17 YEARS--––––”–-------–-–––-–-------–--––
17-24 YEARS ------------------------------------
25–44 YEARS ------------------------------------
45-64 YEARS ------------------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER-–---------–-----------------–

BCTH SEXES

UNDER
17-24
2 5–44
45–64

ALL AGES-–--–-----–-–---–-----–-–-–-–---–

17 YEARS ---------------------------------
YEARS ------------------------------------
YEARS----––--–-------––-–-–-----––---–-––
YEARS ------------------------------------

65 YEARS ANO OVEN–-––— ------------------------

NALE

ALL AGES ---------------------------------

UNOER 17 YEARS ---------------------------------
17–24 YEARS ------------------------------------
25–44 YEARS ------------------------------------
45-64 YEARS ------------------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER ------------------------------

FEMALE

ALL AGES ---------------------------------

UNOEP. 17 YEARS-----––––--–--–-––--––-----–––-––
17–24 YEARS--–-–-–--–----–––--–––-––---------––
25-44 YEARS ------------------------------------
45–64 YEARS----–--------–-------––––-–--------–
65 YEARS AND OVER ------------------------------

RESTRICTED BEO-
ACTIVITY DISABILITY WORK-LOSS

OAYS DAYS OAYS
.

OAYS OF DISABILITY IN THOUSANOS

3,840,292

668,844
368,461
832,780

1,098,752
871,456

L,666,275

332,983
156,719
360,050
486 s994
329,528

2,174,017

335,861
211,742
472,729
611,757
541,92B

1,500,246

310,149
159,241
316,238
386,485
328,133

618,512

150,551
55,306

122,228
162,639
127,769

881,734

159,598
103,935
194,010
223,846
200,345

465,4-12

.(,.

84,4(31
203,8114
165,524

11,653

269,027

.!,.

43,5:17
115,9:37
103,4:13

6,161

196,444

.!..

40,%5
87,8”77
62,111

5,493

OAYS OF Disability PER PERSON PER YEAR

18.2 I 7.11 5.3

11.0
11.9
15.5
25.4
40.0

5.1
5.1
5.9
8.9

15.1

. . .
4.4
5.3
6.1
4.0

19.9 8.1 5.6

11.3
13.3
17.0
27.0
42.2

5.3 . . .
6.5 4.8
7.0 5.9
9.9 5.9

15.6 5.7

NOTE: WORK LCSS REP@RTEO FOR CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO PERSCNS AGEO 17 YEARS AND OVFR.
The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page

45.
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TABLE 3. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL ANO DAYS
BY SEX:

LOST FROM SCHOOL PER CH.
UNITED STATESt 1976

LO 6-16 YEARS OF AGE PER YEAR?

[Data arc based onhousehold interviews of thecivilian noninstitutionaHzed popuhtion. Thesmey deS~, generdquahfi=tions, md
information onthereliatifity oftieestimates aregiven inappen&x I. De~mitions ofterms are~veninappen&x II]

AGE

ALL AGES- 6-16

ALL AGES- 6-16

YEARS----——-----————---

YEARS-—-—------——— -----

BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE

OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL IN THOUSANOS

218,665 II 104,763

NUMBER OF

113,901

SCHOOL-LOSS DAYS PER CHILO PER YEAR

5.2 4.9 5.5

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table arp found on page

45.
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T6BLE 14. NuMBER ANO PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PEP,SDNS WITH LIMITATION OF ACTIVITY OUE TO CHPONIC. CONDITIONS, BY OEGP.EE
OF LIMITATION ACCGPfl ING TO SEX ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 19T6

[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian nonimtitutiomlized population. The wrwy design, general qualifications, and information on the reliiility of the cstinmtes
aregivcninappcndix I. Ddinitionsof temsarc givcninappmdix I1]

WITH
WITH LIMITATION

ACTIVITY IN MAJOR
LIMITATION ACTIVITY

wITH NO
ACTIVITY

LIMITATION
TOTAL

POPULATIONSEX ANO AGE

BOTH SEXES NUMBER IN THOU SANOS PERCENT DISTRIBUTION

ALL AGE S------ 210,643

60,8S1

64,701

43,253

21,795

101,62t

30,1T5

2,267

7,512

10,505

9,891

14,565

180,468

5B,624

77,188

32,748

11,908

87,061

7
100.0

100.0

100.0

14.3

3.7

8.9

24.3

45.4

85.7
————

96.3

91.1

75.7

54.6

22,679

1,179

4,669

8,240

6,592

10.8

1.9

5.5

19. I

39.4

uNOER 17 YEAR S------

17-44 yEARs -------

45-64 YE ADS---------

65 YEARS ANC OVER---

100.0

100.0

--4100.0

MALE—

ALL AC ES------ 11,016 14.3 lo.e 85.7

UNOFR 17 YEA RS------

17-44 years ---------

45-64 YEAR S---------

65 YEARS ANO EVER---

31,039

40,991

20,633

8,962

109.018

1,279

3,777

5,182

4,326

15.611

653

2,315

4,129

3,919

29,760

37,214

15,451

4,636

93,407

100.0( 4.1

9.2

25.1

48.3

2.1

5.6

20.0

43.7

95.9

90.8

74.9

51.7

I
100.0

100.0

100.0

--l100.0ALL AGE S------ 11.663 14.3 10. T 85.7

UNOER 17 YEAR S------

IT-44 yEARs ---------

45-64 YE AD S---------

65 YE.ARS ANO CVER---

NOTES: MAJCR ACTIVITY REFERS TC A@ILITY TC wORK, KEEP HOUSE, OR ENGAGE IN SCHOOL CR PRESCHCCL ACTIVITIES.

29, B52

43,710

22,620

12,837

987

3,735

5,323

5,566

526

2,354

4,111

4,672

2t3, B64

39,975

17,297

7,271

100.0

100.0

3.3

B.5

23.5

43.4

1.8

5.4

18.2

36.4

96.7

91.5

“76.5

!56.6

100.0

100.0

FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPOPTS ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION
OF THE UNITED STATES, Ih CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25, AND P-60.

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates Bhown in this table are found on pages f+7and 50,
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TABLE 15. NUMBER OF DISCHARGES FP.OM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS, NUM6EP @F OISCHAFG<S PEP 100 PFRSCNS ~l?”
YEAR, NUMBER CF HCSPITAL OAYS, 4ND AVERAGE LFNGTH OF STAY, BY SEX ANCJ AGE: UNITECJ STATES, l?ASFCI
ON OATA CC!LLECTEC IN HEALTH INTERVIFHS IN 1976

[Dam or. fmcd on hmschokl interviews of the civilian. noninstituticmalkd population. The survey deti,gn, .genwd quafification$., and information on
the rcfiability of the estimates me given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are givmi in appendix 11]

AGE

UNl_IER

17-24

25-34

35-44

45-64

ALL AGES----–-–---–--–-

17 YEARS ---------------

YEARS ------------------

YEARS ------------------

YEARS ------------------

YEARS---------–-–----–-

65 YEARS 4NC CVER ------------

UNDER

17-24

25-34

35-44

45-64

ALL AGES ---------------

17 YEARS-— ------------

YEARS---------–-----—-

YEAPS ------------------

YEARS ------------------

YEARS--------–--------–

65 YEARS AND OVER ------------

@flTH
SEXES II MALE I FENALE

II I

NUMEFR CF IJISCHAFGES
IN THOUSANDS

25,770

7r

11,579

4,?11 2,309

4,209 1,151

4,760 1,210

3,072 1,134

7,379 3,497

6,039 2,67?

NUMBER OF HOSPITAL

234,203

23,360

2C,593

26,640

23,154

7C,255

7C,201

IN THCUSANDS

103,817

12,26P

6,94C

7,ttl

8,583

35,785

32,5S~

17,7$1

2,002

3,058

?7551

1,938

3,881

3,367

04YS

13@,38e

11,0’s2

13,b53

lb,97%

1+,571

34,470

37,t121

ECITH
SEXES NA L E FF~ALE

NUMBFR GF DISCHARGES PEP lCO
pER$oNS PEF YEAP

14.1

7.1

13.6

15.3

13.6

17.1

27.7

11.8

7.4

7.7

8.0

10.4

16.?

29.9

AVEFAGE LFNGTH PF STAY

7.5

5.*

4.?

5.t3

7.5

q.?

11.6

NCTE: THESE STATISTICS ARE BASEII GN DATA COLLECTEO IN HPUSEHOLG tiE4LTF INTE7FVIEWS. TPEY WILL
OIFFER FROM ThCSE REPORTEO BY THE NCPS’S HOSPITAL DISClnAF.SE SURVEY AND CTHFR STUOIFS BECAUSC GF
DIFFERENCES IN THE POPULATION CCVEREO, THE SOURCES @F OATA, Ah’i? TYPES 13F l@SpIT4LS INrLUPFP, C.G.,
DATA IN THIS REPLIRT INCLUOE VETERANS AOMINISTRATICIN ANO OTHEF FEOEF.4L HCSPITALS, bUT FXCLUnF orP-
SONS WHO OIEC It! THE ECSPITAL, ANC PERSONS WITh STAYS OF LESS THAN CfJE PAY.

The appropriate relative standard error
46.

of the estimates shown in this table are found on page
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TABLE 16., NUMBER ANO PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PE.RSONS WITH SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL EPISOOES OURING THF PAST YEAR
BY NUMBER OF EPISOOES, ACCOROING TO SEX ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, BASEO ON OATA COLLECTEO IN HEALTH INTER-
VIEWS IN 1976

[Data are based onhwxhold intewi.wno fthe. ivilim noninstititionaIi~ed popuhtion. Thcsuwey design, genemlqudifications, mdinformation onthcrcfiaMU-
ty of the estimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]

SEX ANO AGE

BOTH SEXES

ALL AGE S-------

UNOER 17 YE AD S-------

17-24 YE AD S ----------

25-34 YE AD S----------

35-44 YEARS ----------

45-64 YE AD S----------

65 YEARS ANO OVER----

~

ALL AGES -------

UNOER 17 YEAR S-------

17-24 YE AD S ----------

25-34 YE AD S----------

35-44 YEA. AS----------

45-64 YE AD S----------

65 YEARS ANO OVER----

FEMALE

●

ALL AGE S-------

UNOER 17 YE AD S-------

17-24 YEARS--------–-

25-34 YE AD S----------

35-44 YE AD S----------

45-64 YEAP. S----------

65 YEARS ANC OVEP,----

EI!EEEE
NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THOU SANOS

210,6+3

60, B91

30,931

31,138

22,632

43,253

21,799

101,626

31,039

15,024

15,097

10,870

20,633

8,962

109,018

29,852

15 ,s07

16,041

11,762

22,620

12,837

188,267

57,52S

27,592

27,309

20,176

37

17

92

851

811

767

29,157

14,146

14,131

9,962

18,133

7,238

95,500

28,372

13,446

13,178

10,214

19,717

10,57?

18,543

2,988

2,915

3,296

2,097

4,293

2,954

7,236

1,659

75 ~

849

774

1,939

1,260

11,307

1,32B

2,159

2,447

1,323

2,355

1,695

=+==
295 80

346 7s

417 116

269 89

762 347

742 292

1,176 447

169 54

103 *

88 *

105 *

375 186

335 129

1,656 554

126 *

243 59

330 86

164 bc

3B6 161

407 162

PEP CENT DISTRIBUTION

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

B9.4

94.5

89.2

87.7

89.1

87.5

81.7

91. ?

93.9

54.2

93.6

91.6

B7.9

80.8

87.6

95.0

84.5

82.2

86.8

87.2

82.4

8.8

4.9

9.4

10.6

9.3

9.9

13.e

7.1

5.3

5.0

5.6

7.1

9.4

14.1

10.4

4.4

13.6

15.3

11.2

10.4

13.2

1.3

—

0.5

1.1

1.3

1.2

1.8

3.4

1.2

0.5

0.7

0.6

1.0

1.8

3.7

1.5

0.4

1.5

2.1

1.4

1.7

3.2

0,,5
——
——

c,,1

0,>3

0,,4

0.4

0!,8

1.3

0.4

0.2

*

*

*

0.9

1.4

().5

f’

0.4

0.5

0.5

0.7

1.3

NOTE: FCR OFFICIAL PC PULATICN ESTIMATES FOP PORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS FFPORTS 13N THE
CIVILIAN POPULATION GF THE UN ITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SEPIES P–20, P-25, ANO P-fIO.

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on pagea 47 and 50.
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T&FL& 17. NUMBER C= SHU’T-3TAY HCSPITAL CAYS DUPING THF PAST YEAR AND NUI;13FR OF OAYS PFQ PEPSON

\:ITti UNC kOSPITAL EPI~CDE CF MCP.E, SY hU/4t3EK OF EPISODES, SEX, AND A&F:
LN r)ATA CCLLECTEC IN HEALTH IN’TFFVIFWS IN.1976

UNITED STATES, f3AsFn

[Data are based cmho,lschold interviewsoftheCiviEan noninstit,ttionakzed poptllatiun. Thesumey detign, generaI qualifications, mdkformationon
the refinabilityof the estimates are Xivm in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are gi~m in appendix II]

II

SEX AAC AGE

II NuMBER CIr HOSPITAL FPISCDES

BUTF SFXES

ALL ASES --------------

UNDER 17 YEARS---–---------–

17–24 YEAt7s -----------------

25-34 YEADS -----------------

35-4+ YEARS-–------------––-

45-64 Years -----------------

65 YFAPS AND OVF~-----------

UNCEP

17-24

25-34

35-44

45-b4

65 YEAPS AND CVFQ -----------

PALE

ALL AGFS --------------

17 YEARS --------------

YEAPS -----------------

YEA!? s-----------------

YEARS------–-–-–-–--––

YEARS -----------------

UNCIER

17-24

25-34

35-44

45-64

65 YEAPS 4NC CVEP------------

FEMALE

ALL ACEs --------------

17 YFARS --------------

YFAPS -----------------

y~ARs_______– _________

YEARs -----------------

YEAP.S -----------------

HCSPITAL DAYS IN THCUSANDS

215,327

20,=17

15,7C9

24,S74

21,281

t7,1s7

61,649

S5,?27

11,4s1

6,511

7,432

8,004

34,067

27,822

120,0CC

9,02.5

13,1S8

17,542

13,278

33,130

~~7827

12R,373

14,312

13,824

16,237

13,533

367522

33,44k

56,349

7,855

4,667

4,740

5,468

16,079

15,53q

72,024

6,456

9, 157

11,497

8, 164

le,843

17,’307

51,938

4,320

4,213

5,489

4,499

16,604

16,697

22,708

2,494

1,283

1,547

1,722

8,723

~,941)

iS*230

1,842

3,031

3,q42

2,777

7,E81

9,758

~c,o17

1, 870

1,572

3,248

3,15J

13,671

11,506

16,271

1, 142

*

1,144

813

7,265

5,344

18,746

727

1,011

2,104

2,336

6,40e

6,162

ZEEIm
CAYS PER PEFSCN WITH EPISODES

9.t

6.i

5.9

6.5

P.7

12.4

15.5

10.s

6.1

7.4

7.7

8.6

13.6

16.1

8.9

6.1

5.4

6.1

8.6

11.4

14.9

6.9

4.8

4.7

4.9

6.5

8.6

11.3

7.8

4.7

6.2

5.6

7.1

9.3

12.3

6.4

4.9

4.2

4.7

6.2

E.o

10.6

18.3

14.7

12.5

1?.2

16.7

21.8

22.5

Iq.g

14.8

12.5

17.6

16.4

23.3

20.7

17.7

14.6

12.5

11.9

16.9

20.4

24.0

35.0

23.4

19.0

28.0

35.4

39.4

39.4

36.4

21.1

*

*

*

?5.1

41.4

33.8

*

17.1

24.5

38.~

39.s

38.0

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page
47.
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TABLE 18. NUMBER OF DENTAL VISITS AND NUMBER OF OENTAL VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY AGE ANO
SEX: UNITEO STATES, 1976

[Data are based onhousehold intcrviewo fthecivilian noninstitL1tionalfized poptthtion. ThestLwey dctign, gcneralqw~lifications, ancl
information on the reliability of thcestimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions ofterms are given inappendixIl]

SEX

BOTH SEXES-—---—--------------—-

MALE--—-—--------—----— --------------

FEMALE---—------—--—----—-----------

BOTH SEXES---------—---— ---------

MALE---------------------—--------------

FEMALE---------------—--—--------------

ALL UNOER 17-24 2 !5-44 45-64 65 YEARS
AGES 17 YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS AND OVER

—

NUMBER OF OENTAL VISITS IN THOUSANDS

NUMBER OF DENTAL VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR

1.6 1.5 1.8 1.7 1.8 1$,2
—
—

1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1!.2

1.7 1.6 2.0 1.8 1.9 1<,3
—

The appropriate relative standard errorof the estimates ahown in this table are found on page
48.
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TABLE 19. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS BY TIME INTERvAL SINCE LAST DENTAL vISIT ACCOPDING TC
SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATES, 1976

[Dat~.m bwcd Onhauschold intcn,icws ofticti\iYm noninstitutiOnaIbcd population. Thczumcy desi;qn, gcncmlqufific:tians, mdinfom~tion ontllcrcli~bilityaf
the estimates are given in appendix I. DcfImitians of tcmw are gvcn in appendix II]

TIME INTEFVAL SINCE LAST OENTAL VISIT

UNDER 6 t-n 1 ~_.4 5 YEARS
MONTHS MONTHS YEAR YEARS AND OVER NEVER UNKNOWN

TOTA’L
PoPuLATIONSEX ANC AGE

NUNPER OF PEP. SONS IN THOUSANDSBOTH SEXES

ALL AC ES--------------------- r73,468 29,152

21,758 8,761
11,838 5,134
20,012 8,506
14,962 5,167

4,899 1,5s!4

29,691 I210,643 0,507

8,232
1,159

625
329
161

0,700

2,127

498
45D
554
482
143

1,164

1,045
2,069
6,251

10,191
10,136

14,344

UNOER 17 YE AR S---------------------
17-24 YEARS---------–--–--— -------
25-+4 YEARS --------------------—--
45-64 YE ARS---------------- —------
65 YEARS ANC OVER ------— ----------

60,891
30,931
53,770
43,253
21,799

101,626

31,039
15,024
25, g67
20,633

8,962

109,018

6,5B9 4,008
5,53-f 4,745
a,67a 9,144
5,303 6,818
1,742 3,134

-1-3?,7’59 13,922

1C,629 4,626
5,303 2,386
8,998 ?,S92
6,904 2,435
1,935 580

vALE

ALL AC ES--------------------- 13,6741 14,052

3,436 2,137
2,736 2,465
4.192 4,681

557
1, 194
3,497
4,a89
4,207

15,348

488
874

2,754
5,302
5,%29

9,397
67C
377
170

87

9,eo7

&,836
490
248
155

74

256
266
331
?52

55

963

242
183
223
231

84

UNOER 17 YFAP S---------------—----
17-24 YEARS ------------------------
25-44 YE4BS ------------------------
45-64 YEAR S------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER ------------------

-1-35,699 15,230

11,129 4,133
6,534 2,748

11,014 4,614
8,05a 2,732
2,963 1,004

FEPALE

T
14,173 13,797

3,153 1,3.70
2,aol 2,276
4,486 4,463
2,693 3,446
1,041 1,742

ALL AGE S---------------------

UNOER 17 YE AR S---------------------
17-24 YEAR S------------------------
25-44 YEAR S------------------------
45-64 YE AR S ------------------------
65 YEARS ANC OVER------—----—----

29, a52
15,907
27,803
22,620
12,837

100.0

@OTH SEXES

13.8 1 13.21 13.2
,

I

14.1ALL AC ES-----------------—-- 34. C

I.i
6.7

11. (
23. t
46.5

1+.1

0.8
1.5
1.C
1.1
0.7

14. * 10.8 e..$
16.6 17.0 ~~.~

15.8 16.1 17. c
11.$J 12.3 15.8

7.3 8.0 14.4

13.7 13.5 13.8

2~.9
3.7
l.?
0.?

0.7

UPJDER 17 YE AR S---------------------
17-24 YEAR S---------------— -------
25-44 YE AP. S ------------------------
45-64 YE ARS------------------------
65 YEARS AN!2 OVER ------------------

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0

35.1
38. ?

37..?
34. t
22.5

33.2

t

10.5 1.1

30.3 0.8
4.5 1.8
1.5 1.3
0.8 1.2
1.0 0.7

MALE

ALL AGE S---------------------

100.0
100.0
lCO. O
100.0
100.0

100.0

34.2

35.3
34.7
33.5
21.6

3’s.4

37.3
41.1
39.6
35.6
23.1

14.9 11.1 6.~
15.5 la. z 16.4

15.0 16.1 18.0
11.8 12.6 16.3

&.5 7.8 15.5

1.8
7.9

13.5
23.7
46.9

14.1

1.6
5.5
9.9

23.4
46..?

UNDER 17 YEAR S---------------------
17-24 YE AR S ------------------------
25-44 YEAR S------------------——--
45-64 YFAPS--------— ----- —-------
65 YEARS ANO OVER ------------------

FEYALE

-d=14.0 13.0 12.7
1 I

ALL AGE S---------------------

z~. t O.e”
3.1 1.2
IJ.9 o.a
0.7 1.0
9.6 0.7

UNOER 17 YEAR S------------—---—--
17-24 YEAR S------------—--—--—--
25-44 YEARS--------------------—-–
45-64 YEAR S--------------—----—--
t5 YEAPS ANC OVER----------—---—-

100.0
100.0
lCO. O
100.0
100.0

1?. s 10.6 6.3
17.3 17.6 14.3

16..5 16.1 16.1
12.1 11..J 15.2

7.8 8.1 13.6

NOTE: FOP CFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENEPAL uSE, SEE EUi7EAU CF THE CENSUS REPPPTS CN ThE
CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE uNITEO STATES, IN CURF. ENT PCPULATIOPJ REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25, AN@ p-60.

— The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 48.
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TABLE 20. NUMBER CF PHYSICIAN VISITS AND NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS PER PERSON P~R YEAR! BY AGE
ANO SEX: UNITE@ STATES, 1976

[Data are based onhous.hold interviews of the civilian noninstitutioMfized popubtion. Thesumey desi~, generaIqwlifications, mdinformationon
the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix L Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]

II I I I I I

SEX

BOTH SEXES–--–––-----–-––

MALE ---------------------------

FEMALE––––-––––-----------–---–

BOTH SEXES–------–-–––--–

ALL UNOER 17-24 25-44 45-64 65-74
AGES

75 YEARS

17 YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS ANO OVER,

NuMBEP oF pHysICIAN VISITS IN THousANDs

7

,041,410 245,623 135,!597 262,953 247,831 95,191 54,219

435,011 128,372 44,937 92,051 107,113 41,925 20,611.

606,399 117,251 90,660 170,902 140,718 53,265 33,603,

NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR

4.9 4.0 4.4 4.9 5.7 6.9 6.EI

4.3 4.1 3.0 3.5 5.2 7.0 7.CI

5.6 3.9 5.7 6.1 6.2 6.B 6.7

MALE ---------------------------

FEMALE -------------------------

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimtes shown in this table are found on page 48,,

●
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TABLE 21. NIJMBER AND pERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS BY TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST PHYSICIAN VISIT ACCOROING
TO SEX ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 1976

[Data arc bascdonho.schold interviews of thecivifian nontistititionaIizd popuhtion. Thesumey dcsi@, genfldqufifi=tions, mdtifomation onticr.IhbiIityof
the estimates are given in appendix L Definitions of terms arc given in appendix 11]

TIME INTERVAL SIhLt LSST PHYSILIAN VISIT

TOTAL
COPULATION UNOER 6 6-11 1 2-4 5 YEARS

MONTHS MONTHS YEAR YEARS ANO OVER NEVER UNKNCWN
SEX AND AGE

NUMBER OF PEP. SONS IN THOUSANOSBCTH SEXES

ALL AGE S---— ---------------- 210,643

60,691
30,931
53,770
45,253
21,799

101,626

124,9031 34,124 22,470

8,372
3,529
5,663
3,621
1,286

12,161

19,785

5,327
2,974
5,368
4,400
1,697

11,834

7,267

1,260
832

1,607
2,?99
1,269

4,279

392

218
69
49
39

*

243

1,701

536
277
420
385

83

1,016

34,270 10,908
18,051 5,200
31,148 9,496
26,207 6,301
15,227 2,219

UNOER 17 YE AR S---------------------
17-24 YEAR S----—--------------—--
25-44 YE AR S------------------------
45-64 YE AR S------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER ------------------

PALE

ALL AGES-----------------—--

UNCIER L7 YEAR S---------------------
17-24 YEAR S--------------— --------
25-44 YE AR S------------------— ----
45-64 YE AR S-----------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---------— -------

31,039
15,024
25,967
20,633

8,962

109,018

17,499 5,.554
7,209 2,735

12,536 4,946

11,534 3,132
5,917 930

4,199
2,18?
3,289
1,899

591

10,310

2,659
2,112
3,693
2,514

856

7,951

611
553

1,192
1,309

614

2,988

126
52
37

*
*

149

20.2

181
274
226

45

684

FEMALE

ALL ACES-----------------—--

*UNDER 17 YEARS------------— -------
17-24 YEA RS ------------------------
25-44 YEA RS----------—--— --------
45-64 YE AR S------------------------
65 YEARS ANC OVER— ----------------

29,852
15,907
27,803
22,620
12,837

4, 173
1,346
2,373
1,722

695

.?,666
862

1,695
1,885

841

649
279
415
991
655

92
*
*
*
*

245
95

146
160

38

10,843 2;465
18,611 4,550
14,673 3,169

9,310 1,269

EOTH SEXES PERCENT DISTRIEUTIOAI

ALL AGE S---— ---------------- 16..?

17.9
lt.8
17.7
14.6
10.2

17.1

18.2
18.2
19.0
15.2
10.4

15.3

17.6
15.5
16.4
14.0
10.0

10.7

13.7
11.4
10.5

6.4
5.9

12.0

9.4

8.7
9.6

10.0
10.2

7.8

11.6

a.6
14.1
14.2
12.2

9.6

7.3

6.9
5.4
6.1
8.3
6.6

+
3.4

2.1
2.7
3.0
5.3
5.8

4.2

2.0
3.7
4.6
6.3
6.9

2.7

2.2
1.8
1.5
4.4
5.1

UNOER 17 YE AR S-----—-----— -------
f.7-24 YEARS---------------— -------
25-44 YE AR S ------------------------
45-64 YE AR S------------------——--
65 YEARS ANC OVER ------------------

100.0 56.3
100.0 58.4
100.0 57.9
100.0 60.6
100.0 69.9

0.4
0.2
0.1
0.1

0.9
0.9

0.8
0.9

* 0.4

MALE

ALL AGE S------------— ------- 4+=
t

0.2 1.0

0.4 0.9
D.3 1.2
0.1 1.1

UNOER 17 YEARS------------—---—--
17-24 YE AR S------------------------
25-44 YE AR S------------------------
45-64 YE AR S---------— -------------
65 YEARS ANC OVER----------— ------

100.0 56.4
100.0 48.0
100.0 48.3
100.0 55.9
100.0 66.0

13.5
14.5
12.7

9.2
6.6

9.5

14.0
8.5
8.5
7.6
!3.4

_L
* 1.1
* 0.5

0.1 0.6

FEMALE

ALL AGE S---—-------— -------

dk
100.0 64.4

100.0 56.2
100.0 68.2
100.0 66.9
100.0 64.9
100.0 72.5

0.3 0. i?
* 0.6

UNOER 17 YEARS-—--------— --------
17-24 YEARS--—--—----------—----
25-44 YEAR S----------------——----
45-64 YE AR S------ — ----------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER------— ----------

* 0.5
* G. 7
* 0.3

NOTF: FOR CFFICIAL POPULATION EST IM4TES FCR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUPEAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVIL14N POPULATION OF THE uNITED STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25, ANO P-60.

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 48,
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TABLE 22. INCIDENCE OF ALL bCUTF CON D1TIONS ANC ACUTE RF SPIRATORY
UN ITEO STATES,

COND1TIONS PER 100 PER S12NS PER QUARTER,
1976

B’f SEX ANO AGE:

[D.t..rc bscdonhouxhold ht.wicw o(thcciv3ian noninstitution.k..d pop. Iatio", Thcs,awcy d.sign, g...r.lqttdific.tions, m<!ini.rnj.ti<>. <)t,llxc rcfi:t&li~ <,rthccstin,&tcs:trc $vcn

SEX ANC AGE

BOTH SEXES, A.LL AGE S ---------

UNOER 6 YE AR S----------------------
6-16 YEAR S-------------------------
17-44 YEAR S------------------------
45 YEARS ANO OVEN ------------------

M4LE, ALL AGE S ---------------

UNOER 6 YEAR S----------------------
0-16 Y EAR S-------------------------
17-44 YEARNS------------------------
4.5 YEARs ANO OVER ------------------

FEMALE, ALL AGES -------------

UNOER 6 YE AR S----------------------
6-16 YE ARS -------------------------
17-44 YEARS ------------------------
45 YEARS ANO OVER ------------------

inappcnclix I. Defi.iti.ms oftcrms arcgive. in.pp.ntix II]

ALL ACUTE CONO1TIONS ACU7E RF SPIRA7URY CONnl TIOVS

JAN.-MAR. flPR. -JUNE JULY-S EPT. OCT. -OEC. JAN.-MAR. APR. -JUNF JULY- SPPT. OCT. -DEC.

NUMBEP OF CONDITIONS PFQ 100 PERSONS PFF OUARTFQ

E
71.7 42.9

103.3 86.6
99.1 54. ?
70.6 40.1
46.0 26.1

68.6 42.3

102.1 99.3
94.2 55.2
64.2 35.4
45.0 23.7

74.6 43.5

42.1

83.8
42.8
44.9
26.1

39.7

76.5
45.4
42.4
19.9

44.4

104.6 73.1 91.7
104.3 54.7 40.1

76.6 44.4 47.2
46.8 20.2 31.3 G

59.6 45.9 17.7

102.5 67.7 38.8
75.7 50.6 2+.7
59.3 44.7 15.0
34.9 31.2 9.5

64.8 47.4 15.5

102.0 65.8 31.2
85.1 70.5 29.9
66.9 48.1 19..
40.8 28.2 11.3

T
15.8 34.4

34.1 59.6
15.4 41.7
18.0 35.4

7.0 20.0

18.1 3a.4

43.2 67.0
lT.5 51.3
17.5 39.8

12.3 22.0

NOTE: EXCLUDEO FPOM THESF STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NFITHER P.FSTPICTED ACTIVITY NOR MFDICAL ATTENTION.

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 44.
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TAi3LE 23. NUYBER OF PERSCNS INJURED PER 100 PERSONS PER QuARTER, I?.Y SEX AND AGE: UNITEO STATES, lq76

[Chta arc bawl on houschoId irrterviews of the civilian nmiistitutionalkcd population. The survey dcti,~, ScneraI qualifications and information cm the .cfi-
abMy of the estimates arc gi}$enin appcndk I. Definitions of terms are gwen in appendix 11]

SEX ANO AGE JAN.-MAR. APR.-JUNE JULY-SEPT. OCT.-OEC.

BOTH SEXES, ALL AGES ------------------

UNDER 17 YEARS ------------------------------
17 YEARS AND OVER-------------------—-—---

MALE, ALL AGES ------------------------

UNDER 17 YEARS-------------–---------–-—---
17 YEARS ANC OVER-------------–-–------—---

FEMALE, ALL AGES-------–---------—---

UNDER 17 YEARS-----------—–--------–--—---

17 YEARS ANC OVER--—-----—--–--------——-

I N“”BER OF PERSONS INJUREO PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER

.5.8 8.8 8.8 6.6

7.8 12.0 10.2 6.3
6.4 7.5 8.3 6.7

7.5 10.7 10.6 7.7

NOTE : EXCLUDED FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOP
MEDICAL ATTEhTICN.

. The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 44.
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TABLF 2+. CAYS OF CISABILITY PER PERSGN PER QuARTER, BY SEX, TYPE OF OISABILITY, AND AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1976

[Data arc bawd m household intmvieum O( &c civilian, .minstiutiondkcd population Th. survey design, general qualifications, and information m the reliability of the estimates arc given in ap.

p..dix 1. fkfininons of term wc gi.cn in appmdix [1]

TYPE OF 01 S4B1LITY bNO AGF

DAYS UF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY, ALL AGE S----

IJNDER 6 YE AR S------------------------------
6-16 YE AQ. S---------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S--------------------------------
45-64 Years --------------------------------

65 YEAPS ANn OVER --------------------------

OAYS OF RED OISABILITY, ALL AGE S---------

IJNDEP 6 yEA~s ------------------------------

6-16 YE AR S ---------------------------------
17-44 YE AR S--------------------------------
45-64 YE AR S--------------------------------
65 YF4P. S AUO OVER --------------------------

DAYS LflST FROM WCPU, 17 YEbPS ANO OVEQ ---

17-44 YE AR S--------------------------------
+5-64 YFAPS --------------------------------
6K YEARS ANO OVER --------------------------

DAY> LUST FPOM SC HCCL, 6-it YEAFS --------

BATH SEXES MdLE FEMALE

lAN. - APP, .- JULY- oc7.- JAN. - APR.- JULY- OCT. - JAN. - APR. - JULY- @CT. -
!AR. JUNE SEPT. OEC. MAR. JUNE SEPT. DEC. MAR . JUNE SEPT. oEC.

DAYS OF OISABILITY PER PFRSON PER QuARTER

5.31 4.21 4.0 I 4.s

I I I

m

4.9

4.2
3.8
3.7
6.4

10.2

2.1

:::
1.5
2.4
4.5

1.6

1.5
1.$

*

2.2

3.8

2.4
2.0
2.7
6.1
9.0

1.2

0.9
0.8
0.8
1.6
3.3

1.2

1.0
1.5

*

1.0

E
3.5 4.3 5.7

2.4 3.7 4.0
1.5 2.6 4.3
2.0 3.4 4.8
5.4 5.8 6.8
8.3 9.2 10. B

1.1 l.b 2.5

0.9 1.5 1.8
0.6 1.1 2.4
0.9 1.2 2.2
1.7 2.2 2.8
2.7 3.7 4.0

1.1 1.3 1.0

J-L
1.1 1.1 1.8
1.2 1.7 1.8

***

0.3 1.4 2.5

4.6

2.1
2.0
3.2
6.8

11.5

1.7

0.9
0.$
1.3
2.2
2.6

1.2

1.1
1.4

*

1.0

4.4

3.0
1.4
3.5
6.3

10.1

1.1

1.2
0.6
1.4
1.9
4.0

1.2

1.2
1.2

*

0.3

5.2
——

?!.1
?1.1
4,.2
7’.2
9.8

2.2

1.4
1.5
1.9
2.9
?,.9

1.5

1.5
1.5

*

1.7
——

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page 45.
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TABLE 25- POPULATION USEO IN COMPUTING ANN.UAL RATES SHOWN IN THIS PUBLICATION, BY SEX ANO AGE:
UNITED STATES, 1976

[Data are based onhouscbold interviews ofthc civilian noninstitutionakLed population. Thesuwey de4~, general qualifimtions, mdinfr)rmationon
the reliability of the estimates am given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]

II I

ALL AGES——-———-—-——----—-—-

UNOER 17 YEARS-—--—----—---—--——--——-

UNDER 6 YEARS——-——-—-----——-----—---

6-16 YEARS ——--——-—-—--—--—---

17-44 YEARS—--——-—---—--———-——--—--—

17-24 YEARS--—----————--—--—----—-

25-44 YEARS--————— -—--——--——-

25-3+ YEARS———--———-—---——---—---

35-=+4 YEARS--—-———--—-—---——-—---

45 YEARS ANO OVER--—-—--———--—-—--—---

45-64 YEARS--—-—--—-—— ------ —---—---

65 YEARS ANO OVER——-—---—--—--—--—---

ALL AGES-17 YEARS AND OVER--—--—--—---

17-44 YEARS-—--------—--——--————---——-

17-24 YEARS——--—-—-—---—-—---—-——-

25-44 YEARS--— --—---—-———-—--- -——-

45 YEARS AND OVER——---—--——-- ——--——-

45-64 YEARS----——--—------——----—--——-

65 YEARS AND OVER—-----——-—---——--—---

BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE

POPULATION IN THOUSANDS

210,643 101,626

60,891 31,039

18,921 9,673

41,970 21,367

84,701 40,991

30,931 15,024

53,770 25,967

31,138 15,097

22,632 10,870

65,051 29,595

43,253 20,633

21,799 8,962

109gO18

29,852

9,248

20,603

43,710

15,907

27,803

16,041

11,762

35,456

22,620

12,837

CURRENTLY EMPLOYED POPULATION

87,119

57,268

19,017

38,251

29,851

26,964

2,887

52,177

33,725

10,408

23,317

18,452

16,524

1,928

34,942

23*543

8,609

14,934

11,399

10,439

959

NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USEt SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS
ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20t P-25*
AND P-60; AND BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS MONTHLY REPORT, EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS-

The appropriate relative standard error of the estimates shown in this table are found on page
47.
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APPENDIX I

TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS

Background of
This Report

This report is one of a series of statistical
reports prepared by the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). It is based on infor-
mation collected in a continuing nationwide
sample of households in t-he Health Interview
Survey (HIS).

The Health Interview Survey utilizes a
questionnaire which obtains information on per-
sonal and demographic characteristics, illnesses,
injuries, impairments, chronic conditions, and
other health topics. As data relating to each of
these various broad topics are tabulated and
analyzed, separate reports are issued which cover
one or more of the specific topics.

The population covered by the sample for
the Health Interview Survey is the civilian, non-
institutionalized population of the United States
living at the time of the interview. The sample
does not include members of the Armed Forces
or U.S. nationals living in foreign countries. It
should also be noted that the estimates shown
do not represent a complete measure of any
given topic during the specified calendar period
since data are not collected in the interview for
persons who died during the reference period.
For many types of statistics collected in the sur-
vey, the reference period covers the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week. For such a short
period, the contribution by decedents to a total
inventory of conditions or services should be
very small. However, the contribution by de-
cedents during a long reference period (e.g., 1
year) might be sizable, especially for older
persons.

Statistical Design of the
Health Interview Survey

General phm.-The sampling plan of the
survey follows a multistage probability design
which permits a continuous sampling of the
civilian noninstitutionalized population of the
United States. The sample is designed in such a
way that the sample of households interviewed
each week is representative of the target popula-
tion and that weekly samples are additive over
time. This feature of the design permits both
continuous measurement of characteristics of
samples and more detailed analysis of less com-
mon characteristics and smaller categories of
health-related items. The continuous collection
has administrative and operational advantages as
well as technical assests since it permits field-
work to be handled with an experienced, stable
staff.

The overall sample was designed so that
tabulations can be provided for each of th,e four
major geographic regions and for urban and rural
sectors of the United States.

The first stage of the sample design ccmsists
of drawing a sample of 376 primary sampling
units (PSU’S) from approximately 1,900 geo-
graphically defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a
county, a small group of contiguous counties, or
a standard metropolitan statistical area. The
PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and the
District of Columbia.

With no loss in general understanding, the
remaining stages can be combined and treated in
this discussion as an ultimate stage. ‘Within
PSU’S, then, ultimate stage units called se~y-nents
are defined in such a manner that each segment
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contains an expected six households. Three gen-
eral types of segments are used.

Area segments which are defined geographi-
cally.

List segments, using 1970 census registers as
the frame.

Permit segments, using updated lists of
building permits issued in sample PSU’S
since 1970.

Census address listings were used for all areas of
the country where addresses were well defined
and could be used to locate housing units. In
general the list frame included the larger urban
areas of the United States from which about
two-thirds of the HIS sample was selected.

The usual HIS sample consists of approxi-
mately 12,000 segments containing about 50,000
assigned households, of which 9,000 were vacant,
demolished, or occupied by persons not in the
scope of the survey. The 41,000 eligible occupied
households yield a probability sample of about
120,000 persons.

Descriptive material on data collection,
field procedures, and questionnaire development
in the HIS has been pub1ished3 ~4 as well as a de-
tailed description of the sample designs and a
report on the estimation procedure and the
method used to calculate sampling errors of esti-
mates derived from the survey.6

3National Center- for He~th statistics: Health
survey procedure: concepts, questionnaire development,
and definitions in the Health Interview Survey. Vital and
Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series l-No. 2.
Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
PrintingOffice, May 1964.

4National Center for Health Statistics:Health Inter-
view Survey Procedure, 1957-1974. Vital and Health Sta-
tistics. Series l-No. 11. DHEW Pub. No. (HRA) 75-1311.
Health Resources Administration. Washington. U.S. Gov-
ernment Office, April 1975.

5U.S. National Health Survey: The statistical de-
sign of the health household interview survey. Health
Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 584-A2. Public Health Service.
Washin on, D.C., July 1958.

P National Center for Health Statistics: Esti-
mation and sampling variance in the Health Interview
Survey. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 38. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government PrintingOffice, June 1970.

Collection of ckzta. –FieId operations for
the survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census under specifications established by
the National Center for Health Statistics. In ac-
cordance with these specifications the Bureau of
the Census participates in survey planning, se-
lects the sample, and conducts the field inter-
viewing as an agent of NCHS. The data are
coded, edited, and tabuIated by NCHS.

Estimating procedures. –Since the design of
the HIS is a complex multistage probability
sample, it is necessary to use complex pro-
cedures in the derivation of estimates. Four
basic operations are involved.

1.

2.

3.

4.

to

Inflation by the reciprocal of the probability
of selection.—The probability of selection is
the product of the probabilities of selection
from each step of selection in the design
(PSU, segment, and household).

Nonresponse adjustrnent.–The estimates are
inflated by a multiplication factor which has
as its numerator the number of sample house-
holds in a given segment and as its denomina-
tor the number of households interviewed in
that segment.

First-stage ratio adjustment. —Sampling
theory indicates that the use of auxiliary in-
formation which is highly correlated with the
variables being estimated improves the re-
liability of the estimates. To reduce the vari-
ability between PSU’S within a region, the
estimates are ratio adjusted to the 1970
populations within 12 color-residence classes.

Poststratification by age-sex-color. –The esti-
mates are ratio adjusted within each of 60
age-sex-color cells to an independent estimate
of the population of each cell for the survey
period. These independent estimates are pre-
pared by the Bureau of the Census. Both the
first-stage and poststratified ratio adjust-
ments take the form of multiplication factors
applied to the weight of each elementary unit
(person, household, condition, and
hospitalization).

The effect of the ratio-estimating process is
make the sample more closely representative
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of the civilian noninstitutionalized population
by age, sex, color, and residence, wh;ch’thereby
reduces sampling variance.

As noted, each week’s sample represents
the population living during that week and char-
acteristics of the population. Consolidation of
samples over a time period, e.g., a calendar
quarter, produces estimates of average character-
istics of the U.S. population for the calendar
quarter. Similarly, population data for a year are
averages of the four quarterly figures.

For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments or number of
persons classified by time interval since last
physician visit, figures are first calculated for
each calendar quarter by averaging estimates for
all weeks of interviewing in the quarter. Prev-
alence data for a year are then obtained by
averaging the four quart erly figures.

For other types of statistics–namely those
measuring the number of occurrences during a
specified time period—such as incidence of acute
conditions, number of disability days, or num-
ber of visits to a doctor or dentist, a similar
computational procedure is used, but the statis-
tics are interpreted differently. For these items,
the questionnaire asks for the respondent’s ex-
perience over the 2 calendar weeks prior to the
week of interview. In such instances the esti-
mated quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5
times the average 2-week estimate produced by
the 13 successive samples taken during the
period. The annual total is the sum of the four
quarters. Thus the experience of persons inter-
viewed durz”ng a y ear–experience which actually
occurred for each person in a 2-calendar-week
interval prior to week of interview-is treated as
though it measured the total of such experience
during the year. Such interpretation leads to no
signi~lcant bias.

Explanation of hospital recall. –The survey
questionnaire uses a 12-month-recall period for
hospitalizations. That is, the respondent is asked
to report hospitalizations which occurred during
the 12 months prior to the week of interview.
Information is also obtained as to the date of
entry into the hospital and duration of stay.
Analysis of this information, and also the results
of special studies, has shown that there is an

increase in underreporting of hospitalizations

with increase in time interval between the dis-
charge and the interview. Exclusive of the lhospi-
tal experience of decedents, the net underreporti-
ng with a 12-month recall is in the neighbor-
hood of 10 percent, but underreporting of dis-
charges within 6 m~ths of the week of inter-
view is estimated to” be less than 5 percent. For
this reason hospital discharge data in this. report
are based on hospital discharges reported to have
occurred within 6 months of the week of inter-
view. Since the interviews were evenly distrib-
uted according to weekly probability samples
throughout any interviewing year, no seasonal
bias was introduced by doubling the 6-month-
recall data to produce an annual estimate for
that year of interviewing. Doubling the 6-month
data in effect imputes to the entire year preced-
ing the interview the rate of hospital discharges
actually observed during the 6 months prior to
interview. However, estimates of the number of
persons with hospital episodes (as opposed to
estimates of the number of hospital discharges)
are based on 12-month recall data since a per-
son’s 12-month experiences cannot be obtained
by doubling his most recent 6-month
experience.

General Qualifications

Nonresponse. –Data were adjusted for non-
response by a procedure which imputes to per-
sons in a household who were not interviewed
the characteristics of persons in househcdds in
the same segment who were interviewed.

The interview process. –The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies ob-
tained in interviews with persons in the sample
households. Each person 19 years of age and
over present at the time~ of interview was inter-
viewed individually. For children and for adults
not present in the home at the time of the inter-
view, the information was obtained from a re-
lated household member such as a spouse or the
mother of a child.

There are limitations to the accuracy of
diagnostic and other information collected in
household interviews. For diagnostic infor-
mation, the household respondent can usually
pass on to the interviewer only the information
the physician has given to the family. For condi-
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tions not
mation is

medically attended, diagnostic infor-
often no more than a description of

symptoms. However, other facts, such as the
number of disability days caused by the condi-
tion, can be obtained more accurately from
household members than from any other source
since only the persons concerned are in a posi-
tion to report this information.

Rounding of nurnbers.-The original tabula-
tions on which the data in this report are based
show all estimates to the nearest whole unit. All
consolidations were made from the original
tabulations using the estimates to the nearest
unit. In the final published tables, the figures are
rounded to the nearest thousand, although these
are not necessarily accurate to that detail. De-
vised statistics such as rates and percent distri-
butions are computed after the estimates on
which these are based have been rounded to the
nearest thousand.

Population figures. –Some of the published
tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overall totals by
age, sex, and color, which are adjusted to in-
dependent estimates, these figures are based on
the sample of households in the HIS. These are
given primarily to provide denominators for rate
computation, and for this purpose are more ap-
propriate for use with the accompanying meas-
ures of health characteristics than other popula-
tion data that may be available. With the excep-
tion of the overall totals by age, sex, and color

mentioned above, the population figures differ
from figures (which are derived from different
sources) published in reports of the Bureau of
the Census. Official population estimates are
presented in Bureau of the Census reports in
Series P-20, P-25, and P-60.

Reliability of Estimates

Since the statistics presented in this report
are based on a sample, they will differ somewhat
from the figures that would have been obtained
if a complete census had been taken using the
same schedules, instructions, and interviewing
personnel and procedures.

As in any survey, the results are also sub-
ject to reporting and processing errors and errors
due to nonresponse. To the extent possible,
these types of errors were kept to a minimum by

methods built into survey procedures.’ Although
it is very difficult to measure the extent of bias
in the Health Interview Survey, a number of
studies have been conducted to study this prob-
lem. The results have been published in several
reports.8-11

The standard error is primarily a measure
of sampling variability, that is, the variations
that might occur by chance because only a
sample of the population is surveyed. As calcu-
lated for this report, the standard error also re-
flects part of the variation which arises in the
measurement process. It does not include esti-
mates of any biases which might be in the data.
The chances are about 68 out of 100 that an
estimate from the sample would differ from a
complete census by less than the standard error.
The chances are about 95 out of 100 that the
difference would be less than twice the standard
error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be
less than 2?42 times as large.

Standard error charts. –The relative stand-
ard error of an estimate is obtained by dividing
the standard error of the estimate by the estimate
itself and is expressed as a percentage of the esti-

7National Center for Health Statistics: Quality con-
trol and measurement of nonsampling error in the Health
Interview Survey. Vital and Health Statistics. Series 2-
No. 54: DHEW Pub. No. (HSM) 73-1328. Health Services
and Mental Health Administration. Washington. U.S.
Government Printing Office, Mar. 1973

8National Center for Health Statistics: Health in-
terview responses compared with medical records. Vital
and Health Statktics. PHS Pub. No. 1000 -Series 2-No. 7.
Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
Printing Office, July 1965.

9National Center for Health Statistics: Compari-
son of hospitalization reporting in three survey proce-
dures. Vz%al and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 8. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1965.

10Nation~ Center for He~~ Statistics: Intefiew
data on chronic conditions compared with information
derive d from medical records. Vital and Health
Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No. 23. Public
Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government Printing
Office, May 1967.

11 National Center for Heal& Statistics: The influ-
ence of interviewer and respondent psychological and
behavioral variables on the reporting in household inter-
views. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 26. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, Max. 1968.
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mate. For this report, asterisks are shown for any
cell with more than a 30-percent relative stand-
ard error. Included in this appendix are charts
from which the relative standard errors can be
determined for estimates shown in the report.
In order to derive relative errors which would be
applicable to a wide variety of health statistics
and which could be prepared at a moderate cost,
a number of approximations were required. As a
result, the charts provide an estimate of the ap-
proximate relative standard error rather than the
precise error for any specific aggregate or per-
centage.

Three classes of statistics for the health sur-
vey are identified for purposes of estimating
variances.

1.

2.

3.

Narrow range. –This class consists of (1) sta-
tistics which estimate a population attribute,
e.g., the number of persons in a particular
income group, and (2) stat istics for which
the measure for a single individual during
the reference period used in data collection
is usually either O to 1 on occasion may
take on the value 2 or very rarely 3.

Medium range. –This class consists of other
statistics for which the measure for a single
individual during the reference period used
in data collection will rarely lie outside the
range O to 5.

Wide range. –This class consists of statistics
for which the measure for a single individual
during the reference period used in data
collection can range from O to a number in
excess of 5, e.g., the number of days of bed
disability.

In addition to classifying variables accord-
ing to whether they are narrow-, medium-, or
wide-range, statistics in the survey are further
classified as to whether they are based on a ref-
erence period of 2 weeks, 6 months, or 12
months.

General rules for determining relative stand-
ard errors. —The following rules will enable the
reader to determine approximate relative stand-
ard errors from the charts for estimates pre-
sented in this report. These charts represent

standard errors of HIS data. They should be used
in preference to the charts which have appeared
in all previous Series 10 publications.

Rule 1.

Rule 2.

Rule 3.

Rule 4.

Estimates of aggregates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates of
aggregates such as the number of per-
sons with a given characteristic are ob-
tained from appropriate curves, figures
I-V. The number of persons in the
total U.S. population or in an age-
sex-color class of ~he total population is
adjusted to official Bureau of the Cen-
sus figures and is not subject to sam-
pling error.

Estimates oj” percentages in a percent
distribution: Relative standard errors
for percentages in a percent distribution
of a total are obtained from appropriate
curves, figures VI and VII. For values
which do not fall on one of the curves
presented in the chart, visual inter-
polation will provide a satisfactory
approximation.

Estimates of rates where the numerator
is a, subclass of the denominator: This
rule applies for prevalence rates or
where a unit of the numerator occurs,
with few exceptions, only once in the
year for any one unit in the denomi-
nator. For example, in computing the
rate of visual impairments per 1.,000
population, the numerator consisting of
persons with the impairment is a sub-
class of the denominator, whiclh in-
cludes all ,persons in the populaltion.
Such rates if converted to rates per 100
may be treated as though they were per-
centages and the relative standard errors
obtained from the percentage charts for
population estimates. Rates per 1:,000,
or on any other base, must first be con-
verted to rates per 100; then the per-
centage chart will provide the relative
standard error per 100.

Estimates of rates where the numerator
is not a subclass of the denominator:
This rule applies where a unit of the
numerator often occurs more than once
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for any one unit in the denominator.
For example, in the computation of the
number of persons injured per 100 cur-
rently employed persons per year, it is
possible that a person in the denomi-
nator could have sustained more than
one of the injuries included in the nu-
merator. Approximate relative standard
errors for rates of this kkd may be
computed as follows:

(a) Where the denominator is the total
U.S. population or includes all per-
sons in one or more of the age-sex-
coIor groups of the total popu-
lation, the relative error of the rate
is equivalent to the relative error of
the numerator, which can be ob-
tained directly from the appro-
priate chart.

(b) In other cases the relative standard
error of the numerator and of the
denominator can be obtained from
the appropriate curve. Square each
of these relative errors, add the re-
sulting values, and extract the
square root of the sum. This pro-
ce dure will result in an upper
bound on the standard error and of-
ten will overstate the error.

R-de 5. Estimates of difference between two
statistics (mean, rate, total, etc.): The
standard error of a difference is approx-
imately the square root of the sum of
the squares of each standard error con-
sidered separately. A formula for the
standard error of a difference,

d = .S1 – .Y<,.

is

‘d =
2 + (X2 1’%2 )*

where Xl is the estimate for class 1, X2

is the estimate for cIass 2, and VX~ and

VX* are the relative errors of Xl and

X2 respectively. This formula will

represent the actuzd standard error quite
accurately for the difference between
separate and uncorrelated character-
istics although it is onIy a rough approx-
imation in most other cases. The rela-
tive standard error of each estimate
involved in such a difference can be de-
termined by one of the four rules
above, whichever is appropriate.
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Figurel. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
OR PERSONS INJURED1
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Examfde of use of chart: An estimate of 1,000,000 acute respiratory conditions (on scale at bottom of chart) has a reiative
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Figure Il. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY OR BED
DISABILITY (A) AND FOR DAYS LOST FROM WORK OR SCHOOL (6)1
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collection for wide range estimates of aggregates using a 2-week reference period.

Example of use of chart; An estimate of 10,000,000 days of restricted activitv (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard
& error of 22-percent (read from curve A on scale at left side o~ chart), or a standard’e;ror of 2,200,000 (22 percent of 10,000,000).
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Figure Ill. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR NUMBER OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL DAYS (A);
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Example of we of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 hospital days (on scale at bottom ofchart) has a relative standard error of
10.2 percent (read from curve A on scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 1,020,000 (10.2 percent of 10,000,000). An
~~~mate of 1,000,000 disch~g~ from short-stay hospitals (curve B) has a relative standard error of 7.4 percent. ArI estimate of

1,000,000 persons in the Northeast Region (curve P) has a relative standard error of 5.7 percent.
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Figure IV. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL DAYS BASED ON A
12-MONTH REFERENCE PERIOD (A), AND POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS (P)l
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10,000,000). An estimates of 1,000,000 persons with 1 hospital episode or more (curve P) has a relative standard error of 5.7 percent.



& Figure V. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN OR DENTAL VISITS BASED
ON A 2-WEEK REFERENCE PERIOD (A), AND POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS (P) 1
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l~he ~uwe related to ~hY~icim or dental visits is based on 1 to 4 quarters of data collection for medium range estimates of aggregates using a 2-week
reference period; the curve for population characteristics is based on 4 quarters of data collection for narrow range estimate of aggregates.

Example of use ;f chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 dental visits (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard error of 9.2------- ,--
percent (reacl from curve A on sczde at id% side of chart), or a staiidmd ~l.V. “. -Gu,vuw ~..- ~&.uw... . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .-W-. ,+ UVII 111111fU v -.e-nt nf I n nnn nnn) An e~tirn.~teof

1,000,000 persons in the Northeast Region (curve P) has a relative standard error of 5.7 percent.



Figure V1. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGES OF
ACUTE CONDITIONS OR PERSONS INJURED1
(Base of percentage shown on curves in millions)
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3 456789

acute conditions or
data using a 2-week

Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on an
estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 14.5 percent (read from the scale at the left
side of chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 intersects the vertical line for 20
percent. The standard error in percentage points is equal to 20 percent X 14.5 percent, or 2.9
percentage points.
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Figure V1l. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGESOF
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS 1

(Base of percentage shown on curves in millions)
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of chart), the “point at which the curve for a base of 10~000,000 intersectsthe verticalline for 20
_--p-

ercent. The standard error in percentage points is equal to 20 percent X 3.6 percent,, or 0.72

percentage points.
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APPENDIX II

DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT

Terms Relating to Conditions

Con dit ion.–A morbidity condition, or
simply a condition, is any entry on the question-
naire which describes a departure from a state of
physicaI or mentzd well-being. It results from a
positive response to one of a series of “medical-
disability impact” or “illness-recall” questions.
In the coding and tabulating process conditions
are selected or classified according to a number
of different criteria such as whether they were
medically attended, whether they resuhed in dis-
ability, or whether they were acute or chronic;
or according to the type of disease, injury, im-
pairment, or symptom reported. For the pur-
poses of each published report or set of tables,
only those conditions recorded on the question-
naire which satisfy certain stated criteria are
included.

Conditions except impairments are clas-
sified by type according to the Eighth Revision
International Classification of Diseases, Adapted
for Use in the United States, 12 with certain
modifications adopted to make the code more
suitable for a household interview survey.

Acute condition.–An acute condition is de-
fined as a condition which has lasted less than 3
months and which has involved either medical
attention or restricted activity. Because of the
procedures used to estimate incidence, the acute
conditions included in this report are the condi-

12 Nation~ Center for Health Statistics: Eighth
Revision International Classification of Diseases,
AdafMed for Use in the United States. PHS Pub. No.
1693. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Gover-
nmentPrinting Office, 1967.

tions which had their onset during the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week and which involved
either medical attention or restricted activity
during the 2-week period. However, excluded
are the following conditions which are always
classified as chronic even though the onset oc-
curred within 3 months prior to week of
interview:

Allergy, any
Arthritis or rheumatism
Asthma
Cancer
Cleft palate
Club foot
Condition present since birth
Deafness or serious trouble with hearing
Diabetes
Epilepsy
Hardening of the arteries
Hay fever
Heart trouble
Hemorrhoids or piles
Hernia or rupture
High blood pressure
Kidney stones
Mental illness
Missing fingers, hand, or arm-toes, foot, or leg
Palsy
Paralysis of any kind
Permanent stiffness or deformity of the foot, leg,

fingers, arm, or back
Prostate troubIe
Repeated trouble with back or spine
Rheumatic fever
Seriou~ trouble with seeing, even when wearing

glasses
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Sinus trouble, repeated attacks of
Speech defect, any
Stomach ulcer
Stroke
Thyroid trouble or goiter
Tuberculosis
Tumor, cyst, or growth
Varicose veins, trouble with

Condition Group

Infective and parasitic diseases . . . . . . . . .

Common childhood diseases . . . .
Virus not otherwise specified . . . .

Other infective and parasitic diseases . .

Respiratory conditions . . . . . , .

Upper respiratory conditions . . . .
Common cold . . . . . . .
Other upper respiratory conditions .

Influenza. . . . . . . . . .
Influenza with digestive manifestations
Other influenza . , . . . . .

Other respiratory conditions , . . .
Pneumonia . . . . . . . .
Bronchitis . . . . , . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . .

Digestiva system conditions . . . . .

,.. . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

.,. . .,

. . . . . .

. . . . ,.

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

. . . . .,

. . . . .,

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

Dental conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Functional and symptomatic uppar gastrointestinal disorders

not elsewhere classifiable . , . . . . . . . .

Other digestive system conditions . . . . . . . .

Injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fractures, dislocations, sprains, and strains . . . . . .
Fractures and dislocations . . . . . . . . . .
SpFainsand strains . . . . . . . . . . . .

Open wounds and lacerations . . . . . . . . . .

Contusions and superficial injuries . . . . . . . .
Other current injuries . . . . , . . . . . . .

All other acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . . .

Diseases of theear . . . . . . . , . . . . .
Headaches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Genitourinary disorders . . . . . . . . . . ,
Deliveries and disorders of pregnancy and the puerperium . .
Diseases of the skin. . . . , . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system . . . . . . .

All other acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . .

Acute condition .gwz@.–In this report all
tables which have data classified by type of con-
dition employ a 5-category regrouping plus sev-
eral selected subgroups. The condition groups
and the International Classification code num-
bers included in each category are shown in
figure VIII.

Chronic conditiort.-A condition is ccmsid-

Intenwtional Classification

Code Number

000-136

033,052,055,056,072
079.9
000-032,034-051,053, 054,057-071,073-136

460-486,501,508-516, 519,783

460465,501,508
460
461465,501,508
470-474
473
470472,474
466,480486,510-516,519, 783
480-486
466
510-516,519,783

520.6.521.5,521.7-523.9, 525-530,535-543,560, 561, M4-
577,784,785

520.6-521.6,521.74523.9, 525

636,784.0,784.1,784.3, 784.7,785.4 pt.

526-530,535,537,540-543, 560,561,584-577,784.2, 7B4.4-
784.6,785 pt.

N800.N870, N872-N884, N890-N894, N900.N994, N996-N999

N800-N848
N800-N839
N840-N848
N870, N872-N884, N890-N894, N900-N907
N91 O-N929
N850-N869, N930-N994, N996-N999

All other acute code numbers

380-387,745.0-745.3, 781.3
791
580-629,786,769
630-678
880-709
717-733,787
Other acute code numbers

Figure Vlll. Acute condition groups with subgroups and ICDA codes
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ered chronic if (1) the condition is described by
the respondent as having been first noticed more
than 3 months before the week of the interview
or (2) it is one of the conditions always clas-
sified as chronic regardless of the onset (see list
under the definition of acute condition).

lrn@ziwnent.-Impairments are chronic or
permanent defects, usually static in nature, re-
sultiqg from disease , injury, or congenital mal-
formation. They represent decrease or loss of
ability to perform various functions, particularly
those of the musculoskeletal system and the
sense organs. AI] impairments are classified by
means of a special supplementary code for im-
pairments. Hence code numbers for impairments
in the International Classification of Diseases are
not used. In the Supplementary Code, impair-
ments are grouped according to type of func-
tional impairment and etiology. The impairment
classification is shown in Vital and Health Statis-
tics, Series 10, No. 48.

Incidence of conditions.-The incidence of
conditions is the estimated number of condi-
tions having their onset in a specified time pe-
riod. As previously mentioned, minor acute con-
ditions involving neither restricted activity nor
medical attention are excluded from the statis-
tics. The incidence data shown in some reports
are further limited to various subclasses of con-
ditions, such as “incidence of conditions in-
volving bed disability.”

Onset of condition. –A condition is con-
sidered to have had its onset when it was first
noticed. This could be the time the person first
felt sick or became injured, or it could be the
time when the person or his family was first told
by a physician that he had a condition of which
he was previously unaware.

A c t ivity-restn”cting condition.–An activ-
ity-restricting condition is one which had its on-
set in the past 2 weeks and which caused at least
1 day of restricted activity during the 2 calendar
weeks before the interview week. (See “Re-
stricted-activity day” under “Terms Relating to
Disability.”)

Bed-disabling condition.–A condition with
onset in the past 2 weeks involving at least 1 day
of bed disability is called a bed-disabling condi-
tion. (See “Bed-disability day” under “Terms
Relating to Disability.”)

Medically attended condition.–A condition
with onset in the’ past 2 weeks is considered
medicaIly attended if a physician has been con-
sulted about it either at its onset or at any time
thereafter. However, when the first medical at-
tention for a condition does not occur until
after the end of the 2-week period, the case is
treated as though there was no medical atten-
tion. Medical attention includes consultation
either in person or by telephone for treatment
or advice. Advice from the physician transmitted
to the patient through the nurse is counted as
well as visits to physicians in clinics or hospitak.
If during the course of a single visit the physi-
cian is consulted about more than one condition
for each of several patients, each condition of
each patient is counted as medically attended.

Discussions of a child’s condition by the,
physician and a responsible member of the
household are considered as medical attention
even if the child was not seen at that time.

For the purpose of this definition the term
“physician “ includes doctors of medicine and
osteopathic physicians.

Terms Relating to Disability

Disability .-Disabi1ity is the general term
used to describe any temporary or long-term re-
duction of a person’s activity as a result of an
acute or chronic condition.

Disability &y.–Short-term disability days
are classified according to whether they are days
of restricted activity, bed days, hospital days,
work-loss days, or school-loss days. AU hospital
days are, by definition, days of bed disability; zdl
days of bed disability are, by definition, days of
restricted activity. The converse form of these
statements is, of course, not true. Days lost from
work and days lost from school are special terms
which apply to the working and school-age
populations only, but these too are days of re-
stricted activity. Hence “days of restricted activ-
ity “ is the most inclusive term used to describe
disability days.

Rest ric ted-activit y duy. –A day of re-
stricted activity is one on which a person cuts
down on his usual activities for the whole of
that day because of an illness or an injury. The
term “usual activities” for any day means the
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things that the person would ordinarily do on
that day. For children under school age, usual ac-
tivities depend on whatever the usual pattern is
for the child’s day, which will in turn be af-
fected by the age of the child, weather condi-
tions, and so forth. For retired or elderly per-
sons, usual activities might consist of almost no
activity, but cutting down on even a small
amount for as much as a day would constitute
restricted activity. On Sundays or holidays,
usual activities are the things the person usually
does on such days–going to church, playing
golf, visiting friends or relatives, or staying at
home and listening to the radio, reading, looking
at television, and so forth. Persons who have
permanently reduced their usual activities be-
cause of a chronic condition might not report
any restricted-activity days during a 2-week
period. Therefore absence of restricted-activity
days does not imply normal health.

Restricted activity does not imply com-
plete inactivity, but it does imply only the mini-
mum of usuaI activities. A special nap for an
hour after lunch does not constitute cutting
down on usual activities, nor does the elimina-
tion of a heavy chore such as cleaning ashes out
of the furnace or hanging out the wash. If a
farme-r or housewife carries on only the mini-
mum of the day’s chores, however, this is a day
of restricted activity.

A day spent in bed or a day home from
work or school because of illness or injury is, of
course, a restricted-activity day.

Bed-disability day.–A day of bed dkability
is one on which a person stays in bed for all or
most of the day because of a specific illness or
injury. All or most of the day is defined as more
than half of the daylight hours. All hospital days
for inpatients are considered to be days of bed
disability even if the patient was not actually in
bed at the hospital.

Work-1oss duy.-A day lost from work is a
day on which a person did not work at his job or
business for at least half of his normal workday
because of a specific illness or injury. The num-
ber of days lost from work is determined only
for persons 17 years of age and over who re-
ported that at any time during the 2-week
period covered by the interv~~w they either
worked at or had a job or business. (See “Cur-

rently employed” persons under “Demographic
Terms.”)

School-loss day.–A day lost from school is
a normal school day on which a chiId did not
attend school because of a specific illness or in-
jury. The number of days lost from school is
determined only for children 6-16 years of age.

Pers o n-da y. – Person-days of restricted
activity, bed disability, and so forth are dalys of
the various forms of disability experienced by
any one person. The sum of days for all persons
in a group represents an unduplicated count of
all days of disability for the group.

Co nditio n-da y. –Condition-days of re-
stricted activity, bed disability, and so forth are
days of the various forms of disability associated
with any one condition. Since any particular day
of disability may be associated with more thah
one condition, the sum of days for conditions
may add to more than the total number uf
person-days.

Chronic activity lirnitation.-Persons are
classified into four categories according to the
extent to which their activities are limited at
present as a result of chronic conchtions. Since
the usual activities of preschool children,
school-age children, housewives, and wc)rkers
and other persons differ, a different set c)f cri-
teria is used for each group. There is a general
similarity between them, however, as will be
seen in the following descriptions of the four
categories:

1. Persons unable to carry on major activity for
their group (major activity refers to ability to
work, keep house, or engage in school or pre-
school activities)

Preschool children:
Inability to take part in ordinary play
with other children.

School-age children:
Inability to go to school.

Housewives:
Inability to do any housework.

Workers and all other persons:
Inability to work at a job or business.

2. Persons limited in amount or kind of major
activity perform ed (major activity refers to
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3.

4.

ability to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)

Preschool children:
Limited in amount or kind of play with
other children, e.g., need speciaI rest
periods, cannot play strenuous games, or
cannot play for long periods at a time.

School-age children:
Limited to certain types of schools or in
school attendance, e.g., need special
schools or special teaching or cannot go to
school full time or for long periods at a
time.

Housewives:
Limited in amount or kind of housework,
e.g., cannot lift children, wash or iron, or
do housework for long periods at a time.

Workers and all other persons:
Limited in amount or kind of work, e.g.,
need special working aids or special rest
periods at work, cannot work full time or
for long periods at a time, or cannot do
strenuous work.

Persons not limited in major activity but
otherwke limited (major activity refers to
ability to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)

Preschool children:
Not classified in this category.

School-age children:
Not limited in going to school but limited
in participation in athletics or other extra-
curricular activities.

Housewives:
Not limited in housework but limited in
other activities such as church, clubs,
hobbies, civic projects, or shopping.

Workers and all other persons:
Not limited in regular work activities but
limited in other activities such as church,
clubs, hobbies, civic projects, sports, or
games.

Persons not limited in activities (includes
persons whose activities are not limited in
any of the ways described above)

Chronic mobility limitation. –Persons are
classified into five categories according to the
extent to which their mobility is limited at
present as a result of chronic conditions. The
categories are as follows:

Stays in bed.–Must stay in bed all or most of
the time.

Stays in the house. –Must stay in the house, but
not in bed, all or most of the time.

Needs help getting around. –Ab1e to go outside
but needs the heIp of another person or of a
special aid such as a cane or wheelchair in get-
ting around.

Has trouble getting around freely .–Does not
need the help of another person or a special aid
but has trouble in getting around freely.

1s not limited in mobility .–Not limited in any of
the ways described above.

Terms Relating to Persons Injured

Znjwy condition.–An injury condition, or
simply an injury, is a condition of the type that
is classified according to the nature of injury
code numbers (N800-N999) in the International
Classification of Diseases. In addition to frac-
tures, lacerations, contusions, burns, and so
forth, which are commonly thought of as in-
juries, this group of codes includes effects of
exposure, such as sunburn; adverse reactions to
immunization and other medical procedures;
and poisonings. Unless otherwise specified, the
term injury is used to cover all of these.

Since a person may sustain more than one
injury in a single accident, e.g., a broken leg and
laceration of the scalp, the number of injury
conditions may exceed the number of persons
injured.

Statistics of acute injury conditions include
only those injuries which involved at least 1 full
day of restricted activity or medical attendance.

Person injured.–A person injured is one
who has sustained one or more injuries in an
accident or in some type of nonaccidental vio-
lence. (See definition of injury condition.) Each
time a person is involved in an accident or in
nonaccidental violence causing injury that re-
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suits in at least 1 full day of restricted activity or
medical attention he is included in the statistics
as a separate person injured; hence one person
may be included more than once.

The number of persons injured is not equiv-
alent to the number of accidents for several rea-
sons: (1) the term “accident” as commonly used
may not involve injury at all, (2) more than one
injured person may be involved in a single acci-
dent, so the number of accidents resulting in
injury would be less than the number of persons
injured in accidents, and (3) the term “accident”
ordinarily implies an accidental origin whereas
“persons injured” as used in the Health Inter-
view Survey includes persons whose injuries re-
sulted from certain nonaccidental violence.

The number of persons injured in a speci-
fied time interval is always equal to or less than
the incidence of injury conditions since one per-
son may incur more than one injury in a single
accident.

Terms Relating to Class of Accident

Class of accident. –Injuries, injured persons,
and resulting days of disability may be grouped
according to class of accident. This is a broad
classification of the types of events which re-
sulted in personal injuries. Most of these events
are accidents in the usual sense of the word, but
some are other kinds of mishap, such as over-
exposure to the sun or adverse reactions to med-
ical procedures, and others are nonaccidental
violence, such as attempted suicide. The classes
of accident are (1) moving motor vehicle acci-
dents, (2) accidents occurring while at work, (3)
home accidents, and (4) other accidents. These
categories are not mutually exclusive. For ex-
ample, a person may be injured in a moving
motor vehicle accident which occurred while the
person was at home or at work. The accident
class “moving motor vehicle” includes “home-
moving motor vehicle” and “while at work-
moving motor vehicle. ” Similarly, the classes
“while at work” and “home” include duplicated
counts, e.g., “moving motor vehicle-while at
work” is included under “while at work. ”

Motor vehicle–A motor vehicle is any me-
chanically or electrically powered device, not
operated on rails, upon which or by which any

person or property may be transported or drawn
upon a land highway. Any object, such as a
trailer, coaster, sled, or wagon, being towed by a
motor vehicle is considered a part of the motor
vehicle. Devices used solely for moving persons
or materials within the confines of a building
and its premises are not counted as motor
vehicles.

Moving motor vehicle accident. –The acci-
dent is classified as “moving motor vehicle” if at
least one of the motor vehicles involved i:n the
accident was moving at the time of the accident.
This category is subdivided into “traffic” and
“nontraffic” accidents.

Trafi’ic mouing mo tor vehicle accident. –The ac-
cident is in the “traffic” category if it occurred
on a public highway. It is considered to have
occurred on the highway if it occurred wholly
on the highway, if it originated on the highway,
if it terminated on the highway, or if it involved
a vehicle partially on the highway. A public
highway is the entire width between boundary
lines of every way or place of which any part is
open to the use of the pubtic for the purposes of
vehicular traffic as a matter of right or custom.

Nontraffic moving motor vehicle accident. –The
accident is in the “nontraffic” category if it oc-
curred entirely in any place other than a public
highway.

Nonmoving motor vehicle accident. -If the
motor vehicle was not moving at the time of the
accident, the accident is considered a “non-
moving motor vehicle” accident and is classified
in the “other accident” category.

Accident while at work. –The class of acci-
dent is “while at work” if the injured person was
17 years of age or over and was at work at a job
or a business at the time the accident happened.

Home accident. –The class of accident is
“home” if the injury occurred either inside or
outside the house. “Outside the house” refers to
the yard, build;ngs, and sidewalks on the prop-
ert y. “Home” includes not only the person’s
own home but also any other home in which he
may have been when he was injured.

Other accident. –The class of accident is
“other” if the occurrence of injury cannot be
classified in one or more of the first three class-
of-accident categories (e.g., moving motor vehi-
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cle, while at work, or home). This category
therefore includes persons injured in public
places (e.g., tripping and falling in a store or on a
public sidewalk) and also nonaccidental injuries
such as homicidal and suicidal attempts. The sur-
vey does not cover the military population, but
current disability of various types resulting from
prior injury occurring while the person was in
the Armed Forces is covered and is included in
this class. The class also includes mishaps for
which the class of accident could not be
ascertained.

Terms Relating to Hospitalization

Hospital. –For this survey a hospital is de-
fined as any institution meeting one of the fol-
lowing criteria: (1) named in the listing of hos-
pitals in the current American Hospital Associa-
tion, Guide to the Health Care Field or (2)
found on the Master Facility Inventory List
maintained by the National Center for Health
Statistics.

Short-stay hospital.–A short-stay hospital
is one in which the type of service provided by
the hospital is general; maternity; eye, ear, nose,
and throat; children’s; or osteopathic; or it may
be the hospital department of an institution.

Hospital day.–A hospital day is a day on
which a person is confined to a hospital. The
day is counted as a hospital day only if the
patient stays overnight. Thus a patient who
enters the hospital on Monday afternoon and
leaves Wednesday noon is considered to have
had 2 hospital days.

Hospital days dm”rzg the year. –The num-
ber of hospital days during the year is the total
number for all hospital episodes in the 12-month
period prior to the interview week. For the pur-
poses of this estimate, episodes overlapping the
beginning or end of the 12-month period are
subdivided so that only those days falling within
the period are included.

Hospital episode.–A hospital episode is any
continuous period of stay of 1 night or more in
a hospital as an inpatient except the period of
stay of a well newborn infant. A hospital epi-
sode is recorded for a family member whenever
any part of his hospital stay is included in the
12-month period prior to the interview week.

Hospital discharge.–A hospital discharge is
the completion of any continuous period of stay
of 1 or more nights in a hospital as an inpatient
except the period of stay of a well newborn in-
fant. A hospital discharge is recorded whenever a
present member of the household is reported to
have been discharged fr~m a hospital in the
12-month period prior to the interview week.
(Estimates were based on discharges which oc-
curred during the 6-month period prior to the
interview. )

Length of hospital stay.–The Iength -of
hospitzd stay is the duration in days, exclusive of
the day of discharge, of a hospital discharge.
(See definition of “hospitzd discharge.”)

Average length ofstay.–The average Iength
of stay per discharged patient is computed by
dividing the total number of hospital days for a
specified group by the total number of dis-
charges for the same group.

Terms Relating to Dental Visits

Dental visit. –.% dental visit is defined as
any visit to a dentist’s office for treatment or
advice, including services by a technician or
hygienist acting under a dentist’s supervision.

Interval since last dental visit. –The interval
since the last dental visit is the length of time
prior to the week of interview since a dentist or
dental hygienist was last visited for treatment or
advice of any type.

Terms Relating to Physician Visits

Physician visit. –A physician visit is defined
as consultation with a physician, in person or by
telephone, for examination, diagnosis, treat-
ment, or advice. The visit is considered to be a
physician visit if the service is provided directly
by the physician or by a nurse or other person
acting under a physician’s supervision. For the
purpose of this definition “physician” includes
doctors of medicine and osteopathic physicians.
The term “doctor” is used in the interview
rather than “physician” because of popular
usage. However, the concept toward which all
ins t ructions are directed is that which is
described here.

Physician visits for services provided on a
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mass basis are not included in the tabulations. A
service received on a mass basis is defined as any
service involving only a single test (e.g., test for
diabetes) or a single procedure (e.g., smallpox
vaccination) when this single service was admin-
istered identically to all persons who were at the
place for this purpose. Hence obtaining a chest
X-ray in a tuberculosis chest X-ray trailer is not
included as a physician visit. However, a special
chest X-ray given in a physician’s office or in an
outpatient clinic is considered a physician visit.

Physician visits to hospital inpatients are
not included.

If a physician is called to a house to see
more than one person, the call is considered a
separate physician visit for each person about
whom the physician was consulted.

A physician visit is associated with the per-
son about whom the advice was sought, even if
that person did not actually see or consult the
physician. For example, if a mother consults a
physician about one of her children, the physi-
cian visit is ascribed to the child.

Interval since last physician visit. –The in-
terval since the last physician visit is the length
of time prior to the week of interview since a
physician was last consulted in person or by tele-
phone for treatment or advice of any type what-
ever. A physician visit to a hospital inpatient
may be counted as the last time a physician was
seen.

Demographic Terms

Age. –The age recorded for each person is
the age at last birthday. Age is recorded in single
years and grouped in a variety of distributions
depending on the purpose of the table.

Currently em@oyed. -Persons 17 years of
age and over who reported that at any time dur-
ing the 2-week period covered by the interview
they either worked at or had a job or business are
currently employed. Current employment in-

cludes paid work as an employee of someone
else; self-employment in business, farming, or
professional practice; and unpaid work in a
family business or farm. Persons who were tem-
porarily absent from a job or business because of
a temporary illness, vacation, strike, or bad
weather are considered as currently emplclyed if
they expected to work as soon as the particular
event causing the absence no longer existed.

Free-lance workers are considered currently em-
ployed if they had a definite arrangement with
one employer or more to work for pay accord-
ing to a weekly or monthly scheduIe, either full
time or part time.

Excluded from the currently employed popu-
lation are persons who have no definite employ-
ment schedule but work only when their services
are needed. Also excluded from the currently
employed population are (1) persons receiving
revenue from an enterprise but not participating
in its operation, (2) persons doing housework or
charity work for which they receive no pay, (3)
seasonal workers during the portion of the year
they were not working, and (4) persons who
were not working, even though having a job or
business, but were on layoff “or looking for
work.

The number of currently employed persons esti-
mated from the Health Interview Survey (HIS)
will differ from the estimates prepared frc)m the
Current Population Survey (CPS) of the U.S.
Bureau of the Census for several reasons. In ad-
dition to sampling variability they include three
primary conceptual differences, namely: (1) HIS
estimates are for persons 17 years of age and
over; CPS estimates are for persons 16 years of
age and over. (2) HIS uses a 2-week reference
period, while CPS uses a l-week reference pe-
riod. (3) HIS is a continuing survey with sepa-
rate samples taken weekly; CPS is a monthly
sample taken for the survey week which includes
the 12th of the month.

—ooo —
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APPENDIX Ill. QUESTIONNAIRE AND FLASH CARDS

US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
B“” EAUOF THE c=.,.,

ACTING A, GOL.LCCT, NC A. EM. FOR THE

u.S. PuBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

U.S. HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY

. ~ Area

D Permn
p~” Segzent Serial

u Address

~ Cen–S.p

~ Spec,al place
I I I

6a. What is your exact address? (Include House No., ApL No., w other ,dent,f,cac,on and ZIP cede) ; ~;;;t.g

----------------------------------- ------------------------ ,
I Sheet
; No. _

-------------------------------------- ---------------------- ,
City ,state ,ZIP code I Lme

1 , I No. _

b. Is this your mailing oddrcss? u Same as 6a

Mark box or specify if different. Include ZIP code.

------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------- ~_______________,_________.
City , State ZIP code

I

———— ——
c. Special place name ! Sample un, t number : Type code

1

7. YEAR BUILT u Ask ~ C Do NOT Ask

Whmn was this structure ori~nally built?

❑ Before 4-I-70 u After 4-1-70 (Go to 9c, complete
(Continue Interview) if required and end mtervtew)

8. TyDe of Iivinx auarters _ I n Housing unit z 11 OTHER unit

9. Area segments ONLY

u o. Are there any oc..pitd or vacant living q.art~rs basidrs your own in this building?

Y (fill Table X) N
------------------------------------------------------------------

❑ b. Ar. th.m any occupied or vacont living quarters besidm your own on this floor?

Y (fill Table X) N------------------------------------------------------------------

❑ c. Is thcm any othw building on this property for people to live in - ●ither occupi-d or vacant?

Y (fi II Table X) N
------------------------------------------------------------------ .

u d, None

} GO TO PROBE PAGE 2

0. Land use 2 a RURAL I u URBAN (131

-- Regular units and Special Place units coded 8S-84 In 15c. go to 11.

-- Sbecial Place units not coded 85-8S in 6c, RO to 13.

1. Oo You own or rant this olace? m own m Rent m Rent for free

20. 00*s this place you (own/rant/rent for free) hava 10 acres or more? I Y i 12b) 2 N (J2CI

b. During the past 12 months did sal=! of crops, Iivrstock, and
other ~rm products from this PICC* amount to $S4 or more? 1 Y (/31 2 N (/3}

c. Ouring fhs past 12 months did sal-s of crops, livestock, and
other farm products from this PIOC* amount to $25J3 or more? lY 2N

/Rooms
3. How many rooms are in this --?

f Bedrooms
14. How mtiny bedrooms arc in this --? j

Count the kitchen Iwt not iht bathroom. ~ If ‘“None” describe m footnotes. I

/ Area c.de/Number
5. What is the telephone number 16. W% this mterv!ew observed ~

here?
z @ None I

I
lY ZN

7. Interviewer’s name 1Code
1

, NOTE: BEFORE LEAVING HOUSEHOLO, CHECK THAT ITEM 20 HAS AN ENTRY.
Det*rmirtc tfw best timt for callbacks.

‘OOTNOTES

~~
8. Nontnter., e* reason

TYPE A

}

I ~ Ref.s.l - Cascr,be m a fxmsre F, 11 I terns l-6a
t @ NO an. at hcme - ww.ted calls 7, 8, 10, 12.4<

I ❑ TcmP.r. rtlY absec: - F.omom as .qpfrcabfe,

I ~ Ocher &S,c.ecl/yJ ~ ?6-19 .

TYPE B

1 n Vacant - n..sezsco.l 7
2 n Vacant - Seasmal

}

FIII ltl?fllS lA3a,
3 ~ usual res,de.ce ●!s-+.,. 7-10, 128-c as

~El ~m=~ F.rc=s
applicable, 16-75

TYPE C

! ~ Unused I’ne of IISU. Z sheet

z ❑ @emel, s\ed

1

Fill Items l-6a,

3 ~ Mer@ 6C ,f mquhj,
W tf married,

t ❑ Outsde Sexme.1 16–73. Semi

3 n eu,lt aft. r Asr,i i. 1970 fnfer-cmm.

9. Record cf calls

Be&.-t, g?42.15 ; mm *,me E.d!nl
$,-, C’mp.

, ..-. a.m.

r.-. p.m.

3,?-. J.-.

, j L.-. 6.m

,
..-. ..-.

..-. A.m.
, I

G.-. rim.

1 1 1 I

I *.-. ,.!,7.

! f c.-. D.”l.

D. LI St column mmks of iwscm mwr ng callbacks.
1:1 None

1. Reccrci afadd!t!onal calls
,

M.”!h
Bez,n., rE

; Da:. ,(m=
E.u, ”g co). Nos.

,!M, .Ompl.ld



10. What is the name of the head of this household? - Enter name in firs! column.

b. Wha?”oro the “ornes of ❑ll other persons who live here? - Ltst all persons who live here. Yes* No

c. I have listed (Read names). Is there anyone else staying here now, such as friends, re!a+ives, w roomers? ❑ o

d. Have I missed ❑nyone who USUALLY live. here but is now awuy from home? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

e. Do n“y of the people in this household hove a home onYwher* else?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . 8:
* Apply household membership r.les.

f. Are ony of the persons in this household now on f.11.time

active duty with the Armed Forces of the United St. tes? . . . . . . . . . I Y Co I(s)._ (Delete) 2 N

2a. How is -- related ha -- (Head of household)?______________________________________________________________________________

If parent-child relationship in 2a and both parents in household, ask:

b. Are YOU and -- the “at.ml por=”ts of --, --, etc.? If “Yes,” mark P box in “child’s” column.

3. Wh.s9 is .--’s dmte of birth? (Enter date and Age, a“d c,rcle Race and Sex)

c 1. Record the number of Eed Days, Doctor VI S!CS, and Hospitalizations

2. Record each condition ,n the person’s column, with the question number(s) where it was reported.

Reference dates

I 2-week period

I 12-month Bed Days,

Doctor VI s!t probe

I Hospital probe

} Refer to Flashcard to determine Sample Persons; mark SP boxes.

If related persons 17 years old or over are listed in addition to the respondent, say:

H ; your--,your--,etc.,~,home“Ow,,,‘y..ewould like to have all odults who or= at home take port in the in~rview.
,“ ask: Please ask them to ioin us.

This survey is being conducted to collect information .“ the Nation’s health. I will ask about visits to
doctors and dentists, illness in the family, and other heolth reloted items. (Hand caieridar)

The next few questions refer to the past 2 weeks, the 2 weeks outlined i. red on that calendar,

beginning Monday, (date) , and ending this past Sundoy, (date) .

40. During those 2 weeks, did -- stay i“ bed beta.s= of my illness or im@y?
------------

b. During that 2.w=ek period, how many days did -- stay in bed .11 or most of the day?

5. During those 2 weeks, how many days did illness or i“iury keep -- from wc.rk?
(For females): not counting work around the house?

6. During those 2 weeks, how many days did ill”=s. s or iniwy keep -- from school?

If one or more days in 4b, ask 7; otherwise EO to 8.

7. On how many of these -- days lost from
{=}

did -- stay in bed all or mast of the day?

{

in bed
B.. (NOT COUNTING the d.ay(s.) lost from work

}
)

lost from school

Were there any (other) days during the past 2 weeks that -- cut down on the things

he usually does because of illn=ss or iniury?
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . ..-. -. —-. ----------- . . . ----- —------------

{

i“ bed

b. (Again, not counting th= day(s) lost from work

}
)

iOSt from school

Ouring that p=riod, how m.a”y (other) days did he cut down for as much as a day?

If one or more days !n 4–8, ask 9: otherw [se go to next person.

‘“”whatc”ndit:::”.--:{&::’}_:::::::::::_____________-._-—-.
b. Did o“y other condition cause him to

{ %%} ‘Uringtha’peri”d’
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ml AGE

RACE---------------

Iw:

H-
+3+

HEAD 2F

3. Month Daze Yea-

BED DAYS DV tlosP.

- ❑ p;p~ ❑y$ ❑yfb
k

E
—(NP) _ (NPJ __ (NP)

-

Q. No. Cm”d!cion

--Y

--i

-1

--x
““ ~~ U.<:’;,>y,yw’z%q‘:~,:,:,;,,;, ,,, .,,,. ,; ,<. . ... . ..

+---

0 ❑ Under 17

~ ! ❑ At home

2 ❑ Not m h.me

I Y (4b)

{}

4.. ~~ N If ase:
.-

il 86)
b. _oays Under 6 (.9)

IiiEEx_.

L
I2 N (9)

-------------—-- ..__-—

b. _ Days

00 ❑ None

Enter condition in item C
90. Ask 9b

-------------- ------
. . What was the i“iury? . .

d. Did a“ycme have any other accidents or ini.ries during that period? Y (Reask 10b and c) N
, .--i-..m,.<,,<,, <,:>,,<?,,. ,., , ,e%,, , ,,

If ‘<Accident or In jury,” ask: Y (Enter iniury in Item C)

e. As o ,es.lt of the accident, did -- see a doctor or did he cut down on the things he usually does. ? e.



Ilc.. During ths psst 2 weeks, did anyone in the family,
that is you, your --, ate., go to a dentist? Y N (12)
______________________________________________________________________________

b. Who WE> this? - Mark “Dental visit” box in person’s column.
______________________________________________________________________________

c. During the past 2 we~s, did at.yone else in the family go to a dentist? Y (Reask Ilb and c) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If “Dental vis!t, ” ask:

d. Durirng the past 2 w“ks, how many times did -- go to a dentist?

---
llb.
._+-

---

d

Do not ask for children I yr. old and under.

Mark box or ask:

ABOUT how long has it been since -- LAST went to a dentist?

12.

—

---------.---_-_--

EI Dental VISN
- —---------------

----------------- .

_ No. of demal vism (NP,

I ❑ 2-we. k dental vlstt

----------------- .
2 G pa= 2 weeks not

repined (11)

3 ~ 1 weeks-6 months

‘“ Over 6–I 2 mmths4_

s ~ I year

6 ~ 2—4 years

7 E“: 5. years

8 L Never

‘OOTNOTES
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I b. Who wtw the oh... COII ah.?? - t%rk “Phone call” box [n person’s column. il~b.1 ~ Phone call I

I
-------.........-----

c. Any ccdls about onyonc else?

. . ..- . . ..-. .- ———--.—--------------------- ---
Y (Reask f5b and c1

. ------ -—-.L---- - --- T.- ------

N
------------------------------ .-.. . -.-----.”-..---.,.. .-- .4...

d. How many telephone calls were made to get medical advice about -- ? d. —Number Of all. (NP)

FIII item C, (-V), from 13-15 for all persons. ~ Condition (Item c

Ask 16a for each person .vlth v[slts [n DV box.
THEN 16d)

~ Pregnancy (16e)

116.s. l%wtt.a+ condi+pndjd -- s:. or talk +. a doctor ~~ng~epas:2ye:k:~
. . . . . . . _]~~~-~_No .ondi~fon

----------------

b. Did -- see or talk to o doctot about any specific condition?

-------l---l ------------------

b. Y
--_..—-..—- ..— N (NP)

c. Whet condition? Enter condition In Hem C
c. __-____~-~-~_,g~-.__-_--

——..——. .. ..-. ----. —----------------- _,--

1‘“wY2.’!0t_p:!i0!,.ad::------ ------- --------- .._:: -:___--___-_________________l_::l___::!:! !!Np’sco or tolk to a doctor obout u“y other c.and~t, onq
---------

I e. During the past 2 weeks was -- sick $CCO. SC of hcr pregnancy?

1[
e. Y N ( l15d)

---....——. . .. —.. .——. .-. —..- . .—. . -------------------- ---------------------

I f, Wba+w.as the nmt+er? \ f. I E“terco”dit)o” /“ /temC (,,d,

17a. Durimq the post 12 months, (thot it si”co —.-!! o yc”r agO), abOut hOw many times did -- see Or
talk *Q a medical doctor? (D. not count doctors sec. while . patient m a hospital. )
(Include the -- visits you olrc.dy told mc about.)

b. ABOUT hew long has it been since -- LAST saw or talked to a medical doctor?

Include doctors seen wh,le a pat, ent ,n a hospital.

17.. 000 D Only when in hospital

000 ❑ None

_ Number of V,S, K
--- ------------------- -

b. I ~ 2-+qeek D“
------------ ,------

2 El past 2 w=eks
not reported
(13 and 16]

3 ❑ 2 Wks. + mos.

~ D over6-12 MO,.
5 n I yea,

.5 ❑ 2-4 years

7 G 5+ years

8 m Never



Ages
17+

---------
Ages
6–16

---------
Ages

under 6

18a. What was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS - (For males): working or doing somsthi.g .1s.?

If “something else,” ask (For females): k=ping house, working, or doing

b. what was -- doing?
something else?

If 45+ years and was not “working, “ ‘“keeping house,” or ‘“going to school,” ask:
c. Is -- rstircd?

d. If “retired,” aslc Did he retire because of his health?
------------------------------------------------------------------------
19a. What was --doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS -going to school ordeing something else?

If “something else,” ask:
b. Whotwos --doing?------------------------------------------------------------------------

!ll.p- “----_ --”-- ------- --------.ab[e totakepart at all In ordinary play with other children?

b. Is he limited in the kind of play he can do bccouse of his health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c. Is h- limited in the amount of play because of his health?

!la. Is -- Iimitcd in any way because of his health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

b. In what way is h- Iimitcd? Record limitation, not condition.

!20. Does -- htalth now k*cp him from working?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

b. Is he limited in the k;nd of work he could do becausG of his health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c. Is hc Iimit*d in the amount of work he could do bccauss of his health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

d. Is he limited in the kind or amount of other activities because of his health?

!30. D.ws -- NOW have a iob?
_______________________________________________________ _________________________

b. In tmns of hsaith, is -- NOW able to (work - keep house) at all?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c. Is he Iimitcd in the kind of (work - housework) he can do because of his health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

d. Is hc limited in the amount of (work - housework) he can do becouse of his health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

e. Is he Iimi?cd in the kind or amount of other activities b-cause of his health?

?4. [n terms of h.cjlth would -- be able to go to school?

!5n. Does (would) -- bavc to go to u certain type of school because of his health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

b. IS he (would he b-) limited in school ottendonce becaust of his htalth?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c. Is-he limited in the kind or amount of other activities becousc of his health?

?60. Is -- Iimit*d in ANY WAY because of a disability or health?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

b. In what way iz h- Iimit*d? Record limitation, not condition.

{

been limited in --
!70. About how long has h- bem unable to --

had to go to a certain typr of school? }
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

b. What (othor) condition causss this limitation?

If “old age” only, ask Is this limitation causad by any sptcific condition?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c. 1- this limitation caustd by any other condition?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mark box or ask:

d. Which of these conditions would you say is the MAIN cause of his limitation?

18.

&

19.

-.

20,
--

b
--

c
—

21,
--

k
—

22,
--

b
--

c
--

d
—

23.
-.

b
--

<
--

d-.

e

24.

25.

b
--

c

?60
--

t—

270

-.

b

--

<
--

d—

I U wOrktng (23a)

2 m Keepms house (23b)

3 D Retired, health (22)

● U Rcrzr=d. other 1.22J

s Cl @ng co school ~25J
6 ~ 17+ sme!hr. g .1.. ,22!

7 n 6-[6 somethmg else (24J

---------- ——--—--—
0 n I-5 years (20)

0 n u .der r (21J

Y T N (27)
----------.---—.—.

2 Y (27) N
-------—------————

2 Y (27/ N [x)

lY 5 N (NP)
--------------———.

(?7)

1 Y (27) N
----------------——

z Y (27) N
-------------- —--—

2 Y (27) N
------- —---- —- ——-—

3 Y f27J N (25)

Y (23CJ N
-—- —--- —-. -- ——.--—

Y I N (27)

2 Y (27) N

2 Y (27) .N-- —----- —-. ----. —-.

3 Y (27) N (26)

Y 1 N {27/

2 Y (27/ N

2 Y {27) N

3 Y (27) N

4Y s N (NPJ
----—-—.—.----——. .—

100 ~ Less mm 1 mmm

f — Mos. 2 _Yr!,,

Enter cOfy:I ~,; n tkm c

~ Old age only (NPJ
--—-..--——-——— .-- —-

Y (Reask
27b and c)

--—--—--—-—--—-_———

5
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28rJ. was -- a patient in a hospital ot any tire. since (date) a y*ar Ilgo?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11

N [Item C)
~!!: ---- y--------- .. ----—

b. WhO was this? - Circle ‘“Y” in person’s C. IWnn. 29b. Y

4

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------------- -------
If “Y, ” ask:

c. During thot period, how many times was -- in o nursing home or similar ploce? c. _ Times (ttem C)

Ask for each child I year old or under if date of birth is on or after reference date.

300. Was -- born in o hospital? 30’=.

If “Yes,” and no hospitalizations entered in his andlor mother’s column, enter “1” i“ 28b and item C.

If ‘“Yes, ” and a hospitalization is entered for the mother and/or baby, ask 30b for each.
Y N (tiP)

--------, -- .-- = --------- ----------------------------------------------------------- ---
b. Is this hosp,talnzat, on ,nclud.d m the nwnber you qave m. for --?

------------- -------

if ““No,” correct entries in 28 and item C for mother and/or baby.
b,

Y N

31a. ows mtyonw in tfn famiIY (YCW,yar--,~=) HAVE - 31, Mi$sing {inger~, hq~ or ~~ - t~%, foot *t I.?g?
If “Yes,” ask 31b and c. ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---

b. Wko is this? Enter name of condition and 3 I
or letter of line where reported in appropriate A. Permanent stiffness or any d* formity of the foot, kg, fingers, orm or back?

person’s column in item C.
----------------------------------------------------------------- ---

c. Does anyone ●lse hav* . . .? B. Paralysis of any kind?

32a. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone C. Arthritis of any kind or Rheumatism?
in the fomily (you, your --, ●tc.) HAVE -

1. Trick kn*e?
------------------------------ . ---- ------------------------------- __

If “Yes,” ask 32b and c D. Gout? J. A slipped or ruptured di~c?
------------------------------ . ---- ------------------------------- --

E. Lumbago?
b. Who was this? Enter name of condition and ________________________________ ---- ------------- - __

K. Curvature of the spine?

letter of line where reported in appropriate F. Ost_myelitis? L. REPEATED trouble with neck, back,
person’s column in item C. (o{-tee-oh-m#-.h-lit& iss] or spine?

------------------------------ . ---- ------------------------------- ---
C. Owing tfw wst 12 months, did any- else hove. . .?

G. A bone cyst or bone spur?
M. Bursitis or Synovitis~

(si~-uh.vite-iss)

Conditions C-N and V arq conditions of
- r ---------------------------- - ---- --------------------- ---------- ___
H. Any other disease of the bone

the bone and muscle. or cartilage? N. Any disease of the muscles or tendons’?

33. Compared to other persons --’s age, would you soy that his health is excellent, good, fair, or poor?

o1
33. 1E2G3F4P

For persons !7+, show who responded for (or was present dwing the asking of) Q.’s 4-33.

R

4

I[~Responded for self-entirely

If persons responded for self, show whether entirely or partly. For persons under 17 show
a.’. 4-33 who responded for them.

R 2:7Ftesrvmded for self-partly
,.

Person _was respondent

FOOTNOTES

I
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Y N (Item C) 2% Y N (Item Cl Y N (Item C) i%. Y N f/fern 0 Y N (Hem C)
------------------- --- ---------------- -- -------------------- ---- -------------------- --------------------

_ Tomes (Item C) b. _ Times (Item C) _ T8me% (Item C) b. _ Twnes (Item C) _ Times (Item C)

i 1 !

. . ..--------——— -- ——. I — -------------- .-— . --------- —-------- ---------------------- .

Y 29b. Y Y’ Z9b. Y Y
------------------- --- -------------------- - -------------------- ---- -------------------- --------------------

_ Times (Item C) c. _ Times (item C) — Times ((tam C) c. _ Tomes (Item C) _ T!mes (/tern C)

330. 30s.

Y N (NP) Y N (NP) Y N (NP) Y N (NP) Y N (NP)

------------------- --- -------------------- . -------------------- ---- -------------------- . --------------------
b. b.

Y N Y N Y N Y N Y N

,..
,,

,.. .

.,

. . . . . .
,, .,,” ,,,:,,? ..<, ,.,., ,,

>,;

.“ 2.>... t,, ...

32.. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone in O. A tumor, cyst or growth of the skin? U. Oarmafitis or any ofher skin trouble?
the family have - ------------------------------- --- -------------------------------- --

P. Eczema or psoriasis? V. TROUBLE with fallen arches, flatfect

If “Yes, ” ask 32b and c -_________(:+.h-sis) or clubfoot?------------------- --- -------------------------------- --

b. Who was this? Enter in item C
W. TROUBLE with ingrown toenails

Q. TROUBLE with dry or itching skin? or fingernails?
------------------------------- --- -------------------------------- __

c. Ouring the past 12 months,did anyoneelse have. . .? X. TROUBLE with bunions, corns,
R. TROUBLE with ocne?

Conditions O-U and W-Z are conditions

or calluses?
------------------------------- --- -------------------------------- --

of the skin.
S. A skin ulcer? Y. A disease of the heir or scalp?

-------------------------------- --- -------------------------------- --
Z. Any disease of the lymph or

T. Any kind of skin ollergy? SW*at .aIands?
o2 03 04 05 06

1E2G3F4P 33. !E2G3F4P IE2G3F 4P 33. !E2G3F4P 1E2G3F4P

1 ❑ Responded for sel f-entirely 1 ❑ Responded for s=lf-entirely 1 ❑ Responded for self-entirely 1 ❑ Responded for self-entirely 1 @ Resp.mded for self-enurely

2 ❑ Responded for self-partly R 2~ Responded f., self-parzly 2~ Responded for self-partly R 2 ❑ .Qespcmded for self-partly 2 ~ Respcmded for self-partly

Pers.a”_ was respondent Pers.on_was reqm”dent Person _was respondent Perso._was respc.ndom Person _was respondent

FOOTNOTES
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CONDITION 1

1. Person number Name of condition

2. When did -- lost see or talk to a doctor about his . . .?

I [: ] In interview i ~] Past 2 wks, (Item C) 5 u 2–4 yrs.
week 2 L~ 2 wks. —6 mos.
[Reosk 2)

6 L:] 5+ yrs.

3 (d over 6-11 Mos.
7 ~ Never

4 l:] I yr. a E] OK if Or. seen

9 [:] DK when Or. see

Al IExamine “Name of condition” entry and mark

n Accident or injury (A2J r~ On Card C (A2) m Neither (3.)

If “Doctor not talked to, ” transcribe entry from item 1.
If “’Doctor talked to, ” ask:

30.

b.

c.

d.

What did the doctor soy it was? - Did he give it .s medical name?

------------ . . .
Do not ask for Cancer ❑ On Card C(A2)-- ””--” -------

What was the cause of . . .?

u Accident or injury (A2)
------- ._. ----------- _. —---- _____ -_ —._---- ___— —.
If the entry in 3a or 3b includes the words:

Ail men? Condition Disorder Tr.a.bl e
Anmnlo cy*t G,. Wth Turner
Asthrrm Defect Measles ulcer

}

Ask C:

A?m.k Di sees. R.p?. re

What kind of . . . is it?

-----------— ------------ .—--. -- —. ------- —------
For allergy or stroke, ask:

How does the allergy (stroke) affect him?

------------------------------------------------
If in 3a–d there is an impairment or any of the fol lowing entries:

Abs..ss Damage Pc.,oly.l.

A.ha (.xempt had o, ..,) Growth Rupture

B1..din~ Hemorrhage % ,e
Blood .101 In f.ctl.n sore”.,.

Boil In fl.mnmlon Tumor

1

Ask

cm..r Naurol.gla UI,.,
Crmlps (.xc.pt Neurltls V.a,l.o,e ,.;”.

rmnstru.sl) Pain Weak
cyst Palsy Weokne, s

t. Whet part of tht body is affectad?

Show the following detail:
Head. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .skull, seolp, fa.e

B.ackkpi.elvatebro . . . . . . . . . . . upper, middle, lower

E.xoreya ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..one or bath
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,. o.eorba!h; shoulder, .par,

OILWW,lower, wrist, ho. i
Leg, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . et both; hip, upper, knee,

lower, ankle, foot

4. During the past 2 weeks, did his . . . cause him
to cut down on the things he usually does? 1 Y :Z N (9)

5. During that period, how many cloys did he cut
dwn for as much as a day? Oays—

DO T1 None (9)

6. l),~ing thot 2.week period, how many days did
keep him in bed .11 or most of the day?

_Oays
‘.. .

00 ❑ None

Ask if 17+ years:

7. How mony days did his . . . keep him from work
_Oays (9J

during thot 2-week period? (For females): mt
cou”n+ino work around the house? 00 U None (9) ‘.

Ask if 6–16 years:
._

& How manY daYs did hi5 . . . keep him from _Days

school during that 2-week period? 00 n None
,-

9. When did -- first notice his . . .?

I u Last week O,U 2 weeks-3 months

2 0 Week before 5 ❑ Over 3-12 months

3 ❑ Past 2 weeks-DK which s ❑ More than 12 months ago

(Was if during th+ past 12 months or befors th.t time?)

(Was it during the past 3 months or before that time?)
(Was it during the past 2 weeks or before that time?)

I ❑ Not an eye cond. (AA) a ❑ First eye cond. (6+ yrs.)

A3 2 ❑ First eye”cond. (Item C, then’ 10)’

(under 6) (AA) q ❑ Not first eye cbfid; (AA)

10. Con -- see well enough to reed ordino;~~wspaper
print WITH GLASSES with his

I 1 ‘Ye’..’y ‘N
~ rightJ . . . . . . iY 2N

‘OOTNOTES
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! ❑ Missing extremity (A4)

AA 2 ❑ Condition in C2 does not have e, letter as source (A4)

3 ❑ Condition in C2 has a letter as source, Doctor seen (11)

4 ❑ condition in Cl has a letter as source, Doctor not see” (IS)

ha.DO*S -- NOW takr any nmdicin. or tr.atnmnt lY
for his . . .? 2 N (f2)
------------------------------------------------ .

b. Was any of this mdicinc or trtatmant rccommcndad ! Y
by a doctor? 2N

12. Ho. h- ●ver had surgrry for this condition? lY

2N

13. Was ho ●vor hospitalized for this condition? lY

2N

14. During th. past 12 months, about how many times hns
-- ‘Ctn or talkad to ~ doctor about his . . .? _ Times

(Do not count visits whil. a patient in a hospital.) 000 ❑ None

l%. About how ninny days during the past 12 months has
this condition kept him in bed all or most of the day? _ Days

000 ❑ None
. - . ------------, ----------------------------------

Ask if 17+ years:

b. About how many days during the pst 12 months hos _ Days
this condition kept him from work?

For females: Not counting work around tha house? 000 C None

160. How aftm dots his . . . bothar him - all of the time, oftwt,
onca in o whi lo, or ntvor?

1 ❑ All the time z ❑ Often s ❑ Once in a while

o ❑ Never (16c) .3 ❑ Other - Specify
-------------------------------------------------

b. Whm it doos both-r him, it he bothartd a great dool, somo, or very Iittl*?

! ❑ Great deal 20 Some 3 n Very little

4 ❑ Other - Specify
-------------------------------------------------

❑ All the time in 16a (A4)
=. Doa S -- still have this condition?

1 Y (A4) N
-------------------------------------------------

d. Is this condition completely cur~d or is it under control?

2 D Cured 3 ❑ Under control (A4)

~ ~-other - SPef~[ -- (A4)

c. About how long did -- have thiz condition b*forr it was curd?

o ❑ Less than one month _ Months — Years

AA ❑ Accident or injury ❑ Other (NC)

17m. Did the accident happen during the past 2 years or befe,e that time?

I_J During the past 2 years R Before 2 years (18a]
_______________________________________________

b. When did ths accident happen?

❑ Last week n Over 3-12 months

❑ Week before n I -2 years

m 2 weeks-3 months

13a. At the time of the accident whst psrt of the body was hurt?

What kind of iniury was it? Anything ●lse?

Part(s) of body I Kind of iniwy

t t

------------------ --------------------------------

I [

If accident happened more than 3 rnomhs ago, ask:

b. What part of tho body is afhcted now?

How is his -- affected? Is ho affected in ony other way?

Part(s) of body I Present effects

t 1
-----------------______________

19. Wh.re did tho accident happm?

1 ❑ At home (ingide house)

z ❑ At home (adjacent premises)

3 ❑ Street and highway (includes roadway and public sidewalk)
s ❑ Farm

5 ❑ Industrial place (includes premises)

6 n SchOol (includes premises)
7 n place of rCCrCati On and sports, except at school

6 ❑ Other - SPecify$

20. Was -- at work at his iob or business when tha accident happenad?

lY 3 a Whi Ie in Armed Services

2N 4 m Under 17 at time of accident—
21a. Was a CO? truck, bus, or other motor vehicle

involvod m the occident in any way? lY 2 N (N(
----------------------------------------------- .

b. Was more than one vahicl. involv.d? Y N
_______________________________________________ .

c. Was it (either mm) moving at th. time? lY 2N
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2-WEEKS DOCTOR VISITS PAGE

Earlier, you told methot --hod seen ort.alkadt.aa doct.ar during thepast2 weeks.

!a. On what (other) dates during thmt 2-week period did -- visit or talk to o doctor? ----------

b. Were th.rea.y other do.tor visits forhimduring that period?

1. Where didh* seeihedoctor on the” (date),h a+.
clinic, hospital, doctor’s of frco, or some ot er place?

If Hospital: Was it the outpatient clinic
or the emmrgency room?

If Clinic Wos ita hospital outpatient
clinic, a company clinic, or some @her
kind of clinic?

L Is thedoctoro Wneral pmctitionsr ora specialist?

FOOTNOTES

1. Person number

2..

{

7777 ❑ Last week
OR

8888 ❑ Week before——
Month Da t.-- --------------------------------

Y (Re.mk2aandb) N (Ask 3and4 for

b. each V/S/t)

3. Qawh(le inPatient i“hosp! tal(Next CIv)

2 ❑ Telephme

3 ❑ Hospital Outpatient Clinic

40 HOm=

s ❑ HO@tal Emw-y ROom

Go cOmpw’ Or lnduw clinic

7nOthcr(Spec/fy) ~

I
4. 01 ❑ Ge”eralpractitioner ❑ Speci.lisc -

What kind of specialist is he?
7
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HOSPITAL PAGE

You said that -- was in tlm hospital (nursing home) during the past year.
uSE YOUR CALENDAR

2. Wh. n did -- ●nter the hospital (nursing home) (the last time)? Make s.re the YEAR ,s come.,

3. what is the name and address of this hospital (nursing home)?

4. How many nights was -- in the hospital (nursing home)?

Complete 5 from entries in 2 and ~ if not clear, ask the questions.

fm. How many of these -- nights wer* during the past 12 months?
--------------------------------------------------------------------

b. Howmany ofthcse--nightx were during thepost2we.ks?
--------------------------------------------------------------------

c. Was -- still in the hospital (nursing home) last Sunday night for this hospitalization (stay)?

For what condition did -- .nt.r th. hospital (nurzing home) - do you know th. medical “am.?6.

If medical name unknown, enter an adequate description.

For delivery ask

}

1 Show CAUSE, KIND, and

Was this a nerma I delivwy? If “NO,”’ aSk 1 PART OF BODY in same

For newborn, ask: Whnt was the matter? { detai I as requi red for the

Was the baby normal otbirth?
Condition page.1

1

?o. Wart any operations p.rfommd on -- during this stay at tAe hospital (nursing home)?
--------------------------------------------------------------------

b. What was th. name of ths apmation?

If name of operation is not known, describe what was done.--------------------------------------------------------------------

c. Any other opemtions during this stay?

4.

Sa.
.-

b.
--

:

6.

—

?a.
.-,

b.

.-.

c.

Person number

Month Da c. Year

19_

Name

Street

C,ty (or county) S:ace

_ N,thts

N,;hts
_______________________________

N,;hcs
-------------------------------

Y N

❑ Normal delwery ❑ Normal at b,,th
Cond,c,on

=-------O-6”-GX;:: -----U-X;::-G; -duse

-------------------------------
Kt”d

Fa7t-07G&------------------------

Y o N (P)
-------------------------------

-------------------------------
Y (Oescrih?]

?N

P
If the condition in 6 or 7 is listed specifically in 31A, B, or 32, or there is “1” or more n,ghts i“ 5b,
a Condition page is required. If there is no Condition page, enter condition in item C and fill a page for
it after completing columns for all required hospitalizations.

FOOTNOTES



HEALTH INSURANCE PAGE I ❑ Under 65 (NP)

----------- -----------------------
b. Was !tobtalned through, s;meo;h~group? foreperations? - which haz been or will be

9 DK tY2N 9 DK paid for by this plan? b. lY 2N 9DK

PL2AN 4c. Does this plan pay any part 5a. Is --covered under this 5..
of hospital expenses? (name) plm? I ❑ Covered

4a. Was this (name) plan obtained through !Y 2N 9 DK

1~

2 ❑ Not c.avere~ (NP)

an employer or union?
---------------------- --------------------- - ---

d. Does this plan pay any part b. During the past 12 months
----.--------------

lY (c) 2N 9 UK of doctor’s or suraeon s bills did -- receive ~edical care---------------------------------
b. Was it obtained through some other group? for operations? - which has been or will be

1Y2N 9 DK 1Y2N 9 DK paid for bytbis plan? b, IY2N

2

9 DK

P L3AN 4c. Does this plan payony port 5a. Is -- covered under this 50.
of hospital expenses? (name) plan? 1 ❑ Covered

4a. Wasthis (name) plan obtained through IY 2N 9 OK 2 ❑ Not c.avc,red (NP)
---------------------- --------------------- . --- --------------------

on employer or union? d. Does this plan pay any part
lY(cJ 2N 9 DK

b. ~~ing ths pasf 12 months
------------ ~ --------------------- of doctor’s or surgeon’s bills “ -- receive medical core

b. Was ,tobtatned through some other group? for operations? which has been or will be

lY 2N 9 DK 1Y2N 9 DK paid for by this plan? b. IY2N 9 DK

For each person review 1,2, and5 for each plan and determine if “Covered” byeither,Medicare,
I lMedicaid, ori”surance, or’4Notcovered.” I ;~ ti~~~,;!f{NP,

Ask for each person “NM covered.” Clrcleall reasons given + 60. 1’2 3456789

Many people donotcarryhe~lth ins.r6nce forvorious reasons (Hand Card N)

i

Other (SpeC/f]/) #

6a, Which of those stat4tnents do~cribes why -- is not covered by any health insurance plan? Any other reason?
------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------- --- --------- ------------

Mark box or ask: 00 Q only one ,.s2, s0”

b. What is the MAIN reason -- isnotcovered byony health insuronceplon? b. 123456789

Other (SpeC/fy)#

I I I
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I ❑ Not 5P or SP
under 19 (NP)

HEALTH HABITS PAGE 2 D 5P 19 + callback

RI
required (NP)

3 n 5P 19 + avad. (7-5)

la.During the pazt 6 months, did you use any mtdicincs, drugs or pills for insomnia or to help you sleep? l.. !Y 2 N (2)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

b. On the nvamgo, Jo you usc this medication one or more times per week? .
--- --------------------
b. lY 2N

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---

c. Oid a doctor odvizc You to toke this medication?
-------------------

c. lY 2N

20. During the past 6 months, did you US. any aspirin or aspirin type pills?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -

b. On the average, do you uso these pills one or more timas per wtek?

30, Do you drink cofftc?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

b. On the ov-rage, how mony cups a day do YOU drink?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Do you usualIy drink dccnffainatod coffer or rsgular coffae?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
d. Ware you EVER advised by a doctor to use decaffeinated coffee?--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c. Have you EVER been advised by a doctor to cut down or to stop drinking coffee?

4s. Do you drink hot taa?
------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------- -

b. On the average, how many cups a day do you drink?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Do you drink ictd tea?--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

d. In which season do you drink the MOST iced tea?

b. IY 2N

3..1 lY 2. N (3e)
--+-------------------+
L’”1 — cups I

I
00❑ Lesf than one per day

---------------------

1 ~ Decaffeinatedc.
2 ❑ Re;.lar

--------------------- i

1d.!Y 2N
-------------------- ,--

. . IY 2N

4..
--

b.

--

c.
--

d.

lY 2 N (4c)
-------------------

Cups
i

-0: ~ Less than on. P., dmy
---------------

IY 2 N {4fJ
1--------------------

1 ❑ S4m. for .1 I seasons

❑ Other (.Spec/fy)K

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .---- ------------ ---------
. . (During the (season) ) On the ovemgc, how many gloss-s a day do you drink? . . Glasses

00 n !-e.. than .“.$ a day
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------

f. Havo you EVER b**n advised by a doctor to cut down or to stop drinking tea? f. lY 2N

5a. Havo you smoked at least 100 cigamttcs in your ●ntir* lift? 5.. lY z N (6)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ---------------------

b. Oo you smoko cigarottos now? b. IY
----------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ---- --------------------

2 N (5e)

c. On tho average, ABOUT bow many cigarettes a day do you smoke? Czzarett.s-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ..- =.”.--------------------
d. Hovo you EVER triad to stop smoking? d. IY

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
-------------------AN

●. Hava you EVER been advised by a doctor to stop smoking? lY
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . .-”-” - --------------------

z N (6)

f. Was this because of a specific condition YOU had at that time? f. lY 2 N (6)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . ---- --------------------

g. What condition was it? Any othar condition?
n.

➤ ASK QUESTION 6 ONLY DURING CALLBACK
6. Compared to other p-sons your ago, would you soy that your health is ●xcellent, good, fair, or poor? 6. IE2G3F4P

R21
1 ❑ Reapaldtd f.x 8s1{

R2 Pe,scm_was m,panden’
fFmtnot* masiw) I
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D 1 PAGE

Mark appropriate box(es) from Cl .

BD
Iu I + Bed D:, ys

m 2 ~, I + Hospital Stays

3 m No Bed DaYs

1. During the pa$t 12 months (thgt is since (date) o year ago), ABOUT how many duys did illness or iniury

keep -- in bed all or most of the day?

(Include the days i. the past 2 week,.) (Include the days while. patient in a hospital. )

(Was it more than 7 cloys or less than 7 dcys?)

(Was it more than 30 dmys or less than 30 days?)

(WQS it more than half the year or less than holf the year?)

E k
1. Q El None

1 ❑ I-7

2 @ 13-30

3 E 31-180 (6 months)

4~ 181 + (6 months +)

.. ,, ;, ., .,,. ., :.,,.,,, ..>!,. ),, ,,..,,,...,,,,. ; ,., , ,:’,.,,,.

E :~~l~~;n n CZ(NP)

3 ❑ No eye condition in C2

1Y2N
Z.. ,y*N

\ I, !7+, ask: I
3.. How many living children does -- hove? (Do not count adopted, step or foster children.)

11

30. —Childrw 00 ❑ No”.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------

If FEMALE, ask; otherwise go to next person:

b. How many children has -- EVER had? (Do not count miscarriages or stillbirths.) b. —Children 00 ❑ None (NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- .

I4a. About how tall is -- without -hoes? 4..H —Feet —Inches
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- .

I If 17+, ask: I
I%, Ho--- appliedfero iobduringthepos+ 5years? 1’””l!I-_:_:!!T?:_:!!2:!l-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I b. During this period, did -- apply for a iob he did not get?

N

b.l Y 2 N (NPj
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ------------

I

I c. Was -- turned down from any of these iobs because of a health problem? II lY 2 N (NP)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- ------------

. .

d. What was th* problem? d. I
I II I
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6a. (Besidaz --) H.. anyorm in *he family (you, your --, et..) EVER had -

If ‘“Yes,” ask 6b.

b. ~~~va: this? Mark box !n person’s column and

~
3. Hardening of the arteries or arteriosclerosis?

4. High bleed pressure or hypertension?

15. A heart .atte=k? II

6. Any other heart trouble?

7. Stroke?

8. Kidney stones or any other kidney trouble?

To. (B-sides --) Dots anyc.nc in the family (you, your --, etc.) hove diobetss or ~ugar diabetes? Y N (8)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

b. Who is this? Mark “Diabetes” box in person’s column or enter type of diabetes reported.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c. Does anyone (d. -) havo diabetes or sugar diabetes? Y (Reask N
7b and c)

If information IS known, mark boxes without asking.

30. How many living brothers and sisters does -- have?
(Do not count .doptA, st.p or holf brothers and sisters.)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

●

b. How many of these brothers and sisters have diabetes or sugar diabetes?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

c. How many of -- ‘s brothws and sistars are no longer living?
--------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------

d. How many of these brothtrs and sisters had diabetes or sugar diabetes?
----- --------------------------------------------------------------------------

G. 1- --’s mother still living?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

f. Does (did) she have diabetes or sugar diabetes?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

g. Is -- ‘s f~thw still living?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

h. Does (did) h- havm diabetes or zugar diabetes?
. .

h (Besides --) Has onyone in th= family (YOU, your --, etc.)
EVER bocn told by o doctor that they have -

If “yes,” ask 9b.

b. Who is thi5? Mark box in person’s column and reask 9a.
1. Borderline diabetes?

I

?3

—

2. Prediobetes?

3. Potc”tial diob~es?

Mark one box for each person. D2 is required for each person
with some type of diabetes in question 7 or 9.

6b

~

*
AS

b.

l..

-.

b.
-.

-“ :

d.
-.

a.
-.

f.
-.

9.-.

h.

1b.

—

t3

Type(s) of .ond,t#o”(s)

3 D K,dney
A. . .

,?. ....., ,,, ,, ,’, $~j..-+$~

1 n D8abetes

_Ltvmg 00 ~] NW (8C,

_-- . -- _- —_________
Dlabettcs 00a NOM

_v-__------------

_ Not Iwmg 00 ❑ None (8e,
------------------

_D8abdtcs 90 n Nom
-------------- ----

lY 2N
------------------

lY 2N
------------------

lY 2N
------------------

1-7 ZN

Typ=ls) of diabetes

2 L1 Borderline

3 cl Pred! abetes

4 ~ Palenmal
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1 ❑ Diabetes 4 ❑ Potential

z ❑ Borderline s ❑ .—
3 ❑ Prediabetes

D2 PAGE

I 1. Person Number

Earlier, I W.B told that you hav* (diabetes/borderline, . . .). I I
2a. About how old wcro yo.”when the doctor first told you that you had (diabtics/. . .)? 2.s. —Years

------------------------------------------------------------------- . ---- -------------------------------

b. Wm* you o patimt in a hospital ot the tinw a doctor first told you that you had it? b. IY 2 N (3)
------------------------------------------------------------------- . ---- ----------------------- .,-------

c. Wore you in tho hospital at that time bccausc you h~d symptoms of (diabet~ s/. . .)? c. lY 2N

3. (Not counting thot first time) Have you tvcr b-en hospitalized bcco.sc of your (diabetes/. . .)? 3. IY 2N

k. Hovo you EVER taktn insulin infections? 4.. lY 2 N (5)
-------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------------------

b. Hov. you be.n taking insulin ini.etions for mott of tht past 12 months? b. lY 2N
-------------------------------------------------------------------- --- ----------------------- ---------

C. Aro you NOW toking insulin inicctions? c. !Y 2N
-------------------------------------------------------------------- --- ----------------------- ..-------

d. How many yoors (hav* you betn toking/did you take) them? d. 00 ❑ Less !h.o 1 year —- Years

5a. Do you know what an insulin reaction is? 5.. !Y 2 N (7)
-------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ----------------------- ..-------

b. Hav* you EVER had an insulin r-action? b. lY 2 N (6)
-------------------------------------------------------------------- --- ----------------------- ---------

C. How many insulin reactions have you had during the past 30 days?
-------------------------------------------------------------------- -:: fl:-Q2:::---_----_-*-v:L__

d. (Including ihcsc r-actions,) About how many havt YOU had during the pazt 12 months? d. 00 ❑ Nom —-Number

6a. Do you think an insulin reaction con be ca.sad by tee much food? 6.. IY 2N 9 DK
------------------------------------------------------------------- . --- -------------------------------

b. Da you think an insulin rmction con b. caus~d by too much txarcisa? b. lY 2N 9 DK
----------------------------------- ,--------------------------------- --- -------------------------------

c. Oo you think an insulin r.action it the same as a diab~tic coma? c. IY 2N 9 DK

7. Oo you think o parson with diabetes can .xercisc as mu.h as other ~opl~? 7. lY 2N 9 D}:

3a. Havo you EVER taken diab.tts pills? 8.. lY 2 N (9)
-------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------------------

b. Have you taken thcm mast of th. past 12 months? b, lY
------------------------------------------------------------------- --- _______________________________

2N

c. Are you NOW taking diabetes pills?
1 r

e. !Y 2N
------------------------------------------------------------------- --- ------------------------------

d. How mony yrnrs (hove you been taking/did you taks) them? d. 00 a Less than I year

-i

—— Years

%. Hov. you EVER b..n giv.n a WRfTTEN di.t fer your (dieb.t.s/. . .)? 9% IY 2 N (70)
-------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------------------

b. Oo you NOW foflow this di.t? b. !Y
------------------------------------------------------------------- J--- -------------------------------

------------------------------AN

c. How mony years (hav~ you b-dwwc you) on a di.t for your (diab*t~s/. . .)? c. 00 ❑ Less than I year —- Year.

10. Do you carry or woor anything which idmtifiqs YW as a (diabetic/. . ,)? 10, lY 2N

11. Wh.n did you lost .-. or talk to a doctor about your (diabat.s/. . .)? 11.
— Days ——Months

I II _ Weeks __ Years I# I

t Ask for persons aged 6-16:

12. ff an wncrg.ncy should orisa, is th.rt an oduft at the school owar~ of --’. (diab.t.s/. . .)? 12. lY 2N

R4 ~‘dR=p..d=dfor seif
R4

J
P.x*m_w.s re~p. (FcOtmxe ree.w If rfldwk 79+)
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If 17, , ask:

la. What is the highest grade or year -- attended in school?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Did -- finish the -- grad. (Y.ar)?

Za. Did -- ever S.rve in fh. Arm.d Force$ of the Uni+ed S+.+.s?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

b. When did h- serve? Vietnam Era (Aug. ’64 to April ‘75). . . . . VN

Circle code tn descending order of priority, Thus if
Korean War (June ‘50-Jan. ’55) . . . . . . . KW
World War II (Sept. ‘40-JuIY ’47) . . . . . . WWII

person served an Vietnam and in Korea, circle VN. World War 1 (April ‘17–Nov. ‘ 18) . . . . . . Wwl
Post Vietnam (May ’75 to present) . . . . . PVN
Other Service (all other periods) . . . . . . OS

3a. Did -- work at any time la~t w..k or th. we.k befo,e - not counting wo,k around the house?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- .

b. Even though -- did not work during theso 2 waeks, does he have a iob or busin.ss?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- .

c. Was ha looking for work or on layoff from a iob?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- .

d. Which - Iooki

isk for all
>ersons with
i “Yes”
n 3a, b, or c.

f “Yes” in 3C
rely, questions
ia through 4e
Ipply to this
,erson’s LAST
ull-time Civi] ia”
ob.

for work or on layoff from a iob?

4a. For whom did -- work? Name Of ~~mpany, bu~i “ass, organ izati o“, or other employer

-------------------------------------------------------------------
b. What kind of businms or industry is this? For example, TV and radio manufacturing,

retai I shoe store, State Labor Dept., farm

-------------------------------------------------------------------

c. What kind of work was -- doing? For example, electrical engineer, stock clerk, typist, farmer

-------------------------------------------------------------------
d. What w.re --’. most important octiviti.s or duties? For example, types, keeps account books,

files, sells cars, operates printing press, ftnishes concrete
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Complete from entries in 4a-d; if not clear, ask:

t. Was -- an ●mployeo of PRIVATE company, busintss, or individual
fOrwag*s, sOlmy,O rcOmmission? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..P

-- 0 FEDERAL gwcmmmttcmployce?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . F

--o STAT Egovernma.t employaa?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..s

--a LOCAL government cmploy*o?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L
-- self-cmployod in OWN businsss, professional practice, or farm?

If not a farm, ask: Is ihc busi.css incorporated?

Yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1
No (or farm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..SE

-- ~o,king WITHOIJT PAY in family butin. ss or farm? , . . . . . . . WP

-- NEVER WORKED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NEV

1<

k

2,
-,

t

1.
.

b.

c.

d

k

.

b

,-

.

.-

d

.,

❑ Under 17 (NP)

10 ~ None (2)

Elem: 12345678

H$zh: 91011 12

Co[lese: 123456+

-------------------

Y 2N

IY 2 N (3)
___________________

VN 5 PVN

! KW 6 0s

I Ww[l 9 DK

I WI

Y (4) 2N

-------------------

-i 2N

-------------------

Y 2 N (4)
___________________

~ Look,.; 3 ❑ Both

❑ Layoff

mpl.ayer

------------------- .
tdumy

------------------- .
CC”pac, cm

------------------ -
“t,. %

-------------------
[as. of worker

lDP sol

20F 6DSE

SDS 7UWP

!DL 8 ❑ NEv

I
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Hand card O

If 17+, ask:

50. Which of those qroups BEST describes --’s notional origin or ancestry?

If mult!ple entnes, ask:

b. Which of those groups, that is, ~intrtes in 5a) would you SOY
BEST describes --’s notional oriuin or an.estw?

O , 8Under 17 (NP)

‘“I (Specrlyl

I 6. IS -- now married, widowed, divorced, separated, or never married? I 6. I I ❑ Married - spouse presenr I

6 ~ Married - spouse absent

2 ❑ Widowed

4 ❑ Divorced

5 ❑ separated

7. Which of thase incortw groups represents your total combined family income for the past 12 months -
thot is, yours, your --’z, etc., ~ Include income from 011 sources such as wages, salaries, social
security or retirement b.nef its, help from relatives, rent from property, and so forth.

03UD 07 ~, H

80. Which (other) family members received some income during the past 12 months? 8.s.

Mark “Income” box in person’s column.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- U Income

b. Did any other fomily members receive any income during the past 12 months? Y (Reask 8a and b] N

If only one person with “income” box marked, go to 10.

If 1 or more persons with “income” box marked, ask 9 for each: 00DA 04UE 0801

9. Which of thos= income groups represents --’s income for the po$t 12 months? 9. 010!3 OSn F 09=J

Oznc 06 ~] G IODK

03DD 07UH

.,. k , ., ,; ,.’,..,.>.., ,.. ,,, , ,), , “. ..~:,::; :::

100. Does anyone in this family receive assistance through the “Aid to Families
with Dependent Children” Program, sometimes called “AFDC” or “ADC”?

::
Y N(n)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . ---- -—. -.-.” -- . . . . . . L..-_
b. Which (other) family members are included in the AFDC assistance payment? lob.

Mark “AFDC” box in person’s column. I ❑ AFDC

----------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- -- .--y---” --

c. Are my other family members included’ in this program? Y (Reask 10b ond c) N

110. Does unyone in this .family receive the “Supplemental Security Income” or

,,,

“SS1”’ gold-colored check? Y
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

I b. Who receives +his check? Mark box in pers.o”,s co!urnm (J 10ss, I
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Li
N

(

1

:

I

f

E
If this questionnaire is for an If in AREA SEGMENT,
EXTRA unit, enter Control Number

LISTING SHEET
also enter @ FIRST unit sheet numb.,

of original sample unit _}
Lt., number

listed on pfoperty ~

TABLE X - LIVING QUARTERS DETERMINATIONS AT LISTED ADDRESS

LOCATION OF UNIT ● If 11,t.d, ..1., If .utslde %.. Segment Am Ih.s. USE OR CHARACTERISTICS CLASSIFICATION
WI.,. w. *h.s. q.,rt.rs located? sh..t ond lln. bw.dary, m.rkbax below, (Specify 10.011””)

E. f,re.oct de,c,,p fion or location, e.g., hosement; n.mb.r STOP STOP -d -
Tcblefi, w,d

Wmrl.rs formm. OCCUPIED

2nd f/oo,, mm
than ..6 reup

ALL QUARTERS N - N., . s.p.ar.a!. unit -

COn!i n”. inlet. ● Go caoext U.-of Table X,

After enterlns descr,prion or location:
of p.+ 7 Dc, th.s. ~..rt.r. I. Add occupant. to

“low f., if additional cm.rters 0. the c.cc,pont.

e ● in Area Sement, so to(3)
determined.

(5pecl&fc.caIionl have this quos?!.. na[r..
0,1$!1..1 W@. of these (specify

;. ● In other type of Se;menw,
If “Yes,” fill

(Cmd.le.,t. 0,.,.
““1!. OR f

One 1{”, for I.cof;o”) q“oclors of,.., . . . . . . q.esll.a.ncdre or

- If living q.aners are not withl. the same
Cmmplete kit.her,

● If .nll. t,d, ● Go t. Hcu$ehold page, ecxh g,oup. Iivw and ●m with
each unrefc. tedders..

speclflc sample address (md structure, if - And A,..
from th. c..tsid. faclllfies for this

item 9, or Prc,be pase,
., family ~r.”p.)

Pemdt SeI,me.t) - STOP TAIJLE X s. m.”t, go
..Y other group ., Hm.gh a

7
question I fas applicable).

““[t only? ___________________

- Otherwise. E. to (3) t. 4).
of p..apl.? cmmnen hall? S.p.r.la unit -

- And.n.athm,

}

HU in,e,v,ewon .
Iyp. of s.9- OT s.par.te q“. stlo.n.l r..
III*”I, C1.afo (s]

1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8) (9)

I S_ L_ ❑ Outside segment boundary
Yes -Go to(9) No

Yes No ond circle N Yes No Yes No N HU OT

! s—
Yes -Go to(9) No

L— ❑ Outside segment boundary Yes No and circfe N Yes No Yes No N HU OT

Yes – Go to (9) No
I s——— L— m Outside segment boundary Yes No ond circle N Yes No Yes No N HU OT

NOT E: Be sure to continue interview for original sample unit.

‘OOTNOTES



CARD I

Under $1,000 (including loss) . . . Group A

$1,000 –$1,999 . . . . . . . . . .. Group B

$2,000 –$2,999 . . . . . . . . .. Group C

$3,000-$3,999 . . . . . . . . .. Group D

$4,000 -$4,999 . . . . . . . . .. Group E

$5,000 -$5,999, ... . . . . .. Group F

$6,000-$6,999 . . . . . . . . .. Group G

$7,000–$9,999 . . . . . . . . .. Group H

$10,000-$14,999 . . . . . . . . . . Groupl

$15,000-$24,999 . . . . . . . . . . Group J

$25,000 and over . . . . . . . . . . Group K

CARD C

Conditions renorted for which auestions 3a-3e
need not be asked:

Acne

Appendicitis

Arteriosclerosis

Arthritis (any kind)

Athlete’s foot

Bronchitis (any kind)

Bunions

Bursitis

Calluses

Chickenpox

Cold

Corns

Croup

Diabetes (all types)

Epilepsy (any kind)

Gallstones ,

Goiter

Hardening of
the arteries

Hay fever

Hemorrhoids or piles
(all kinds)

Hernia (al I types)

Kidney stones

Laryngitis

Migraine (any kind],

Mumps

Normal delivery

Phlebitis
(Thrombophlebitis)

Pneumonia

Pregnancy

Sciatica

Sinus (any kind)

str##wcom)

Tonsillitis

U Icer (duodenal,
stomach, peptic
or gastric only)

Vasectomy

Warts

Whopping cough
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CARD El

Complete questions 11-16 on the Condition page
for these conditions.

A. Permanent stiffness or any deformity of
the foot, leg, fingers, arm or back?

B. Paralysis of any kind?
C. Arthritis of any kind or Rheumatism?

D. Gout?
E. Lumbago?
F. Osteomyelitis?

G. A bone cyst or bone spur?

H. Any other disease of the bone
or carti Iage?

1. Trick knee?
\

-\ J. A slipped or ruptured disc?

K. Curvature of the spine?

L. REPEATED trouble with neck, back,
or spine?

M. Bursitis or Synovitis?
N. Any disease of the muscles or tendons?

O. A tumor, cyst or growth of the skin?
P. Eczema or psoriasis?

Q. TROUBLE with dry or itching skin?
R. TROUBLE with acne?
S. A skin ulcer
T. Any kind of skin allergy?

U. Dermatitis or any other skin trouble?
V. TROUBLE with fallen arches, flatfeet

or clubfoot?

W. TROUBLE with ingrown toenails
or fingernails?

X. TROUBLE with bunions, corns,
or calluses?

f. A disease of the hair or scalp?
Z. Any disease of the lymph or

sweat glands?

CARD E2

Examples of inadequate entries for question 3a,
Condition page; mrd’or question 6, Hospital poge:

Effects, aftereffects, i I I effects, or an operation
but no description of what the effects are.

Tests, X-rays, but no results or final diagnOsis
given.

Vague descriptions such as heart failure, leg
bothers, lame, retarded, bad kidney, cr}ppled,
can’t run, can’t bend, Ilmited use, etc., if a more
complete description is not recorded in a
succeeding question.

Blank, dk, or only a part of body given.

Examples of inadequate entries for “kind,”
question 3C Condition page; Or questiOn 6
Hospitol page:

Entries giving only site, part of body, or surface,
such as flesh tumor, bone cyst, skin ulcer.

A repeat of the entry in 3a (Condition page) or 6
(Hospital page), such as stomach t~ouble.

c
El

---------
I
1

1

1

1

1
I

1

I

1

CARD E3

Slsow detail in question 3e, Condition page mrd/or
question 6, Hospital page for these IMPAIRMENTS.

Deafness

Trouble hearing

Other ear condition

Bll,ldness

Trouble seeing

Other eye condition

Missing hand - al I or part

Missing arm - all or part

Missing foot - all or part

Mksing leg - all or part

Trouble, stiffness or any
deformity of - foot, leg,
fingers, arm, or back

E-2
E-3

----- ----

1

CARD E4

Examples of adequate entries for Kind of Injury for
question 18a, Condition page; and question 6,
Hospital page.

Fiacture, broken

Wound open, puncture, laceration, cut

Dislocation, displacement

Sprain, strain, twisted, pulled ligaments

Contusion, bruise

Concuss Ion

Abrasion, blister, scracch, insect, human or
animal bite

Foreign body [n . . .

Burn, scald

Gunshot, shrapnel wounds

“Twisted” ankle, knee; “pulled” ligaments,
tendons, or muscles

Superficial injury

Rupture of internal organs

Amputation

Sunburn, sunstroke, sun poisoning

Examples of adequate entries for present effects
for question 18b, Condition page; and question 6,

Hospital page.

Absence, mtssing, loss of

Stiffness, pain, hurts

Deformity, paralysis

Blindness, deafness

Shock

Arthritis, rheumatism
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CARD N

Health Insurance Page

1. Care received through Social Security
Medicare

2. Care received through Medicaid or Welfare

3. Unemployed, or reasons related to
unemployment

4. Can’t obtain insurance because of poor
health, illness, or age

5. Tooexpensive, can’t afford health insurance

6. Dissatisfied with previous insurance

7. Don’t believe in insurance E4
N

8. Have been healthy, not much sickness in the
,----------

family, haven’t needed health insurance
1

9. Military dependent,
benefits

10. Some other reason

(CHAMPUS), veteran’s ~
!
I
I

I

1

1

I

I

1

I

1

CARD O

National Origin or Ancestry

01 Countries of Central or South America 09 Other European, such as German,

02 Chicano
Irish, English, French,

03 Cuban 10 Black, Negro, or Afro-American

04 Mexican

05 Mexicano II American lndianor Alaskan Native

06 Mexican-American

07 Puerto Rican
12 Asian or Pacific islander, such

as Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
08 Other Spanish Philippine, Samoan

OR

Another group not listed - Specify

fcU.$. GOVERNMENTPRINTINGOFFICE: 1977-260.937:32
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VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS PUBLICATIONS SERIES

Formerly Public Health Service fiblication No. 1000

Series 1. Programs and Collection Procedures. –Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions, and
other material necessary for understanding the data.

Series 2. Data Evaluation and Methods Research. –Studies of new statistical methodology including experimental
tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical techniques,
objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory.

Series 3. Analytical Studies. –Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other series.

Series 4. Documents and Comm;ttee Reports. –Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth
and death certificates.

Ssvies 10. Data from the Health Interview SurzJey.–Statistics on illness; accidental injuries; disability; use of
hospital, medical, dental, and other services; and other health-related topics, based on data coIleeted in
a continuing national household interview survey.

Series 11. Data @om the Health Examination Survey. –Data from direct examination, testing, and measurement
of national samples of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population provide the basis for two types of
reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined prevalence of i+pecific diseases in the United States and
the distributions of the population with respect to physical, physiological, and psychological charac-
teristics; and (2) analysis of relationships among the various measurements without reference to an
explicit fimite universe of persons.

Series 12. Data from the Institutionalized Population Surveys. -Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports from
these surveys will be in Series 13.

Series 13. Data on Health Resources Utilization. –Statistics on the utilization of health manpower and facilities
providing long-term care, ambulatory care, hospital care, and family planning services.

Series 14 Data on Health Resources: Manpower and Facilities. –Statistics on the numbers, geographic distrib-
ution, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, dentists, nurses, other health occu-
pations, hospitrds, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.

Series 20. Data on Mortality .-Various ”statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or monthly
reports. Special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demographic variables; geographic and time
series analyses; and statistics on characteristics of cleaths not available from the vkd records, based on
sample surveys of those records.

Series 21. Data on Natality, Marn”age, and Divorce. -Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce other
than -as included in regular annual or month] y reports. Special analyses by demographic variables;
geographic and time series analyses; studies of fertility; and statistics on characteristics .of births not
available from the vitaI records, based on sample surveys of those records.

Sin-es 22. Duta from the Arational Mortality and Natality Surveys. –Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports
from these sample surveys based on vital records will be included in Series 20 and 21, respectively.

Series 23. Da&zfrom the National Survey of Family Growth. –Statistics on fertility, family formation aud disso-
lution, family planning, and related maternal and infant health topics derived from a biennial survey of
a nationwide probability sample of ever-married women 1544 years of age.

For a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to: Scientific and Technical Information Branch
National Center for Health Statistics
Public Health Service
Elyattstie, Md. 20782
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